Fall TV begins to take shape □ Jankowski tells how CBS did it □ CNN gets ready to roll
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Sales Power
Every day from Katz.
The Amsterdam Kill
Banjo Hackett
The Blackbird
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice
Breakout
California Split
Dark Purpose
Eyes of Laura Mars

A Fire In the Sky
For Pete's Sake
The Fortune
Fun With Dick and Jane
The Greatest
Hard Times
Harry and Walter Go To New York

High Velocity
In the Glitter Palace
Man and Boy
Murder By Death
Nickelodeon
Obsession
The Odessa File

The Quest
Shadow of the Hawk
Shampoo
The Story of Jacob and Joseph
Taxi Driver
The Way We Were
White Line Fever
Bob O'Connor, V.P., Program Director, KTTV, said it at the 1980 INTV. “Sizzles” is why KTTV and five other Metromedia stations were the first to buy Volume One for the 80’s. Why not? 16 of the 24 theatricals are on Variety’s list of All-Time Champs. And 10 of 18 that have already played network were No. One* time period hotshots. After only 12 weeks, a total of 28 stations have heard the “sizzle” and bought. Like the man said, if it sizzles, buy it.

Volume One For The 80’s from Columbia Pictures Television
Public service is in the eye of the beholder.

A man from a small town in Iowa recently sent KMEG-TV a letter unlike any the station had ever received. The letter was in support of the station's broadcasting of Hawkeye basketball. But what made it so unusual was that the man enclosed a check which he said was "in partial payment for what (he) would have had to pay for admission" to the games. KMEG-TV's station manager thanked him for his kind words and, of course, returned the check, explaining that the broadcasts were made possible by advertising support. But his letter was a very special reminder that public service programming indeed comes in many forms.

Making entertainment, education and news available to so many is all part of the American free enterprise system. And public service in each of its many forms is all part of the Fetzer tradition of total community involvement.

The Fetzer Stations

WKZO Kalamazoo  WKZO-TV Kalamazoo  KOLN-TV Lincoln  KGIN-TV Grand Island
WJFM Grand Rapids  WKJF(FM) Cadillac  WWAM Cadillac  KMEG-TV Sioux City
The Week in Brief

ABC, CBS in the Fall □ The prime-time schedules of those two networks are out of the chute. ABC-TV is counting on more comedy and is beefing up its earlier slots. CBS-TV will keep three nights intact and most additions will be in drama area. PAGE 31.

Stop and Go at FTC □ The agency gets funding to continue after a one-day shutdown. The children's advertising inquiry may still go on but under stricter criteria. PAGE 35.

Clearance in Charlotte □ Ted Turner's sale of WRET-TV there helped by FCC decision to remove EEO reporting condition. PAGE 38.

Another News Group □ WPIX(TV) New York will launch a nightly half-hour feed via Westar to independents. PAGE 37.

Satellite Swarm □ The FCC is deluged by bids including a $230-million proposal of AT&T. PAGE 38.

Top at large

CBS's Comeback □ On the eve of a triumphant meeting with affiliates in Los Angeles, Gene Jankowski discusses the men and methods that restored the prime-time championship to his network. PAGE 40.

Programming

Lee Rich and Lorimar □ The success of Dallas, The Waltons and other network series has put them at the top of the Hollywood TV mountain. Now there's a further expansion into syndication and the movies. PAGE 48.

Post-Season Win □ ABC-TV moves back into the prime-time winner's circle in the week ended April 27. PAGE 52.

Business

The Capacities of Capcities □ President Burke reassures New York securities analysts that the company will outperform the market, even if the recession deepens. Chairman Murphy explains Capcities guidelines for cable. PAGE 58.

The Pay Way □ NAB researchers conclude that subscription television will flourish most abundantly on cable. But it also expects a decade of vigorous competition among cable systems, MDS and over-the-air STV. PAGE 62.

Dividing the Pie □ The Copyright Royalty Tribunal finishes its hearings on the distribution of $12 million in royalties from cable. It faces a September deadline when, by law, it must resolve the proceedings. PAGE 83.

Law & Regulation

Blessings on Shaky Engagement □ The FCC approves the merger of Cox into GE, even though Cox says the price isn't right and wants out. PAGE 67.

Price Isn't Necessarily Right □ An appeals court upholds the FCC's contention that, regardless of the price set in contracts between a common carrier and two networks, the tariff filed with the commission is the basis for charges. PAGE 69.

Journalism

Countdown for CNN □ Ted Turner's Cable News Network starts its four-week dress rehearsal today with the official start June 1. At headquarters in Atlanta and in bureaus across the country, executives discuss programming, procedures and hardware. PAGE 72.

Raps from Bernstein □ The head of ABC's Washington news bureau says reporters need to do more leg work and not rest on their laurels. PAGE 78.

UHF Comparability □ The enormous cost of power for U transmitters and the proper use of indoor antennas are analyzed in NAB, APB and EIA comments on the FCC's latest report. PAGE 80.

Technology

Profile

The Resilient Bert Parks □ Dropped in Atlantic City, the durable radio-TV veteran was quickly picked up practically everywhere else. It also prompted the Broadcast Pioneers to recognize his 48 years of service to broadcasting. PAGE 105.
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Champagne Movies 34
Sparkling With Great Stars And Titles.

A great offering of 34 outstanding theatrical features and super-rated TV movies!

MCA TV
Slow growth

If there's substantive talk about expanding CBS-TV early-evening network news (Broadcasting, April 21) at affiliates convention this week (see page 44), chances are it'll originate with affiliates, not CBS leaders. CBS plan last week was to mention it only in passing, if then. But it seems sure to be raised informally by affiliates in private meetings, and perhaps in their closed Q&A session with network officials.

Robert E. Schmidt of KAYS-TV, Kan., chairman of affiliates board, says reaction he's heard has been about evenly split, for and against. This in response to Las Vegas meeting at which board consensus indicated willingness to talk about early-evening news expansion, preferably to 45 minutes. Next step is expected to be draft of plan by CBS for submission to affiliates. This, affiliates leaders suggest, could come any time between month from now and end of year. They think it would be real feat for CBS to get expanded newscasts started by next February, believe September 1981 more likely.

Chain reactions

"We'll have to wait and see what happens at CBS." That in essence was response of both ABC and NBC executives last week when asked whether they would follow CBS's lead in attempting to expand early-evening news (see above). Normally, when one network makes that kind of move, others follow suit—especially if lead-off network succeeds. In 1976 effort, ABC initiated it and CBS and NBC followed; when NBC bowed to affiliate pressures against it, CBS and ABC also bowed.

Fitness chart

Broadcasters who have served as National Association of Broadcasters joint board chairman since restructuring of NAB in 1965 were invited to reunion at Washington headquarters last Tuesday, attended also by Washington chapter of Broadcast Pioneers. Forty percent showed up. On hand, in addition to incumbent, Thomas E. Bolger (Forward Communications, Madison, Wis.), were John F. Dille Jr. (1965-67), Federated Media; Willard Walbridge (1968-71), retired vice president of Capital Cities Communications, and Andrew Ockershausen (1973-75), ABC radio vice president in charge of Washington operations.


Chairman Quello

James H. Quello, most persistent opponent of FCC Chairman Charles D. Ferris, today becomes acting chairman—by designation of Chairman Ferris. It may be simply because Quello is only Democrat on scene what with other three, plus FCC dean, Republican Robert E. Lee, China-bound on first leg of trip that winds up May 21.

With three commissioners in Washington (others are Abbott Washburn and Anne F. Jones) actions probably will be routine and subject to ratifications, since quorum of four is needed to do business. Democrats Joseph Fogarty and Tyrone Brown are others on China pilgrimage with 11-member FCC delegation, plus commissioners' wives (Broadcasting, April 28).

Cutting where they can

With hefty line-up of blockbuster movies and specials, ABC-TV's fall line-up no doubt is costing bundle. Network, however, says it has tried to keep costs down where possible. Of four new situation comedies, three are on tape, which is bargain compared to film. (CBS's one new sitcom is also on tape.) Among ABC movies, some like "Saturday Night Fever" were bought before theatrical release, probably proving box-office success didn't hype price. "Fever" isn't only John Travolta smash in ABC-TV portfolio. After 1980-81 season, viewers also will see "Grease."

Hometown angle

Republican and Democratic national conventions this summer will demonstrate growing strength of station news operations—and importance station management attaches to them. Mike Michaelson, superintendent of House of Representatives Radio and Television Gallery, who is working with Republican and Democratic National Committees in making arrangements, expects more than 400 "organizations," including group owners, representing some 2,000 stations, to have reporters and technicians in Detroit and in New York. In 1976, 300 organizations, representing 1,500 stations, were at two conventions.

Perhaps more significant than raw numbers is that for first time substantial number of nonnetwork organizations will provide live coverage—styling local angle—for insertions into local news programs. Satellite technology has lowered cost of live coverage sufficiently from that of land lines to make it feasible.

Under the axe

FCC faces $3.8 million cut from its $77.1-million budget should Senate's 5% spending cut proposal be adopted. House, however, has recommended 2%, and compromise is expected in conference committee. FCC spokesman said real loss would be more like 15-20% if inflation is factored in. Major cuts will come in personnel hirings and equipment outlays—both of which go toward clearing up paperwork backlog.

Long gestation

FCC watchers are commenting on wide variation in speed between preparation and release of thick orders approving Cox-GE merger, day after commission vote (see page 67), and time it's taking to write order denying RKO General renewal of three TV licenses, voted last Jan. 24. As of last Friday, draft of 4-to-3 majority opinion in RKO case was in Commissioner Anne Jones's office, after being reviewed and touched up by other three who voted against RKO. After Jones is through, draft will go back to general counsel for final version and will then be circulated to all members. No final action can be taken until after four commissioners return from China.

Sideliner

Federal Trade Commission may go on with revised inquiry into television advertising for children, under new legislative restraints (see page 35), but Chairman Michael Pertschuk will stay out of it. Although appellate court ruled he could re-enter case, in its original form, after district court disqualified him, he says he'll voluntarily stay out. (Business interests have appealed appellate ruling to Supreme Court.)

In his office last week during hectic congressional actions that killed and revived agency, Pertschuk said he'd remain out of children's inquiry to keep from reopening old controversy.
Mrs. Baird's Bakeries ☐ Seventeen-week campaign for bread begins this week in about 15 markets including Houston. Spots will run in day and fringe times. Agency: Tracy-Locke, Dallas. Target: women. 18-49.

Beech-Nut ☐ Sixteen-week campaign for baby food begins May 26 in about 20 markets including New York, Albany-Schenectady-Troy and Buffalo, all New York; Dayton, Columbus and Cincinnati, all Ohio, and Miami. Spots are placed during day and fringe times. Agency: Weightman Advertising, Philadelphia. Target: women. 18-34.


Wm. Underwood Co. ☐ Eleven-week campaign for Underwood meat spreads begins June 23 in 48 markets including Los Angeles; San Francisco; Portland, Ore.; Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.; Atlanta; Houston, and Birmingham, Ala. Spots will run during day and fringe times. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston. Target: women. 25-54.


Fuji Photo Film ☐ Four-week campaign for film begins this week in about 10 markets including Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.; Houston; Milwaukee; Phoenix, and Spokane, Wash. Spots will run in morning and afternoon drive times, plus weekend programing. Agency: Manoff Geers Gross, New York. Target: adults. 18-49.

Crunchola granola snack bars begins May 12 in Detroit, Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton, Ohio. Some spots will run during early fringe times. Agency: Tatham Laird & Kudner, Chicago. Target: working women; women 18-49.


Volume Shoel ☐ Four-week campaign for Payless shoes begins this week in about 50 markets. Spots will run in day, fringe and prime times. Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York. Target: adults, 18-24; women, 25-49.

Stouffer ☐ Three-week campaign for Italian Sandwiches begins this week in more than 20 markets. Spots will be placed in day, early fringe and prime times. Agency: Creamer Inc., Pittsburgh. Target: adults. 25 plus.

Target Stores ☐ One-week campaign to promote "Sunshine Sale" begins May 21 in 22 markets including Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston, St. Louis and Oklahoma City. Spots will run during day, fringe and prime times. Agency: The Haworth Group, Chicago. Target: adults. 18-49.

Grain Terminal Assn. ☐ One-year campaign for grain feed begins June 2 in about 18 markets including Minot-Bismarck-Dickinson, N.D. Spots will run during day times. Agency: Miller Meester, Minneapolis. Target: men. 18-54.


BASF ☐ Six-week campaign for Sasagran soybeans in more than 500 markets north of Colorado, plus Washington and Idaho. Spots will run during farm programing. Agency: Bruce Brewer Advertising; Kansas City, Mo. Target: farmers; men. 25 plus.

American Learning Co. ☐ Two-to-six-week campaign for reading instruction service begins this week in San Francisco and Los Angeles. Spots will run in...
How locking federal lands away from oil and natural gas exploration will lower America’s standard of living.

For some time now, the United States has been increasing its oil imports—at higher costs year after year. When more and more dollars leave the country to pay for this oil, the effect is a lessening in the value of the dollar…and a nibbling away at every American’s standard of living.

To help cut its dependency on foreign oil, America must produce more oil and natural gas here at home. Our country has rich, untapped reserves; the problem is that much of them are under federal lands. About a third of our country is controlled by the federal government. Most of this land is currently off limits to energy exploration and development. And proposed legislation would shut these lands off permanently.

Energy lands should be developed.
Just one example: in the Rockies of Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming, a mineral-rich geologic area that’s part of the “Overthrust Belt” contains an estimated 8 billion barrels of oil and 100 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. But nearly half of this land may be put off limits.

Some government land management people feel that they have to draw a permanent line on land use: a line protecting every facet of the environment in its natural state from oil and natural gas development. At Amoco, we believe that energy can be produced on these lands while maintaining their natural integrity.

The environment can live with oil and gas development.

Now don’t get us wrong. We are not for the wholesale exploitation of America’s natural wilderness. But we would like to be able to explore public lands to find those having the potential for holding oil and natural gas deposits. Further, we’d like to be permitted to drill on those lands where large quantities of oil and natural gas are most likely to be found.

Amoco believes that America can’t afford to cut itself off from any opportunity to increase its energy reserves. Because producing secure American petroleum supplies is the best way to lessen the influence that foreign oil producers have on every American’s standard of living.

America runs better on American oil.


**Vespa of America** □ Four-week campaign for motor scooters begins May 19 in Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix, Atlanta, Washington, Chicago and Boston. Spots will be placed in all dayparts. Agency: Criswell Division, San Francisco. Target: adults, 25-49.


**Fred Meyer** □ Twelve-day campaign for department stores begins May 28 in Seattle and Portland, Ore. Spots are placed during morning drive and daytime. Agency: CB&S Advertising, Portland, Ore. Target: adults, 18-34.

**Coleman Co.** □ Two-week campaign for canoes begins May 10 in more than 30 markets. Spots will run in morning and afternoon drive times. Agency: D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius, St. Louis. Target: adults, 18-24.

**Consumer Distributors** □ Four-day campaign for catalogue showroom begins this week in San Francisco and New York. Spots will run in morning drive, day times and afternoon drive. Agency: Air Power, New York. Target: adults, 18-34.

**Radio and TV**

**Amlings** □ One-week campaign for florists promoting "Bowl of Beauty" begins this week on radio in New York, Los Angeles, Boston and Washington and on TV in Houston and Phoenix. Agency: Amlow Agency, Hinsdale, Ill. Target: total adults.

---

$335,000

SAWTOOTH RADIO CORP.

Twin Falls, Idaho

**Acquisition of Radio Station KMTW-FM**

**Senior Secured Note due 1988**

**Funds provided by:**

**Firstmark Financial**

Firstmark Financial Corporation

Indianapolis, IN 317/638-1331

April, 1980

---

**Ad Vantage**

**Radio buy.** In effort to reach target group, adult men, 18-34, American Honda Motor Co. is sponsoring one concert per week through September on syndicated FM radio program, *The King Biscuit Flower Hour*. With estimated audience of 2 million, *King Biscuit* produced by DIR Broadcasting Corp., is popular among young adult men, the majority of motorcycle buyers. Honda plans to spend more advertising dollars this year than ever before by continuing to use print and TV ads in addition to spots on ABC radio network. Coinciding with broadcast advertising campaign is dealer awareness campaign, which includes record album (also produced by DIR) sent to motorcycle dealers explaining importance of radio advertising.

**French connection.** With budget of $1.2 million, and help of agency, NY Ayer ABH International, AT&T Long Lines unveils its 1980 TV campaign to promote trans-Atlantic dialing. Commercials, which run in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles for 26 weeks, depict families receiving surprise phone calls from relatives in U.S. The spots, filmed in Europe, will run during prime time and early and late fringe programming.

**School days.** The first in a series of one-week development seminars for local television salesmen will be held under auspices of Blair Television from June 15-20 ("Closed Circuit," April 28). It will be conducted by Success Research Institute at Westchester Conference Center in Rye, N.Y. SRI will use its own staffers as well as executives from Blair Television and local TV stations as speakers. In addition to industry subjects, including research, promotion, retail advertising, and selling against newspapers, seminar will focus on motivation, self-growth and achievement. One of featured speakers will be Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, former president of NBC Radio, Mutual and the Curtis Publishing Co. Fee, including room and board, is $1,500 per person. First group, restricted to 30, will consist of local salesmen at TV stations represented by Blair. It will also be open to staffers at other stations, space permitting. Other seminars are planned for July and August.
Boys Town of North Carolina is a residential community just outside Charlotte that provides food, shelter, counseling and education for children from broken or troubled homes. What with inflation and competition for the voluntary dollar, it's tough to raise enough money to stay in business.

So each year we preempt a full day of commercial programming for the WBTV Boys Town Auction. Sort of a marathon auction and telethon rolled into one, co-hosted by our sister radio stations, WBT and WBCY. Local stores contribute tons of new merchandise, our on-air personalities serve as auctioneers, and community volunteers register the bids as they come in by telephone.

And the bidding is brisk. In nine years we've helped to raise almost a million dollars, indicating again the kind of support a station can expect from its community when it offers itself in return.
The best action comes from The Big
Take advantage of one of the highest rated action-adventure packages available.

PREMIERE 1 deals in themes that are always current in their audience appeal. High adventure and action mixed with romance, fantasy, history, heroism and humor—20 movies that cover virtually all the universal human emotions.

You'll draw big audiences with movies like "Raid on Entebbe"; "Wanted: The Sundance Woman"; "Sherlock Holmes in New York"; and "Swiss Family Robinson."

PREMIERE 1 includes superstar performances by Charles Bronson, Henry Fonda, Shirley MacLaine, Liza Minnelli, Robert Stack, Peter Finch, Jack Warden, Peter O'Toole and many, many more. And viewer potential has barely been tapped by the very limited network exposure.

There are over 1500 titles available from the huge 20th Century-Fox Television library. CENTURY 10 and PREMIERE 1 are just two of our blockbuster action-adventure packages. Call your Fox representative now for immediate availabilities.

Television's Big Movie Company
Los Angeles · New York · Chicago · Dallas · Atlanta
Where Things Stand
An every-first-Monday status report on the unfinished business of electronic communications

Copyright 1980 Broadcasting Publications Inc. May be quoted with credit.

AM allocations. FCC has initiated rulemaking that could result in addition of 125 or more AM stations in clear and adjacent channels. Comments in proceeding, however, were negative; most supported maintaining clear channels (Broadcasting, July 16, 1979).

Meanwhile, a new discussion about converting daytime radio operations into full-time operations, with several actions pending: National Telecommunications and Information Administration has proposed reducing AM spacing from 10 kHz to 9 kHz to create more radio channels, and U.S. submitted that proposal at Region 2 (western hemisphere) conference which ended March 28 in Buenos Aires. However, the conference was unable to reach a consensus on the issue, and postponed decision until its second session—in November 1981 (Broadcasting, March 24, 31).

AM stereo. Year and half ago, FCC instituted formal inquiry looking to development of standards for AM stereo broadcasting (Broadcasting, Sept. 18, 1978). Included in proceeding were five proposed systems—by Belat, Harris, Kahn, Magnavox and Motorola. Final comments in proceeding were filed last year (Broadcasting, May 28, 1979). FCC approved single system—Magnavox—at April 9 meeting (Broadcasting, April 14). However, opposition to Magnavox choice is mounting, and petitions for reconsideration are expected after final order is issued in mid-June.

Antitrust/networks. Justice Department, which originally filed suit against ABC, CBS and NBC in 1972 for alleged monopoly practices, has reached out-of-court settlement with NBC, and that agreement has been approved by presiding judge in case (Broadcasting, Dec. 5, 1977). Agreement imposes number of restrictions on NBC in program area, but some are not effective unless other two networks also agree to them. ABC and CBS, however, continue to fight suit.

Antitrust/TV code. Department of Justice has filed suit in U.S. District Court in Washington against National Association of Broadcasters' television code, charging that it unfairly manipulates marketplace by restricting number of advertising availabilities (Broadcasting, July 18, 1979). Oral arguments were held late last year; NAB claimed case is governed by “rule of reasonableness” and Justice argued code is “per se” violation of antitrust laws (Broadcasting, Dec. 10, 1979). Meanwhile, U.S. District Judge Harold Greene turned down NAB's bid for dismissal but said he will treat motion as one for summary judgment (Broadcasting, Dec. 17, 1979). Both Justice and NAB filed briefs reiterating their positions. Greene now has to decide on basis of record. There is possibility of another oral argument.

Blanking intervals. FCC in June 1978 issued public notice of problem growing number of tapes produced by ENG equipment that exceed compression ratios for horizontal and vertical blanking intervals. It said that for period of one year it would allow two-line tolerance (from 21 to 25) for vertical and 56 microsecond tolerance (from 11.44 to 12 microseconds) for horizontal to give industry time to correct the problem. Last June, when FCC adopted notice of inquiry concerning television waveform standards and questioned whether, in view of changes in industry since rules were adopted in 1941 and 1953, marketplace forces would serve public interest or if there is need for continued FCC regulation. Comments were filed late last year; majority supported more flexible standards. No advisory notices or notices of apparent violation for blanking in excess of standards will be issued during period of inquiry. Broadcasters Ad Hoc Committee on Television Blanking Widths was formed last August to “identify problem areas and recommend corrective action” to FCC. Group is made up of representatives of three commercial networks, Public Broadcasting Service, National Association of Broadcasters and several station groups.

Cable copyright. Copyright Royalty Tribunal has finished evidentiary hearings in dispute over results of royalty study conducted in 1978 by cable companies. In involved in dispute are broadcasters, music licensing groups, sports interests, motion picture producers and public broadcasters. By law, dispute must be resolved by Sept. 30. CRT has put matter on hold until July 8.

Cable deregulation. FCC is embarked on course that may take it to elimination of last remaining rules cable industry considers restrictive—distant-signal and syndicated-exclusivity regulation—but has opened possibility of establishing some kind of marketplace regulation through program equalities (Broadcasting, May 7, 1979). National Telecommunications and Information Administration has proposed idea of retransmission consent as means of introducing marketplace factor into distant-signal equation. Ide received support in comments filed with FCC on notice of proposed rulemaking to repeat current rules (Broadcasting, Sept. 24, 1979). Congressional Research Service, on other hand, has published study, requested by Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), chairman of House Communications Subcommittee, which concluded that only Congress can authorize retransmission consent (Broadcasting, Dec. 3, 1979). NTIA continues to assert FCC has such authority; Senate's Feb. 23 action is aiming for June date to release report and order in proceeding. Representative Robert Kastenmeier (D-Wis.), in letter to FCC Chairman Charles Ferris, asked for halt in FCC proceedings until Copyright Royalty Tribunal has concluded its review of copyright payment rates. Ferris told Kastenmeier, chairman of Judiciary subcommittee with copyright authority, that FCC would proceed (Broadcasting, March 31).

Carter use of broadcasting. President has held 57 televised press conferences since assuming office, but last July he abandoned his twice-a-month press conferences. For a time, he substituted for them town hall meetings, regional press conferences and one national radio call-in show on National Public Radio last Oct. 9 (Broadcasting, Oct. 15, 1979). But since the hostage situation developed in Iran, in November, he has remained in the White House where, in addition to occasional formal news conferences, he has been seen in taped or live meetings with the press on specific issues, as well as interviews with broadcast journalists from states where primaries were to be held.

Closed captioning. ABC-TV, NBC-TV and Public Broadcasting Service are participating in captioning project for benefit of hearing impaired, which began March 15 (Broadcasting, March 24). ABC and NBC are captioning five hours of network television a week (in prime time) and PBS more than 10 hours. Sears, Roebuck & Co. is manufacturing and distributing decoding equipment for home sets. Adapter for set costs $250, while 19-inch color set with adapter built in sells for about $500. CBS declined to participate, saying it is more interested in proceeding with its work on teletext process (Broadcasting, Oct. 1, 1979).

Communications Act. House Communications Subcommittee approved H.R. 6121, amendments to 1934 act, which deal only with common carrier provisions, but bill, with additional amendments, is expected to go back to subcommittee for further mark-up this month. In Senate, two bills under consideration are S. 611 by Senators Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) and Howard Cannon (D-Nev.) (Broadcasting, Dec. 24, 1979), and S. 822 by Senators Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) and Harrison Schmitt (R-N.M.) (Broadcasting, Nov. 12, 1979). Both bills have been redrafted and comments on each have been received. Staffs have been working on compromise language for one bill, including broadcast provisions, and mark-up is expected this month.

Comsat. Communications Satellite Corp. surprised television world with announcement of its plans for transmitting as many as six channels of programming via satellite direct to homes equipped with small-diameter rooftop antennas (Broadcasting, Aug. 6, 1979). Comsat planned to have details ready for filing at FCC first-quarter of this year, however, filing has been put off indefinitely since joint venture talks with Sears have fallen through (Broadcasting, April 14). FCC meanwhile, has been conducting inquiry on Comsat's corporate structure. Broadcasters filing comments agreed that Comsat was established by Congress as common carrier service and that any venture into satellite-to-home broadcasting could not be authorized under its present
ACTION HOURS WIN BIG!

THE ROCKFORD FILES PROVES THAT THE ACTION HOUR WITH AN ATTRACTIVE MALE STAR AND TOUCHES OF HUMOR CAN DELIVER TOP SHARES—NIGHT AND DAY!

Rockford's now sold in 85 markets, including all of the top 20. Playing in early fringe (as an early news lead-in), prime time and late night, it's delivering sky-high ratings and shares—scoring heavily among young women 18-49!

THE ROCKFORD FILES
125 HOURS.

AND NOW WE'VE GOT ANOTHER ACTION HOUR IN THE ROCKFORD MOLD...
YOU'D BE IN DISGUISE, I
WOMEN LOVED WATCH
DO, IF 8 MILLION YOUNG
IG YOUR EVERY MOVE!

In three and one-half seasons on ABC-TV—during which time it averaged a first place 20.5 rating and a 32% share—Baretta showed extraordinary appeal among women 18-49.

Each week an average of 1,800,000 young women were on and to watch Robert Blake in his Emmy and Golden Globe Award-winning performance as Baretta—56% more than watched the NBC competition and 22% more than the CBS competition.

The pattern was repeated when Baretta played as the Friday entry on BC's Late Night schedule. Against L*A*S*H, Baretta delivered ABC's highest rating of the week and the largest number of women 18-49.

Baretta. An action hour series with an attractive male star and a touch of humor that will deliver young women!

52 hours available for Fall 1980.

MCA TV

Source: NTI Prime Time Season Averages 1/75-1/78; Late Night 9/77-2/78. Subject to survey limitations. © 1980. Universal City Studios, Inc. All rights reserved.
charter. FCC adopted report to restructure Comsat but allow it to operate freely outside Intelsat and Inmarsat (Broadcasting, April 28). On Capitol Hill, Representative Lionel Van Deerlin's (D-Calif.) Communications Subcommittee plans future hearings to determine if legislation in this area is necessary.

Crossownership (newspaper-broadcast). Supreme Court has upheld FCC policy grandfathers most such existing crossownerships, disallowing future formation of crossownerships and requiring break-up of 16 "egregious" crossownership cases (Broadcasting June 19, 1979). Fine has draft proposal or should agree, agreements, seven have been freed from divestiture order because of changed circumstances in market (entry of competition) and one has won reversal of divestiture order in appeals court. Of three remaining cases, one has given up fight and decided to sell its television station in compliance with order (Broadcasting, Jan. 7), and two others have been denied waivers on ground that situations had not changed (Broadcasting March 3).

Crossownership (television broadcasting-cable television). FCC amended its rules to require divestiture of either CATV system or co-owned TV station that is closer than 1,500-channel mile to the contours of CATV systems' EEO performance and for dealing with violators (Broadcasting, Oct. 2, 1978). In June 1978, court sent case back to FCC at its request. FCC Cable Television Bureau is preparing draft notice. FCC hopes to consider issue by summer.

EEO. Supreme Court, in decision involving Federal Power Commission and its role—or lack of one—in EEO matters, appears to have cast doubt on FCC authority to impose EEO rules on cable systems, but commission has adopted report and order resolving in its favor question of whether it has necessary authority to lay out program for monitoring cable systems' EEO performance and for dealing with violators (Broadcasting, Oct. 2, 1978). In June 1978, FCC in Federal Rulemaking to increase equal-employment requirements of stations, effective April 1, 1980. Stations with five to 10 employees are required to have 50% minority parity over-all with available workforce, and 25% in top four job categories. Stations with more than 10 employees must reach 50% parity both over-all and in top four job categories, and stations with 50 or more employees will receive complete review of their EEO programs. FCC also voted to take look at employment practices of three commercial networks, to see whether, or how, minorities and women are employed in decision-making jobs. FCC has met with networks and is planning additional meetings to obtain information.

Family viewing. Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals in San Francisco has thrown out November 1976 ruling by Judge Warren Ferguson that held family-viewing self-regulatory concept unconstitutional (Broadcasting, Nov. 19, 1979). Appeals court ruled that Ferguson erred in concluding that U.S. District Court in Los Angeles was proper forum for deciding issue. Court ordered judicial review of administrative proceedings of case before FCC, with claims made against networks and National Association of Broadcasters to be held in abeyance until commission completes its actions. Plaintiffs, which include Tandem Productions and Writers Guild of America, have petitioned U.S. Court of Appeals in San Francisco for rehearing on ground that appeals court based its opinion on "misinterpreted interpretation of the primary jurisdiction doctrine" (Broadcasting Dec. 24, 1979).

Federal Trade Commission. FTC concluded legislative phase of inquiry examining proposals to limit or ban television advertising aimed at children. But under new authorizing legislation, which still has to meet approval of Congress, agreement inquiry must be recast if it is to be pursued, although record from first phase may remain. Authorization bill will suspend for life of legislation FTC's jurisdiction over "unfair" advertising—standard on which children's advertising proceeding was based. But commission can vote to return, under false and deceptive standard, at which time complete text of proposed rule must be published. Agency is also subject to two-house veto of rules it promulgates. Legislation ended three-year hiatus during which FTC was without authority. If bill is approved, FTC will operate under funds provided by 30-day special resolution (see "Top of the Week").

FM Allocations. FCC has instigated rulemaking to open spectrum to additional commercial FM's. If adopted, there will be two new classes of stations as well as rules that would allow existing classes to operate in areas where they are now restricted (Broadcasting March 3).

Format changes. FCC more than three years ago ended inquiry to determine whether it can or should involve in regulating program formats with order concluding that it can't and shouldn't (Broadcasting, Aug. 2, 1978). Commission said determination should be left to discretion of licensee and to regulation of marketplace. But this was contrary to several previous appeals-court decisions, and U.S. Court of Appeals reversed commission after most recent appeal was taken by citizen groups (Broadcasting July 9, 1979). Supreme Court has agreed to review case (Broadcasting, March 10).

License renewal legislation. Broadcasters' effort to win license renewal legislation with longer licenses and insulation from challenge for such reasons as ownership structure became more urgent after Washington appeals court's wesh decision, although that decision was later amended (Broadcasting Jan. 22, 1979). Issue is before Communicatons Act revisions introduced in Senate (Broadcasting April 2, 1979), and it appears any action on renewal issues will take place within context of those bills. Matter is also treated in Hearing 6228, introduced by Representave Allan Swift (D-Wash.), although thrust of bill is Crossownership (Broadcasting April 28).

License renewal forms. FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Richard Shiben has plans for rulemaking to study possibility of short-form renewal applications. Form for all AM, FM and TV stations would have fewer than half-dozen questions. Minimum sample of 5%, however, would have to permit longer form or go through field audit (Broadcasting Feb. 16). Broadcast Bureau has drafted seven sample forms and hopes to get before commission in early June.

Minority ownership. Carter administration announced wide-ranging push to increase participation of minorities in radio and TV station ownership (Broadcasting Oct. 22, 1979). But National Telecommunications and Information Administration's Henry Geller later conceded ideas could be improved on and said NTIA would submit revised regulations (Broadcasting Jan. 14). FCC earlier adopted policies aimed at easing minorities' path to ownership (Broadcasting May 22, 1978). Small Business Administration changed its policy against making loans to broadcasters, ostensibly to help minority owners, but only seven of first 32 broadcast loans in first year went to nonwhite-owned enterprises (Broadcasting Nov. 13, 1978). In private sphere, National Association of Broadcasters has raised about $10 million from networks and other broadcast organizations for its nonprofit Minority Broadcast Incentive Fund, through which it hopes to raise $45 million for direct loans and loan guarantees to minority broadcast owners (Broadcasting Jan. 1, 1979). National Radio Broadcasters Association has created program for members to help minorities learn station operations.

Music licenses. All-Induty Radio Music License Committee and American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers have agreed, subject to court approval, on new licenses for radio stations' use of ASCAP music, retroactive to March 1, 1977, and extending through Dec. 31, 1982, and expected to save broadcasters $8.5 million to $8 million over full term (Broadcasting Aug. 21, 1978). Committee also has negotiated new agreement for Broadcast Music Inc. licenses retroactive to Jan. 1, 1979, and extending through Dec. 31, 1983 (Broadcasting March 12, 1979). In TV, similar all-industry committee has cut negotiating for new TV-station licenses with ASCAP after it filed class-action suit in U.S. Southern District Court in New York against two music-licensing firms, charging that blanket licenses are monopolistic and anticompetitive (Broadcasting Dec. 4, 1978). In network TV, Supreme Court has overturned appeals-court decision siding with CBS in its demand for "per use" licenses as alternative to current blanket licenses and ordered lower court to review case from different legal perspective (Broadcasting April 23, 1979).

Network inquiry. FCC's network inquiry has resumed, with commission issuing further notice of inquiry (Broadcasting Oct. 16, 1978). Proceeding is in response to petition by Westinghouse Broadcasting seeking examination of network-affiliate relationships. FCC is preparing preliminary report at special meeting last Oct. 16. Report concluded that "structural" changes within industry promise most hope of new competition. Staff believes that although commission has jurisdiction to regulate networks, network-affiliate relationship is "clearly an efficient method of economic organization," and further attempts to regulate it would be
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Performer royalties. Legislation to require broadcasters and other users of recorded music to pay royalties to phonograph record performers and manufacturers has been reintroduced as H.R. 237 by Representative George Danielson (D-Calif.) and S. 1552 by Senator Harrison Williams (D-N.J.) (Broadcasting, Aug. 20, 1979). Danielson bill is before Representative Robert Kastenmeier's (D-Wis.) Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and Administration of Justice, which held hearings on legislation last fall (Broadcasting, Nov. 19 and Dec. 3, 1979).

Public broadcasting. Congress has passed new legislation authorizing increased federal funds for Corporation for Public Broadcasting through 1983 and making it easier to win through matching grant system (Broadcasting, Oct. 9, 1978). Bill also contains incentives for more money to go to program production, especially by independent producers, and to public radio. Board of directors of Public Broadcasting Service approved plan (Broadcasting, May 10, 1979). FCC's refusal to give new commercial licensees any new opportunities poses a dilemma for new radio stations operating part time (Broadcasting, May 28, 1979). There are now about 500 FM and 200 AM stations in operation, expected to grow to approximately 400,000.

Pay cable, pay TV. U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has overturned FCC rules designed to protect broadcasters against siphoning of sports and movie programming (Broadcasting, March 28, 1977) and Supreme Court has refused FCC request for review. FCC's authority to pre-empt pay-cable rate regulation has been upheld by U.S. Court of Appeals in New York (Broadcasting, April 10, 1979). To avoid sale of its stations, which was threatened in February, the Prudential Life Insurance Co. is expected to sell the stations in mid-May to investors. 

Shield legislation. Supreme Court's ruling in Stanford Daily case (which holds that police need only search warrant to search newspaper offices for evidence) could result in new Shield laws requiring that offices be given notice before search warrants can be served (Washington, April 24 when Getty Oil Co. and four major Hollywood motion picture companies announced that they were forming joint venture to compete with Home Box Office, Showtime, The Movie Channel and other established services for pay-cable dollars (Broadcasting, April 28). Moviola companies are Columbia Pictures Industries, MCA Inc., Paramount Pictures Corp. and 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. FCC has voted to repeal rule limiting one STV to market (Broadcasting, Oct. 1, 1979). There are now 574 TV stations operating in Boston, Cincinnati, Coraia, Calif.; Detroit, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Los Angeles; Newark, N.J., and Phoenix. As industry, pay cable reaches more than 5 million subscribers (Broadcasting, May 28, 1979), STV is delivered to approximately 400,000 homes.
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One of Boston's biggest hockey!
The Boston Bruins are a champion hockey team. But in Boston, they're not the only team in town. For the sixth year in a row, the Boston Bruins have shared the ice, the air and the fans with a half-dozen little squirts.

It's part of WSBK-TV's "Mini One-on-One" program.

In cooperation with the U.S. Amateur Hockey Association, Storer station WSBK-TV in Boston invites six member kids teams from towns and cities throughout New England to compete in a scoring contest.

The competition is broken down into four age groups for boys and girls. The Squirt Division is for nine and ten year olds.

"Mini One-on-One" games are telecast on WSBK-TV between periods during Bruin games. Players are interviewed on the air. And at the end of each hockey season, the winning "Mini One-on-One" team in each division takes home the championship trophy.

WSBK-TV's "Mini One-on-One" hockey competition is an exciting and important annual sports event. For the kids who participate. For their communities. And for the Boston Storer station involved.

Because even though the Squirts may never be as famous as the Boston Bruins, we like knowing that we helped turn them into big time hockey here at home.

The way we see it, the more effective we are in our communities, the more effective we can be for our advertisers, and the more effective we can be for ourselves.
A television allegory

It came to pass one year that a peripatetic television program executive became a director of one of the nation's most prestigious art museums. The museum had long been suffering from lack of attendance, and he had been charged with the responsibility of turning things around.

Utilizing his much heralded television background, he was confident he could make things work. Drawing upon his vast experience, his first notion was to hire a leading researcher to conduct interviews to determine what works of art attracted the most people. After many varied statistical calculations, the accumulated data indicated that the numbers for Picasso and Van Gogh were much higher than those for Renoir, Dali, and Chagall, among others. With this basic data in hand his astute director ordered as many Picassos and Van Goghs as he could lay his hands on. He then proceeded to display them in the most favorable locations of the museum, relegating other art works to the more obscure areas. He viewed these obscure areas in the same way he had treated Sunday morning time periods during his heyday in network television.

His sheer genius carried him one step further. He conducted more in-depth studies to determine what qualities in each of the preferred works of art seemed to attract the most people. Upon discovery of this phenomenon, he summoned a group of artists to duplicate those features that seemed to work best. Soon he had a small coterie of artists turning out paintings very similar to the original masters.

Every now and then a few patrons would ask to see some Renoirs or Chagalls, and he would confidently respond that he had none. For according to his numbers, most viewers preferred what was on display. Soon all the paintings began to look the same, but attendance was increasing at an extraordinary rate.

Then something strange happened. Despite the monetary rewards, a number of artists got sick and tired of painting the same things. Out of sheer frustration, they refused to continue in this vein. They felt their freedom of creativity was being impaired. But that was no problem; there were others who were eager to do the work. The museum continued to flourish and soon other museums began to follow in a similar pattern.

At last our former television executive was proud, for he had succeeded in doing for the nation's art what he had succeeded in doing for the nation's television programming. He could hardly be blamed; he was caught up in a society and a system that believe everything and anything can be qualified with a number.

Having been involved with television for more years than I care to admit, I have been witness to its undisputed impact as an advertising vehicle. It is without a doubt the most effective advertising medium in our society today. But lest we forget, television is also very much an art form. There are writers, producers, directors and performers plying their talents in an effort to supply this vast cornucopia of material. It is within this context that television concerns me. As an art form, how much has television progressed in the past 20 years? Technologically, it's made fantastic strides. We have the slo-mo tape machine, the minicams and zoom lenses that make coverage of special events a sheer delight to watch. But what of television's day-to-day programming? Is it really meeting its potential in terms of creative and original output? I'm afraid that within this area of its development, television appears to be suffering from what sociologists might term a "cultural lag." As we approach each television season, I keep my fingers crossed in hopes of seeing something fresh and exciting appear with each new crop of pilots. But unfortunately, in recent years, there have been no surprises.

We know for example that an attempt will be made to transform a prior year's theatrical hit into a series. A few years ago all three networks latched on to the "Animal House" theme, and all failed abysmally. We know that a secondary character in a successful series will be spun off into his or her own show. We know that at least one network's program success will be duplicated on another network. (60 Minutes begat 20/20 which begat Tom Snyder's Prime Time; Real People begat That's Incredible, etc. etc.). We know that the names of Aaron Spelling, Len Goldberg, Gary Marshall, Dave Gerber or the initials MTM will be appearing on any number of new pilots. We know that there will be a 60%-70% rate of attrition among all of the new-season entries.

I am all too familiar with the economics of our business that underlay these prudent decisions. But "playing it safe" most assuredly must be counterbalanced with some daring enthusiasm in order to progress. The last time we witnessed any such prowess was when CBS put All In The Family on the air and broke new ground in situation comedy. I might add that 60 Minutes was also an exciting departure. NBC's recent attempt with live concerts and United States is perhaps an indication that they're at least trying despite their rating deficiencies.

It's not that the capability and talent aren't there. For after all, television has had many grand and memorable moments in Roots and The Autobiography of Jane Pittman among others. But considering the volume of material it produces each year, it is hardly enough.

If we were to assess some of the underlying factors contributing to the success of prior classics, I'm sure we would find them to be in common. They were projects that their producers strongly believed in and dedicated themselves to. They were not research-tested to death, or contrived, or duplicated. They were not mass produced like the pressed board of circuitry of a television receiver. It is somewhat distressing to read of the number of talented deflections from television in the creative community. One of the primary reasons stems from the current modus operandi which for the most part programs for the numbers regardless of content.

Undoubtedly, the resources and talent to produce more substantial and stimulating product exist. It would be nothing less than sheer tragedy to have this marvelous and effective means of communicative art strangled by a wire attached to a Nielsen Audimeter.

P.S. Let's keep our fingers crossed.

Leonard Sass is VP associate director in Dancer Fitzgerald Sample's network television and programming area. Part of his responsibility is to review and evaluate network programing for DFS's clients who last year spent some $180 million in network television. Prior to joining DFS in 1977, Sass held a similar position as VP director of television programing at Needham Harper & Steers, New York. He has also held positions at NBC and ABC.
The Harris 9003 Program Automation system can be used by everyone in your station...you can even have independent keyboard terminals.

For the news, program and traffic departments: Independent files for each department are integrated automatically by the unique MULTI-FILE™ Program Memory.

For the DJ: Song titles and artists in ordinary English (or Spanish, French, etc.) are displayed on your terminal to make the program schedule understandable to any operator. Count-down time display and capability to display three lines of copy for news bulletins or special commercial tags are also unique features.

For station management: Reduce paperwork and scheduling errors. Achieve better planning. Improve on-air performance. And best of all reduce operating cost for a minimum investment.

For engineering: High reliability, backed up with 24 hour service minimizes down time. Self-test and diagnostic programs make troubleshooting as simple as possible.

For the future: All models in the Harris 9000 series can be expanded in modular form to accommodate your increasing needs and your budget!

For more information contact: Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, IL 62301, 217-222-8200.
May 4-8 - CBS-TV affiliates annual meeting. Century Plaza hotel, Los Angeles.
May 4-9 - Second annual World Communication Conference sponsored by Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
May 7-10 - Concert Music Broadcasters Association meeting. Executive House, Chicago. Information: Hail Rosenberg (714) 239-9091 or (201) 751-7110 or (212) 797-1320.

This week
May 8-10 - Kentucky Broadcasters Association spring convention. Executive Inn West, Louisville.
May 8-10 - New Mexico Broadcasters Association annual convention. Airport Marina hotel, Albuquerque.
May 9 - American Advertising Federation "Best in the West" awards ceremonies. St. Francis hotel, San Francisco.
May 9-11 - Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi 10th conference, in conjunction with 48th annual SDX Distinguished Service in Journalism Awards ceremonies. Park Hilton hotel, Seattle.

Also in May
May 12 - NAACP testimonial dinner honoring former FCC Commissioner Ben Hooks. Representative Lionel Van Deerin (D-Calif.) is honorary chairman for $100-a-plate affair. Proceeds go to NAACP youth program. Sherman Washington hotel, Washington.
May 15 - Southwest Broadcast Representatives annual Texas Showdown. Ranchland, Tex. Information: Carol Cagle or Bonnie Brooks. (214) 980-1686.
May 18-21 - National Cable Television Association annual convention. Convention Center, Dallas.
May 19-20 - Society of Cable Television Engineers Northwest technical meeting and workshop. Rodeway Inn, Boise, Idaho.
May 21-22 - Ohio Association of Broadcasters spring convention. Speakers: Senator John Glenn (D-Ohio), CBS President Gene Jankowski, NAB Joint Board Chairman Tom Boger, NAB President Vincent Wasielski. Television Information Office President Robert J. King. Island Inn, Cincinnati.
May 21-23 - Minnesota Broadcasters Association spring convention. Nisswa, Minn.
May 24 - Radio-Television News Directors Associ-
GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST

On the first newswire designed especially for television.

In fact, over 18 times faster than on an ordinary broadcast wire. That's the incredible speed of the AP TV Wire, the first newswire developed especially for television.

The AP TV Wire provides for the first time an in-depth background source for all the state, national, and world news you need, uniquely designed and totally suited for television. It's the most comprehensive TV news package anywhere; plus, sports, features, specials, and much more—all available at 1200 wpm via our state-of-the-art, high-speed system.

The AP TV Wire is simply the most technically advanced and carefully designed broadcast newswire ever.

Each AP TV Wire printer is installed with a micro-computer that we program individually to the needs you specify. Newsroom efficiency and productivity benefit because the computer scans and selects the service tailored to you, sends and receives simultaneously, spaces and organizes items for easier use, knows your station by call letters and network affiliation for exclusive communication, and will even set off a beeper when a bulletin is coming.

Plus, only AP Broadcast Services has the trained field personnel to program, maintain, and update your AP TV Wire to the latest service and technology.

The incredible AP TV Wire was designed for you. It works harder to meet your needs, strengthen your product, help build ratings, and make your station more saleable.

Associated Press Broadcast Services,
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020
(212) 262-4011

AP Broadcast Services
INNOVATION for better news programming
Associated Press Broadcast Services: AP Radio Wire AP TV Wire AP Radio Network AP NewsCable AP PhotoColor AP LaserPhoto
May 28-29 — Canadian Cable Television Association 23rd annual convention. Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver.

June 1-3 — Virginia Cable Television Association annual convention. Omni International hotel, Norfolk.

June 1-4 — Public Broadcasting Service annual meeting. Washington Hilton.


June 2-6 — National Association of Broadcasters Joint Board meeting. Washington.

June 3 — International Radio and Television Society annual meeting and presentation of Broadcaster of the Year award to CBS's Don Hewitt, executive producer of 60 Minutes. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

June 3 — Broadcast Pioneers annual Mike Award dinner honoring WISAM Columbia, S.C. Pierre hotel, New York.

June 3-4 — American Association of Advertising Agencies advanced media seminar. Wilshire Hyatt House, Los Angeles.


June 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation's sixth annual midyear conference. Hyatt Regency, Chicago.

June 5-6 — Society of Cable Television Engineers meeting on preventive maintenance, Empire State Plaza Convention Center, Albany, N.Y.

June 5-6 — Arizona Broadcasters Association spring convention. Holiday Inn, Lake Havasu City.


June 5-7 — Kansas Association of Broadcasters annual convention. Holiday Inn, Hays.

June 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Association spring convention. Holiday Inn, Lake of the Ozarks.

June 6 — Deadline for entries for Radio-Television News Directors Association's annual Michele Clark Award for "exceptional application of journalistic skills evidenced by writing, reporting, editing or investigation." Information: Dave Bartlett, News Director, WRC Radio, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, N.W., Washington 20016.

June 7 — Radio-Television News Directors Association of Canada Atlantic regional convention. Howard Johnson's, Fredericton, N.B.

June 7-11 — American Advertising Federation, annual convention. Fairmont hotel, Dallas.

June 8-27 — Institute for Religious Communications 12th annual workshop for religious communicators. Loyola University, New Orleans, Information: Communications Department, Loyola University, 6363 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans 70118; (504) 866-3430.


June 12-14 — Hawaiian Association of Broadcasters annual convention. Speakers include Fred Silverman, president, NBC; Kahaia Hilton hotel, Honolulu.


June 15-17 — Montana Cable Television Association annual convention. Outlaw Inn, Calsipei, Mont.


June 16-22 — National States Communications Service 5th annual seminar on "Communications in Religious Life." Loyola University, Chicago.

June 18-20 — Maryland, District of Columbia, Delaware Broadcasters Association annual meeting. Sheraton-Fontainebleau Inn, Ocean City, Md.


June 19-21 — Montana Association of Broadcasters annual meeting. Four Seasons hotel, Missoula.


June 20-21 — North Dakota Broadcasters Association spring meeting. Art Clare motel, Devils Lake.


June 20-27 — Wyoming Association of Broadcasters meeting. Ramada Inn, Casper.

June 20-22 — Radio-Television News Directors Association of the Carolinas annual meeting. Appalachian State University, Boone, N.C.

Differing view of Region 2

EDITOR: Writing as a "private industry delegate" on the U.S. delegation at the recent Region 2 Administrative Radio Conference I must speak strongly in correcting the flagrant misrepresentation perpetrated by Donald Thurston in his NAB speech (BROADCASTING, April 21) in which he described the delegation as one that "was at odds with itself" and whose government members excluded private-industry representatives from their private meetings. At no time was I denied access to any delegation meetings, nor were any meetings held of which we were not informed or not invited.

Had it not been for the highly questionable action of the NAB in undermining the position of the U.S. government agency, there’s no doubt, in my opinion, that the conference would have agreed to the 9 kHz proposal.

Speaking as a broadcaster with a daytime station whose channel at night is garbled with local Dallas/Fort Worth information, which is of no interest to the Columbus market, I hope that the ultimate outcome of the Region 2 conference will be curtailment, or elimination, of the utterly outmoded and unneeded clear channel sta-

ings held of which we were not informed or not invited.

In perspective

EDITOR: It seems curious to me that BROADCASTING would limit its April 14 report of the February Arbitron sweeps to the top 100 markets when the data covering all of the country was complete and provided to you. While the top 100 figures accurately
reflect a down trend for ABC, improvement for CBS and considerable improvement for NBC, the national figures are even more impressive—and, of course, more conclusive.

Countrywide, in the 216 Arbitron markets, ABC led in over-all prime-time homes delivery, but NBC was up 11% from a year ago (virtually tying CBS), CBS was up 5% and ABC was down 5%. NBC led in 147 markets and was down in only 15 (13 no change). CBS was up in 105, down in 55 (13 no change). ABC improved in 47 markets, declined in 120 markets (7 no change).

There is no longer a good rationale to base analyses of network performance on the top 100 markets since all three networks have about the same strength in national affiliations. Using less than half of the available data is more than just incomplete—it might not show the depth of the developing trends and may hide important developments.

Incidentally, the single most important fact about the February sweep was omitted. ABC was the beneficiary of Olympic programming for about half the sweep, programming that easily outrates the programming for the other two networks. In fact, taking the Olympics out of the prime-time average lowers ABC's audience by an additional 6%.

—William S. Rubens, vice president, research, NBC, New York.

Editor's note: The top 100 markets represent approximately 85% of U.S. TV households and have been the cut-off point for BROADCASTING's sweeps reports for several years—not out of any wish to show any network to advantage or disadvantage, but because they represent a large majority of all TV homes and, often, the data is available before the processing of all other market reports has been completed.

From on high

Editor: In your April 7 issue the sketch by Jack Schmidt got a laugh here at KQ-106. Our transmitter site for KQZ is on top of King Mountain, and we believe it's the first commercial radio station in the United States where all equipment including concrete building, tower, transmitters to be taken to the site by helicopters. There's no road, only a foot path. It's 1,664 steps to the top.—A. R. Fuchs, president Fuchs Broadcasting Co., Hobart, Okla.

Backhand observation

Editor: I really enjoyed your "Profile" on Bill Dilday [general manager, WLBT(TV) Jackson, Miss.] in the April 21 issue. You said many fine things about him and I am looking forward to working with him on the NAB board. I must, however, criticize you on one point. You overlooked Bill's prowess on the tennis court. Bill entered the Landmark Broadcasting Tournament during the 1978 NAB convention and won first place in the "C" Division. This year, we moved him up to "B" and he won first place. We are looking forward now to 1981 Landmark Tournament when we expect to see Bill as our "A" class entry, and I'm sure he will finish in the usual first place.—Mark Smith, vice president and general manager, KLAS-TV Las Vegas.

All in the family

EDITOR: My sister Sylvia Fine's winning a Peabody Award for The Today Show: Tonight (PBS) [BROADCASTING, April 21] is the latest of many things that have made us proud of her. It occurs, additionally, that her award might make us eligible for a new category in the "Guinness Book Of Records," or some such, for "Most Peabody Awards In One Family."

Danny, her husband, was awarded one in 1956 for The Secret Life of Danny Kaye, produced by Marv and Friendly, mark by mark, it was two, and I myself got a Peabody in 1951 with What In The World (CBS)—Robert A. Forrest, president, Forrest Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles.

Get in the game

EDITOR: In the "Monday Memo" in BROADCASTING April 14, Marv Roslin, president of Roslin Radio Sales, asked: "Should Arbitron be the only game in town?" Of course not. However, I think Marv, like everyone else in our industry, is looking in the wrong direction to effect change.

I can't see a government-funded competitor, and I can't believe there are many broadcasters who could. We're trying to get the government out of our business. As for a university doing the job, I don't think it's the place for academia to compete with the business sector.

Now the agencies have a good thing going. They're got the broadcaster footing the bill for the research they use to spend their clients' money. As I see it, there is only one place to go to find the influence required to accomplish improvement of existing rating services—the advertisers.

—Steven A. Downes, general manager, WCHAM (Greenwich, Conn.

Working antiques

EDITOR: I, too, noted with interest the letters from Bob McRaney Sr. [March 10] and the response from Glenn Barnett [March 24] regarding the restoration of old transmitters.

This past summer I had the privilege of restoring an even older RCA 250-G, standby to a RCA 250-M transmitter. Isn't it something that these and similar antique transmitters prove out with specs similar to new transmitters? Presently I am restoring a 1940 Radio Engineering Labs 10kw FM transmitter.

I will be proud to use this equipment on the air, and would put it up against any station. My equipment has passed the test of time in this age of planned obsolescence.

I like the old equipment and would be interested in hearing from others who use similar equipment on the air or own such equipment.—Jerrell E. Keith, engineer, supervisor, Southwest Nebraska FM Broadcasting, Hays Center.
"For a distinguished example of meritorious public service"

The Pulitzer Prize Gold Medal to Gannett News Service

John M. Hanchette, Carlton A. Sherwood, William F. Schmick earned this prestigious recognition of their peers for "The Pauline Fathers, the Shrine that Troubled Rome" and won the twelfth Pulitzer Prize to be awarded to members of the Gannett Group.

Gannett
A WORLD OF DIFFERENT VOICES WHERE FREEDOM SPEAKS
A confident
CBS adds but
five series;
sitcoms, movies
lead the way
in ABC schedule

The top two networks in the 1979-80 season rankings are the first two out of the chute with their fall prime-time plans for 1980-81. ABC-TV, the former undisputed prime-time champion which either ended this past season in a dead heat with CBS-TV or lost to it by a 10th of a rating point, will introduce six new series next fall. CBS-TV, which has no doubt that it won this year, will introduce only five new series.

"NBC-TV will announce its fall line-up this Thursday (May 8). As things stand now:

CBS will be adding four one-hour dramas and one half-hour comedy to its prime-time schedule when it launches the 1980-81 season Sept. 15. Three nights of the network's winning schedule will return intact. two programs will change time periods and 20 programs, including four from midseason, will be returning.

Announcement of the new schedule was made last Thursday in New York by B. Donald (Bud) Grant, vice president, programs, CBS Entertainment.

Warner Bros. Television, which produced three hit series for the network in the 1979-80 season, will be adding two more to its CBS stable in the new season. Twenty- first Century-Fox Television, Universal Television and Lorimar Productions will be adding one each.

Joining the top-rated CBS prime-time line-up are:

Ladies Man (Monday, 8:30-9 p.m. NYI)—Actor Lawrence Pressman plays the part of writer Alan Thackeray as the sole male on the staff of a women's magazine. Herbert B. Leonard is executive producer for his own production company, in association with Fox.

Enos (Wednesday, 8-9)—Sonny Shroyer moves the popular deputy from Hazzard county to Los Angeles in this spin-off of the network's top-rated Dukes of Hazzard. The "corn-fed" deputy teams with "a tough, ghetto-bred black cop named "Turk" (played by Samuel E. Wright) on a special metro squad. Gly Waldron is executive producer for his own company, in association with Warner Bros. Magnum, P.I. (Thursday, 9-10)—Tom Magnum (played by Tom Selleck) and British side-kick Higgins (Joe Hillerman) are two former military men living on the fabulous Hawaiian estate of an absent author. Magnum is a private investigator whose "pencilant for fast cars and beautiful women is frowned upon by Higgins... major domo of the estate." Glen A. Larson is executive producer and J. Riceley Dunn is producer for Belsarius Productions and Larson Productions, in association with Universal.

Freebie and the Bean (Saturday, 9-10)—Tom Mason and Hector Elizondo star as two street-wise San Francisco police sergeants in this Hy Averback-Jay Folb television version of the Warner Bros. film. They work as a plainclothes intelligence team gathering evidence against underworld figures.

Secrets of Midland Heights (Saturday, 10-11)—Lorimar Productions turns its cameras "below the surface of a small, traditional, thriving college town still largely controlled by its founders, the Millingtons." Protagonists include "nurtured dreams, closely-held desires, closeted shame and vital truths about friends and family." Lee Rich, Michael Filerman and David Jacobs are executive producers of the Roundelay production, in association with Lorimar.

In addition to the new programs joining the schedule, CBS is moving Flo to Monday 8-8:30 and WRP in Cincinnati to Saturday 8-8:30. Also, The Tom Conaway Show will return as a half-hour Saturday 8:30-9. The network also announced that it was in discussion with Norman Lear and Alex Haley regarding the possibility of having their spring series. Palmetstoun, U.S.A., return.

Granit again stressed "stability" as the keynote of CBS's program philosophy. The network's second strongest nights, Sunday and Friday, return with their 1979-80 schedules intact.

In: Too Close for Comfort, But I'm a Big Girl Now, It's a Living, Bosom Buddies, Breaking Away and Those Amazing Animals.

Out: Galactica 1980, The Ropers, Angie, Goodtime Girls and, at least for the time being, Tenspeed and Brown Shoe and When the Whistle Blows.

That was the decision from ABC-TV last week. the first of the networks to unveil its fall prime-time line-up to the advertising community. Four new half-hour situation comedies, an hour each of comedy-drama and information-entertainment will be new to the schedule.

The when the ABC-TV season begins Sept. 8, the network will be staggering most of its fortune on situation comedies. It is also counting on what it considers the best crop of theatrical movies in any network's history—a package including "Saturday Night Fever," "Norma Rae," "A Star Is Born," "The Enforcer," "The Spy Who Loved Me" and "The Bad News Bears Go to Japan."

For the most part, the ABC schedule remains intact, with more than 80% of the current offerings returning for 1980-81. In addition to replacing four hours of prime time with new fare, ABC also has some time period shifting in mind. Next season, Charlie's Angels, now Wednesdays at 9, moves to Sundays at 8, leading into The ABC Sunday Night Movie. Taxi, Tuesdays...
CP provides the Harris provides

Harris’ TV transmitters lead the way to greatly enhanced reliability and performance.

For example, the TV-50H VHF 50-kilowatt High Band color TV transmitter combines a solid-state driver with a three-tube design for field-proven dependability and reduced tuning requirements. Harris transmitters provide many other state-of-the-art features for proven superb color performance.

For high-powered stations, the TV-50H may be used in a 100 kW dual configuration that occupies the same space as previous 50 kW transmitters — ideal for converting to CP without the expense of a new building.

All Harris TV transmitters, ranging in power from 10 kW to 220 kW, Channels 2 through 69, can be used for your switch to CP.

Harris’ 9100 Facilities Control System leads the way to lower operating expense.

Harris’ 9100 Facilities Control goes far beyond standard remote control systems.

The microcomputer controlled 9100 continuously surveys your transmission system and your physical plant and makes minor adjustments within normal operating tolerances. It instantaneously responds to abnormal levels by making automatic corrections and sounding alarms.

The 9100 lets you operate your equipment at maximum levels without violating FCC regulations.

If you are going CP or maintaining horizontal polarization, the 9100 assures the maximum performance of your transmission system.
best TV signal.
the best CP system.

Harris' CP* antennas lead the way to vastly improved coverage and signal strength.

As the leader in the development of CP, Harris has sold CP antennas in more markets world-wide than any other manufacturer.

The Harris CPV permits you to convert to CP without replacing your present tower. And the Harris CBR (Cavity Backed Radiator) antenna is designed for a wide variety of directional patterns. Both antennas allow multiple stations to operate from the same antenna.

Harris CP antennas deliver excellent circularity, low axial ratio and low VSWR. Each has the flexibility to let you tailor broadcast patterns to your specific coverage requirements.

For the extra rating points that an improved signal can bring, use a Harris CPV or CBR advanced design CP antenna.

Harris products are designed and manufactured by the leading supplier of broadcast equipment and are backed by a 24-hour a day world-wide service organization.

Harris can help you meet your performance and financial objectives. Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P. O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301, (217) 222-8200.

*Circular Polarization
Two for the fall season

These are the day-to-day fall prime-time line-ups for ABC and CBS. NBC's is to be announced this week. Production companies for the series appear in parentheses. New series are preceded by an asterisk; new time slots for returning shows are indicated with two asterisks.

Sunday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>*Those Amazing Animals (Alan Landsburg)</td>
<td>80 Minutes (CBS News)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>**Charlie's Angels (Spelling/Goldberg)</td>
<td>Archie Bunker's Place (Tandem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Alice (Warner Bros)</td>
<td>The Jeffersons (TAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Sunday Night Movie (various)</td>
<td>Trapper John, M.D. (20th Century-Fox)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>That's Incredible (Alan Landsburg)</td>
<td>**Fillmore (Warner Bros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>*Ladies Man (Leonard/Fox)</td>
<td>M<em>A</em>S*H (20th Century-Fox)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>House Calls (Universal)</td>
<td>Lou Grant (MTM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>NFL Monday Night Football</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>**Happy Days (Paramount)</td>
<td>The White Shadow (MTM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>LaVern &amp; Shirley (Paramount)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Three's Company (MTv)</td>
<td>*Too Close For Comfort (J.L. Taffner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Hart to Hart (Spelling/Goldberg)</td>
<td>Tuesday Night Movies (various)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wednesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Eight Is Enough (Lorimar)</td>
<td>*Brothers (Warner Bros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>*Taxi (Paramount)</td>
<td>*Soap (Witt-Thomas-Harris)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>*Soap (Witt-Thomas-Harris)</td>
<td>Wednesday Night Movies (various)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Vegas (Aaron Spelling)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thursday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Mork and Mindy (Paramount)</td>
<td>The Waltons (Lorimar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>*Bosom Buddies (Paramount/Miller-Milkis-Boyett)</td>
<td>Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>20/20 (ABC News)</td>
<td>Knots Landing (Lorimar)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>*Ben Solo (Wit Thomas-Harris)</td>
<td>The Incredible Hulk (Universal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>*But I'm A Big Girl Now (Wit Thomas-Harris)</td>
<td>The Dukes of Hazzard (Warner Bros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Friday Night Movie (various)</td>
<td>Dallas (Lorimar)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saturday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>*Breaking Away (20th Century-Fox)</td>
<td>The Tim Conway Show (Joe Hamilton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Love Boat (Aaron Spelling)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Fantasy Island (Spelling/Universal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at 9:30, and Soap, on hiatus from its Thursdays at 9:30 slot, will switch to Wednesdays 9-10. And Benson, Thursdays at 8:30, moves to Fridays at 8.

With the new series selection, the imprint of the production team of Paul Witt, Tony Thomas and Susan Harris in particular is deeper than ever. In addition to Soap and Benson, Witt-Thomas-Harris also is responsible for But I'm A Big Girl Now. It's A Living comes from Witt and Thomas.

In general, ABC is looking to beef up its early-evening strength and toughen up the competition on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. The new shows and the schedule:

In hopes of cutting into the dominance of CBS-TV's 60 Minutes Sundays at 7— after unsuccessful attempts with Out of the Blue and A New Kind of Family; Salvage-I and Galactica 1980—ABC has returned to Alan Landsburg Productions for Those Amazing Animals. It's an hour spin-off of Landsburg's That's Incredible, but now the "astonishing happenings" are taken from the animal kingdom. Hosts are Burgess Meredith, Priscilla Presley and Jim Stafford. Charlie's Angels will follow and then a movie.

Monday begins with That's Incredible, and continues with ABC's NFL Monday Night Football at 9.

Tuesday has Happy Days, LaVern & Shirley and Three's Company. Hopefully Ted Knight (Mary Tyler Moore Show) playing an overprotective father to two daughters, is a half-hour from D.L. Taffner Productions, with Arne Sultan (Get Smart) as executive producer. The show, in the tradition of All in the Family, Sanford and Son, Three's Company and The Ropers, is based on a British hit, this one Keep It in the Family.

Wednesday is Eight is Enough, Taxi and Soap in new time periods and then Vegas.

Thursday's line-up has Mork and Mindy, Bosom Buddies, Barney Miller, It's a Living and 20/20, meaning that both new half-hour sitcoms have been sandwiched between established shows. Bosom Buddies, at 8:30, is from Paramount Television/Miller-Milkis-Boyett Productions.
"Some Like it Hot"-style, it involves two young advertising men who disguise themselves as women to live in an all-female residence hotel. Witt/Thomas's "It's a Living" at 9:30 revolves around five cocktail waitresses.

Friday puts But I'm a Big Girl Now between the premiere and The ABC Friday Night Movie. But I'm a Big Girl Now, (8:30-9) from Witt-Thomas-Harris, stars Diana Canova (Soap) and Danny Thomas. This sitcom involves a meddling divorced father living with his divorced daughter. Here the executive producers clearly are drawing upon family for ideas and talent. Danny Thomas is the father of Witt-Thomas-Harris's Tony Thomas. The Diana Canova character will be working for a Washington think tank; that's what Susan Harris's brother does for a living.

Saturday opens with Breaking Away, followed by veterans Love Boat and Fantasy Island. The hour comedy-drama, based on the Academy Award nominee of the same title, stars Shaun Cassidy (Hardy Boys). On the premise of recreating his role from the film, and Vincent Gardenia. Peter Yates, the film's director, is now executive producer of the series from 20th Century-Fox Television.

Three other shows, Oil and American Dream hours and a Foul Play half-hour, did not make the September schedule but were said to be the leading contenders as midseason replacements. Even in the unlikely instance that all series and time slots will work, ABC will have need for new programming when the football season ends.

In addition to the theatrical movies, ABC also highlighted several of its other "major works" for the upcoming season: among them, the eight-hour Musada miniseries with Peter Strauss and Peter O'Toole; Our East of Eden; The Duke, a three-hour "portrait" of John Wayne: A Whale for the Killing, three and a half hours; also with Peter Strauss: The Women's Room, three hours based on Marilyn French's bestseller, with Lee Remick, Colleen Dewhurst and Patty Duke Astin, and Marilyn, based on Norman Mailer's book on Marilyn Monroe. Returning in four specials will be ABC's old Omnibus series, with Hal Holbrook now as host.

Among the veteran series, ABC also plans to introduce new elements and, in the case of Charlie's Angels, a new "Angel." In the tradition of old Hollywood, the search for a replacement for Shelley Hack will be accompanied by a publicized nationwide talent hunt. On another front, Laverne & Shirley will move from Milwaukee to Hollywood, where they will become stuntsmen.

Definitely cancelled are Galactica 1980, The Ropers, and Goodtime Girls. In the case of Tenspeed and Brown Shoe and When the Whistle Blows, ABC gave no word to the advertisers during its sales presentations, though the effect, are in limbo without a place on the schedule but without the official stamp of cancellation.

**FTC stopped, but will restart**

Agency receives funding after one-day shutdown; authorization expected shortly; children's advertising inquiry can resume but under stricter criteria

The Federal Trade Commission, after finding it self out of business for one day last week, this week finds itself on the verge of returning to business as usual after multiple hours of work Thursday preparing for the possibility of a long shutdown, while one eye was kept on Capitol Hill.

The previous day, a House-Senate conference committee approved a compromise package that, if signed into law, will give the commission the authorization it has lacked for three years.

A number of conferences expressed displeasure with parts of the bill, which, among other things, saddles the FTC with a two-house veto. But the consensus was that more harm would be done to the agency if a bill was not enacted.

The only member of the conference committee who did not sign the bill was Senator Bob Packwood (R-Ore.), who took issue with the bill's and provisions.

Packwood particularly objected to the provision that removes the FTC's jurisdiction over "unfair" advertising — meaning that the children's advertising inquiry, which was based on the unfairness standard, would have to be restarted under a different standard.

The conference committee approved the bill Wednesday afternoon, leaving less than enough time to have the measure approved by the House, Senate and the President.

The agency's fate then fell into the lap of the House Appropriations Committee, which also met Wednesday, but failed to reach an agreement. A call from President Carter to Jamie Whitten (D-Miss.), chairman of the Appropriations Committee, resulted in passage of a 30-day continuing resolution on Thursday morning, meaning a $7.6-million appropriation for the FTC, transferred from a State Department program. Under ordinary circumstances, final approval of the measure would not have occurred until tomorrow (May 6), but special consideration was given to the bill by Congress and it was signed by Carter Thursday evening.

Carter, who has kept a close eye on the FTC's predicament, and who had threatened to veto any authorization bill that rendered the agency ineffective, sent letters to each FTC employee Friday morning, asking for their patience and offering his support.

Although the budget lapse accounted for an inconvenience and the deferral of some business, the key issue was the FTC's authorization bill, which still may face some challenges in the House, but which is ultimately expected to be signed into law.

There was general agreement in the commission that the bill would allow the FTC to work effectively. Following the vote on the bill, FTC Chairman Michael Pertschuk said, "This is an issue to the agency's ability to protect consumers who have not materialized. With the strong-minded stand by the President and supportive congressmen and senators, the conference agreement will permit the agency to continue the major ongoing proceedings which were under attack."

Under terms of the agreement, the record developed in the children's advertising inquiry could stand, and the inquiry could proceed. The complete text of a new rule would have to be published in advance, however, and the inquiry would have to be based on false and deceptive advertising, rather than unfair, as in the past. Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's Television, called the compromise bill "a qualified victory." She predicted that because the children's advertising inquiry can continue, there will eventually be some changes made in that area.

In an interview Thursday, Pertschuk said he would recommend that Carter sign the authorization bill, which, he said, does not impair the FTC's ability to protect the consumer. Compared to what could have happened, this is "a major step back from the brink," Pertschuk said.

The schedule for consideration of the bill is uncertain. The committee report was delivered to the House Thursday morning, but the House cannot begin consideration until tomorrow. It is believed that the only major effort to derail the bill may come from Representative Marty Russo (D-N.Y.), who saw his amendment to exempt the funeral industry from FTC investigation watered down.

In the meantime, the commission has the funds to continue with its normal operations, and by Friday the packing had stopped and work was resumed.

On Thursday, however, it was a different story. The office of Paul Rand Dixon, who had been an FTC appropriation since March 1961, was loaded with cartons — although no packing was taking place.

"These are very confusing times," Dixon said.
FCC clears way for Turner sale
Commission removes EEO hang-up from proposed transfer to Westinghouse of WRET-TV for $20 million, money he needs for fledging Cable News Network

Another obstacle has been cleared in Ted Turner’s plan to get his Cable News Net- work off the ground. The FCC has removed equal employment opportunity reporting conditions from the $20-million sale of Turner Communications Corp.’s WRET-TV, Charlotte, N.C.—capital he was planning to invest in CNN.

Turner’s deal with Westinghouse Broadcasting for WRET-TV was put in jeopardy when the FCC imposed the EEO sanctions, and said they would be carried over to the buyer (BROADCASTING, March 31). Westinghouse told Turner that unless the renewal conditions were resolved by Sept. 16, Westinghouse would exercise its option to terminate the sales contract.

Turner petitioned for reconsideration, arguing that Westinghouse has a well-established EEO program and that Westinghouse had reasonable minority and female representation levels. In its order last week, reversing the March 20 decision, the FCC said “our decision to sanction this station, although not explicit in the [March 20] order, was to emphasize and place TCC on notice that affirmation action is an ongoing responsibility and positive efforts are required to be maintained throughout the station’s license term.” The FCC further explained that “we are persuaded that Westinghouse’s result-oriented EEO record affords the reasonable assurance of continuing positive affirmative action at WRET.” The FCC then granted the station a full renewal term— if the sale is consummated. Reporting conditions will still exist on WRET-TV if the sale does not go through.

Turner used the WRET-TV sale to secure a $20-million line of credit from First National Bank of Chicago—of which $12 million has been borrowed—to finance CNN. If the station is not sold by Dec. 1 of this year, the credit line will be reduced, although a Turner spokesman said the company will infuse CNN with whatever capital it needs to stay on the air. The Washington Post reported last Friday that Turner had made a $125,000 deal with the Charlotte Broadcasting Coalition to withdraw its petition against the WRET-TV renewal. An attorney for TCC said he “denies the precise accuracy” of those reports, but did say that “the coalition and Turner have made peace.”

The FCC, meanwhile, said it had no knowledge of any payments when it made the decision to reconsider its order. Furthermore, a spokesman for the FCC said it would not investigate such reports unless a formal complaint was filed.

In speech in New York, Turner takes on television establishment
Ted Turner, whose Cable News Network begins operation June 1 (see story, page 72), drew a standing-room-only crowd at last Thursday’s luncheon sponsored by the New York chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Those looking for the inside scoop on the new venture may have been disappointed. But those in the audience for the characteristically controversial Turner style were not. A maverick on the attack, he lashed out at the establishment:

“Unless television changes a lot in the 80’s this nation isn’t going to be around the way it is today... No one industry or one group of individuals is as guilty for the demise of this country as the television networks and the over-the-air broadcast stations—the cartel that has been feeding us so much garbage for such a long period of time.”

He wasn’t hesitant to point the finger and name names.

Claiming to quote Robert Wussler, the CBS veteran and now CNN executive vice president who was sitting nearby, Turner offered this story. While Robert Wood was president of CBS, Turner explained, Wussler asked his boss, “How do we get by running those crummy programs?”

“Bob [Wood] looked him right in the eye and said, ‘I leave my conscience downstairs at the door when I walk in this place every morning.’”

Regarding 60 Minutes, which interviewed Turner this past season, he had another story. Drew Phillips, Harry Rasoner’s producer, was said to have told Turner that the newsmagazine makes up its mind on the slant of its piece before it gets to the subject. “Fortunately,” Turner added, Reasoner changed his mind.

In the course of his comments, Turner also criticized the programming on one local Atlanta competitor, wsb-TV, and said the station “should lose its license,” and characterized Metromedia’s news as “absolute yellow journalism.” He also told the audience that CNN’s annual budget is now around $35 million.

Westinghouse Broadcasting, one of the leaders in successful fight against expansion of TV network evening news in 1976, lashed out Friday at new move toward expansion by CBS-TV (BROADCASTING, April 21). Dr. William F Baker, president of company’s Group W Television Group (two of whose five TV stations are CBS affiliates), said he had written Robert E. Schmidt of KANS-TVS, Hays, Kan., chairman of CBS affiliates, that “local news service faces probable disruption and diminution if the reported CBS plan for expansion of the 30-minute evening news to 45 minutes is put into effect.” Baker said Westinghouse and many other broadcasters have “invested massive amounts of time, talent and resources” in local news coverage that would “undeniably” be disrupted and reduced. He renewed Westinghouse’s 1976 offer to carry network news without compensation if regularly scheduled in network prime-time rather than local time. His announcement was obviously timed for CBS-TV affiliates meeting this week—and, if question should arise, those of ABC-TV and NBC-TV next week and week after.

CBS’s consideration of proposal to expand its 30-minute evening news program to 45 minutes has led Sandy Frank Film Syndication Inc. to alert FCC to possibility of what Frank says would be fatal erosion of stations’ access time. Frank’s attorney, Kenneth A. Cox, said in letter to FCC Chairman Charles D. Ferris that no one quarels with expanded or more in-depth news coverage. But, he said, “there is serious objection to doing it in access time” Cox said networks already control “great bulk” of best time, and added that if CBS believes public needs additional network news, “let it carve out 15 to 30 minutes nightly or two 60-minute periods” weekly from time it already controls. Letter was sent last week in anticipation of CBS executives’ plan to discuss proposal with affiliates at their meeting in Los Angeles beginning today (May 5). Frank long has been staunch defender of PIAR, which bars networks from filling 30 minutes of early prime time in top 50 markets.
Still another new news group

WPIX(TV) New York will launch nightly half-hour feed for independents in June via Westar

Beyond Ted Turner's Cable News Network, ABC's late-night "Nightline" entry and perhaps an extended CBS Evening News, the broadcast news business last week heard from yet another venture.

After two years of pursuing the idea, WPIX(TV) New York has decided to proceed with Independent Network News, a Monday-through-Friday half-hour newscast in prime time for television stations unaffiliated with a network. The launch is scheduled for June 9.

With WGN-TV Chicago, KCO(TV) Los Angeles and 27 other independents joining WPX, the initial reach will be 40 million homes, amounting to about 50% U.S. clearance. WPX will be feeding the program via Westar satellite, at 9:30 p.m. NYT, with about 90% of the affiliates expected to carry it at 10 p.m. NYT.

Contracts specify that the newscast be carried in full and during prime time.

For its rotating anchors, WPX is using its own local talent—Pat Harper, Bill Jorgensen and Steve Bosh. A magazine-style sports feature will come from the station's Jerry Girard. Other Independent Network News elements will include a business feature and a national weather forecast.

According to Leavitt J. Pope, WPX Inc. president, the program will "look like the 7 o'clock news" of the networks. John Corporon, WPX's vice president-news, is heading the operation.

The network will rely upon the services of international suppliers UPITN, Visnews, UPI and AP. Affiliated stations also will contribute stories and a 10-15-person Washington bureau is to be established.

The affiliate arrangement is on a barter basis, with WPX selling three minutes of national advertising and local stations selling an equal amount.

From advertisers (like affiliates), WPX is looking for a year's commitment, with each 30-second spot running $1 million annually, or slightly less than $4,000 each evening. Already in the fold, according to Pope, are General Foods, through Young & Rubicam, and Bristol-Myers.

With a complete sell-out—$6 million in revenues—Pope said the project would break even its first year.

WPX has guaranteed advertisers a 4 rating, based on a reach of 30 million homes; now, with 40 million, the minimum rating drops. Cost-per-thousand is about $3, intentionally less than current network prices.


Independent Network News' reach is said to extend to all but about five markets with nonethnic and nonreligious independents.

What all this means for the Independent Television News Association, supplier of stories to independent stations, remains to be seen. Ten of ITNA's 24 members—including WPX and others—now have joined the network project and will have to give notice by July if they are pulling out of ITNA.

Despite the uncertainty, probably to be flushed out at ITNA's annual meeting in June, Managing Director Charles Novitz remained optimistic. "I have heard from key elements of the (ITNA) association that no matter what happens this service is essential," he said, adding that KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco is among the staunchest supporters.

Novitz said that some stations, planning to carry the national newscast as well as

often accompanying administrative delays and backlogs that exist in certain regulatory quarters. I am confident that deregulation would neither foster abuses by broadcasters nor create a lack of sensitivity to the need to address the interests and concerns of all segments of their communities.

"For too long, broadcasters have been burdened by a regulatory scheme which inhibits free and full treatment of political, social and economic issues and casts doubt over renewals even where there is a proven record of superior performance. Therefore, I support efforts, such as those of Senator Goldwater, to bring some form of certainty and stability to the renewal process where the record of performance lacks evidence of serious defects."

President Carter is coming out of Rose Garden—but not to debate his challenger for Democratic presidential nomination. President last week announced intention of ending ban on travel that he had imposed on himself after hostage situation developed in Tehran, in November. Problems which had been occupying his time, he said, had become "manageable." But news secretary Jody Powell made it clear President does not intend to debate Senator Edward M. Kennedy in any of remaining presidential primary campaigns, though Powell said President would debate his Republican opponent at party conventions.

Saying that Johnson Newspaper Corp. has made "good faith efforts" to sell www-tv Carthage, N.Y., in accord with FCC's 1975 ordered break-up of "egregious crossownership" situations, FCC granted six month deadline extension—from June 1 to Jan. 1, 1981—for Johnson to get rid of station.
their local broadcast, may take both feeds.

Earlier, WPIX had tried to enlist the resources of ITNA for its newestcast, but was refused, with the membership sentiment believed to be that it should be for local, rather than national, use. Novitz speculated that minds might change now that Independent Network News appears to be a fait accompli.

**Everybody wants a piece of sky**

Satellite applications pour into FCC to be considered before May 1 cut-off; later requests will be processed, but only after current batch is finished

Two weeks ago the FCC decided that the best way to handle the stacks of satellite applications it had on hand was to set an arbitrary cut-off date and consider all satellite applications received prior to that cut-off as a group.

That cut-off date was last Thursday (May 1) and in the seven days between the FCC decision and the date, the common carrier bureau of the FCC has been deluged with applications from satellite carriers, all eager to stake their claims to the dwindling number of orbital slots.

Among the applications filed last week was the $230-million proposal of AT&T for a three-satellite system to replace the aging Comstar system, which it and GTE currently lease from Comsat General. Like the Comstar satellites they would replace, the proposed AT&T birds would each have 24 transponders. According to the application, the three satellites would be launched into the same-orbital slots presently occupied by the Comstars—and 97 degrees west, 95 degrees west and 128 degrees west—as the Comstars approach the ends of their design lives. The first would go up in 1983, the second in 1984 and the third in 1986.

GTE, through its GTE Satellite Corp. subsidiary, had earlier filed to insure its post-Comstar future. It proposed a K-band satellite system, consisting of two operational satellites orbiting at 100 degrees west and 103 degrees west. (Since its satellites will operate in the higher frequency band, they will not interfere with the C-band, the frequencies used by most domestic fixed satellite systems.)

Each of the three satellites would have 16 transponders, which makes, GTE said, "more efficient use of the frequency spectrum than any other K-band system hitherto proposed."

GTE estimated the total cost of the project would be $198 million. That breaks out to $132 million for the three satellites (one will remain on the ground as a spare), $45 million for two launches by the space shuttle and for launch insurance, $12 million for the tracking, telemetry and command center and $9 million for "developmental costs."

To make sure that GTE and AT&T have uninterupted service until their proposed systems are working, Comsat asked the FCC for authority to launch Comstar D-4, a ground spare, and place it into orbit at 128 degrees west, the slot presently occupied by Comstar D-1. Comstar D-1, Comsat said, would be moved over to 95 degrees west. The request would allow Comsat to share an orbital slot with Comstar D-2.

The trick of co-locating the two satellites is done by using just 12 of the 24 transponders on each of the satellites. And by reducing the number of transponders in use on each of the birds, each would consume far less power and their lives would be extended.

Hughes Communications, which filed last November (BROADCASTING, Dec. 10), to build three satellites and launch two at 75 and 79 degrees west, asked, in the wake of the decision, for authority to launch a third satellite which would be launched into orbit at 132 degrees west.

The request for the slot puts Hughes into conflict with RCA which previously requested that particular slot for its Satcom III replacement satellite. Southern Pacific Communications has also filed to launch a satellite into the popular 132 degrees slot.

While Hughes was busy going after the slot claimed by RCA and SPC, Western Union filed an application to launch a fifth satellite at 75 degrees west, one of the two slots originally requested by Hughes. (Western Union already has Westar satellites in orbit at 91 degrees west, 99 degrees west and 123.5 degrees west. It had previously filed to put a satellite at 83 degrees west, a slot also laid claim to by RCA and SPC.)

RCA got in under the wire—the day before the cut-off—with three applications. In two separate filings RCA asked to construct and launch replacement satellites at 83 degrees west and Satcom II at 119 degrees west. RCA said that both satellites are scheduled to come to the end of their design lives sometime in 1983 and asked the FCC to launch Satcom I R in October 1982 and Satcom II-R in March 1983.

RCA also asked the FCC for permission to construct Satcom V and launch it in September 1983. It didn't ask for a specific slot, saying that it "will accept any orbital position capable of serving the contiguous United States." Presumably, this means that RCA would be satisfied with any of the five orbital slots between 55 degrees west and 71 degrees west that other carriers in the past have considered the space dregs.

RCA has pending applications to fly Satcom III in June 1981 at 132 degrees west and Satcom IV at 83 degrees west in October 1981. As mentioned above, RCA's claims to both of the slots have been challenged by the competing applications of two other carriers.

In the order setting up the cut-off date, the FCC emphasized that "the action is not to be construed as a freeze." Applications for satellites, it said, filed after the cut-off date will be accepted, but they won't be considered by the FCC until all the applications filed before the cut-off are disposed of.

The FCC also said, "We anticipate the initiation in the near future of a general proceeding looking toward longer term policies and technical means of increasing the number and capacity of domestic satellites to meet growing consumer demand."

**ABC, Spelling-Goldberg alleged to have cheated Wagners of profits from 'Charlie's Angels' series**

The Los Angeles district attorney's office was reported last week to be investigating allegations of possible fraud involving certain ABC officials and members of Spelling-Goldberg Productions in connection with license fees for two S-G series on ABC.

ABC, according to media reports, had refused, after its own investigation, by an outside law firm, to disclose "no improprieties." A representative of Spelling-Goldberg also denied wrongdoing.

The nub of the allegations, which apparently stemmed from memos written by a since-dismissed ABC lawyer on the West Coast, was about $30,000 in fees that Spelling-Goldberg, for each episode of Charlie's Angels and was diverted instead, during a period in 1977-79, for Spelling-Goldberg's Starsky and Hutch—and, after Starsky went off the air, for what was called an "exclusivity provision."

The attorney, Jennifer Martin, was quoted as saying in an internal memo that an unidentified Spelling-Goldberg official told her the fees were being handled this way so that Spelling-Goldberg would not have to divide them with actor Robert Wagner and his wife, actress Natalie Wood, who together own rights to 50% of the Charlie's Angels profit but have no stake in Starsky.

These fees were said to be in addition to the basic license fee for Charlie's Angels, which at one point was put at $510,000 per episode and which presumably was split with the Wagners. The New York Times, which broke the story last Thursday, said it was believed the alleged scheme could have defrauded the Wagners of more than $500,000.

Wagner and Wood have a private company called Rona 2, which had a 50-50 profit participation with Spelling-Goldberg in Charlie's Angels. Wagner also has profit participation with the company in another ABC series, Hart to Hart, in which he co-stars. It is also understood that the couple have other deals with Spelling-Goldberg for TV projects not yet on the air.

At Alberge, press secretary for district attorney John Vande Kamp, confirmed a "pending investigation" into the allegations.
A Malrite Station isn't just one of the bunch.

No two Malrite Stations will ever be exactly the same. That's not to say we don't learn from each other. We believe the cross-pollination of good ideas from station to station is one of the most important strengths of a well-managed group.

But every Malrite Station has its own identity. Its own flavor. Its own distinctive approach to serving its community. That's because we know success in broadcasting is built solidly on serving specific community needs. And what Rochester needs is different from what Milwaukee needs.

To us, group operation doesn't mean making all our stations the same. It means having the broad experience and expertise to serve best wherever we go.
Until four years ago, the CBS Television Network had won every prime-time television season for two decades. Then, in a startling reversal, the third-place network, ABC-TV, took over the lead. A stunned CBS began scrambling. In the fall of 1977 it reorganized its broadcast group, appointing Gene F. Jankowski as its president, charged with putting Humpty-Dumpty (a) together again and (b) back atop the wall. Faster than anyone outside CBS would have predicted, he and his colleagues did it. They capped the feat two weeks ago by ending the 1979-80 season (by CBS's reckoning) by a slender but joyous margin of one-tenth of a rating point. In this interview with BROADCASTING editors, on the eve of a triumphant meeting with affiliates in Los Angeles's Century-Plaza hotel, Jankowski tells how they did it.

Restoring the gleam to the CBS eye

How do you account for CBS-TV's resurgence?

Good planning, good execution, good people. You have to go back to 1977, when we reorganized the broadcast group. At that point it was October of the year—we wound up with things that were already given us. We had a schedule that was already committed to. We had certain programs that were on the shelf—not much but a couple. So we said: "How can we best utilize the resources that we have, both human and financial, in order to get ourselves into number-one position at some point down the road?" We knew we weren't going to do it that season.

But whatever we did that season, we wanted to make sure we put the right pieces in place so we could build toward it. The first moves we made were in December of that year, when we started manipulating the schedule a little bit and improved Monday night.

Who was in place at that time?

Bob Daly had his appointment as head of CBS Entertainment shortly after I got mine. And we had to rebuild an organization on the West Coast. One of the things that we recognized is that we have 8,000 people in the broadcast group—it's more than a one-man operation. So how we put the right people in the right place to make the important decisions on a day-to-day basis was going to be a very critical decision.

Bob has done a superb job in organizing the department. We had a mass movement of almost 200 people from New York to California as part of the entertainment division reorganization, and it obviously has been paying off. We've been able to develop what I consider very outstanding relationships with the Hollywood creative community. And having our people out there where they could have that ongoing dialogue is a large contributing factor to that kind of success. It's paid off.

Is it a fair observation to say that almost every member of your team has outperformed the expectations the outside world had for them?

Yes, I think that's a fair statement. But in all fairness to the outside world, it wasn't as familiar with those talents as we were on the inside. I say with pride that the management team we have now—with me and six division presidents—represents collectively over 167 years with CBS.

And the reason I emphasize that is that when you're building a team, when you're dealing with 8,000 people, when you're building and rebuilding, just as in any other endeavor that
Who is responsible for the adults of tomorrow?

When KWTV BIG 9 News reports on the problems of teenage sexuality...Oklahoma listens.

For the last 26 years, Oklahomans have relied on KWTV for tough answers to sensitive issues. As we enter the 80's it's no different. With a total commitment of nearly 5 hours devoted to one of the most serious subjects our teenagers face, teenage sexuality. KWTV presents "Too Much, Too Little, Too Late", an exclusive report brought to Oklahomans by KWTV BIG 9 News.

Never in Oklahoma City has such a commitment been made to one subject. It's that kind of total commitment that makes KWTV BIG 9 responsive to our community. And Oklahomans have responded by making Monday through Friday's BIG 9 News at 10:00 PM Number 1.

Source: February 1980 Arbitron
The audience figures shown are estimates, subject to the limitation of the techniques and procedures used by the service noted.

Good News, Good People  
KWTV, Oklahoma City  
BIG 9 NEWS
Are you getting into a posture where you can spend less money for program development than you did when you were rebuilding?

Well, let’s put it this way. I think we’re in a posture that we can get away with fewer pilots than we had back in ’78, when we were trying to rebuild the schedule. As I said, when we took over in October 1977 I think the only program we really had on the shelf was Another Day. We had 13 episodes of Another Day. There was nothing else. And we said: “We’re not going to let that happen to us any more.”

If you could rewrite the rules now, would you take back 7:30?

I’d love to have a chance to provide a network service for that time period. I think if we go back and take a look at the rule and what has happened since it was put in, I’d see that it really never raised the level of program quality for that time period, and a lot of stations wound up stripping game shows. I’m not so sure the public’s been any better served because of the prime-time access rule.

Well, what about long-form news? How do you anticipate responding to the opportunity, or the apparent demand, for more news programing on the network?

One of the things that we’re currently doing is taking a look at our total broadcast day. You have to go back to our operating philosophy, which starts by asking the question: “How can we perform a better service to the public?” And that’s the ongoing question, and that service obviously takes the form of both entertainment and informational type programing.

As to the early evening news, this requires further analysis by us and our affiliates before we can determine our future course.

How are things shaping up on the profit side of the business? Your margins have been trimmed for the last couple of years. What does the future hold? John Backe [president of CBS Inc.] seemed to be implying at the last analysts meeting that things can’t go on this way.

Obviously, we’re looking for new forms. We’re experimenting now with single-camera tape facilities, so that the long forms that are currently on film can be produced in the same fashion on tape. That saves dollars. The more we can take programs that are on film and put them on tape, that saves money. The form itself must stabilize. It can’t be the case that the costs in the past, the costs don’t matter if the jokes are funny—if you can wind up with the ratings.

I think that we can get back to some very respectable profit improvement numbers in the years to come. Again, one of the things that we can’t lose sight of is that, starting in 1976, when there was a shift in balance of the various creative forces, in our eagerness to catch up and in NBC’s eagerness to catch up and rebuild, we had to do investment spending. But if you make the right decisions as you’re rebuilding, there comes a time when you can get back to what I like to think of as a more normal business existence.

Do you have an idea of what your growth is going to be like in the coming year?

Well, the numbers that we mentioned at the analysts meeting are still what we’re planning for—revenue growth of about 14%. I think, for the network economy, and about 12% for the stations.

What is the impact of inflation on your business?

We haven’t had any impact. Our business is holding up rather well in all areas, network and stations, television and radio.

Does the cost of money have an impact on you or have you got enough cash so that’s not a problem?

Again, back to this financial discipline approach that we have put into being. We’re now making our general managers and division presidents more responsible for cash. Historically, they’ve never really had to worry about that, but now we’re making them more conscious of cash flow, making them more conscious of asset management, receivables, how they invest in capital equipment, how they invest in programming, future film rights. Those are things that people have never really taken time to think about before.

But, again, if you’re making the right creative decisions, those creative decisions can still be made properly while you remain mindful of the way the cash is being spent, what the long-term impact is of that investment.

I think one of the exciting things about CBS as we enter the 80’s, really exciting, is not only that we are addressing what I refer to as the real time issues of ratings and revenues, but that we are also siting back to plan and think about the next five years and what opportunities may present themselves down the road.

And here again, whatever thoughts we have and whatever directions we want to go over the next decade still get back to the kind of people we have to accept the various management responsibilities. And that brings us back full circle to one of the reasons why we’re successful now—the fact that we have the talent within the organization to handle important management responsibilities.

You know—and this goes back to your earlier question—I somewhat chuckle about some of the critics who look upon us differently from the outside than what we really are on the inside.

I’ve been looked upon as a financial expert.
PM Magazine rates highest of all programs in syndication in the February sweeps as it did in November.

Its fantastic ratings success is being matched by a big increase in the station lineup — including, this summer, New York City WNEW-TV, Los Angeles KTTV and Chicago WFLD-TV. More than 90 stations covering over 80% of the U.S. population already are signed for fall.

That's good news because PM Magazine is a programming cooperative. And the bigger it gets, the better it gets — for stations, advertisers and viewers.

Source: Cassandra, NSI Unweighted Average Feb. 1980, Nov. 1979
Audience figures are estimates subject to limitations of the techniques and procedures used by the service noted.
and my entire background was English and journalism and radio and television production and direction. Bob Daly, who has been looked upon as a financial wizard, comes out of business affairs where he has dealt for many, many years with talent and what makes talent happy—working conditions, et cetera. And I can't think of anybody more qualified because of his track record and his actual job experience to do the job for which he is responsible. Jim Rosenfield [president of the CBS Television Network], who has one of the more difficult jobs in dealing with 208 affiliates around the country, and many clients, is superbly suited for that process. He has the personality, and he's had the sales experience not only to understand the business in great detail, but he also has the ability to get along with people of all kinds and personalities.

A very, very important part of our current success is the talents that we have in all these areas. And as we look out for the next five and 10 years, we're very comfortable with the fact that we have the kind of people to take us in the many directions that we hope to go. Now, you haven't brought it up yet, but it's obvious we have two divisions that will have two new presidents coming in 1981 [CBS News and CBS Radio]. Again, happily, we have a number of candidates within CBS for both of those slots. We don't have to go outside the organization for new talents.

Do you have an embarrassment of candidates?

I think so. Obviously, it depends on what you're defining as an embarrassment. But we have a sizable number of candidates for both slots, and I think that probably a more difficult situation will be making the people happy who may not wind up being the specific individuals.

That's exactly what I was thinking about, following on the Roger Mudd situation, where you had an embarrassment of anchormen, and you had to choose.

But, I think, in a successful organization, you are known by the people you lose, because as the pyramid gets smaller, you get more qualified candidates than you have openings. Obviously, there come a time when the good people think there are better opportunities elsewhere. And as long as you can continue to have that image and hold that image because of performance, you'll continue to attract more good people than anybody else. And indeed that's what's been happening with CBS for many, many years.

It's no different than what's been happening over the years in the executive ranks. I mean, you look around the industry, and you find Frank Shakespeare over at KROK and Norm Wall as president of McGraw-Hill and Mary Shapiro as executive vice president over at Westinghouse and Jim Conley as president of Meredith, Phil Lombardo at Corinihan, Ted Shaker at Arbitron. All are CBS people who were in the broadcasting operation, and all good people. We continue to attract the best people, develop the best people, capable of taking us into the next decade, but we'll still wind up with CBS people in senior positions in other organizations.

Do you have any ideas how you might make money with teletext?

Well, in effect it gives us the potential of presenting all the information that currently can be found in a newspaper. You can, from a local station point of view, handle classified advertising. And I think there are a lot of services that teletext can provide to the local community that some businesses may be willing to pay for. You can provide airline schedules, for example. Special menus for restaurants. Department store sale advertising. There's a potential there.

What we're doing is studying it, and we'll know more a few months from now than we do today. But the important thing it emphasizes is that we're willing to put up money to explore new opportunities. And if you go back in our history, one of the reasons why there have been a lot of successful developments that have helped the American public enjoy life a little bit more is because CBS has put the money into research and development. The 33 rpm record is one of the more notable examples.

Take television itself. When everything was radio, going back into the 1930's, CBS invested a lot of money trying to develop this new medium. There's an awful lot to be said for big business, you know, because it's really big business that has the opportunity to invest money in research and development and is always looking for the new idea that will make life a little bit more enjoyable, better understood. If we were a little local operator, I'm not sure we'd have the capital necessary to invest in this, exploring new avenues and new ideas.

Are you at a point that you would concede that the coming on of cable will make a significant difference in your business in the next five years?

No. Last November, giving a speech in Hollywood, I said that what really is important is the message, not the means of distribution. And as long as commercial broadcasting can continue to supply the best in information and entertainment, it's going to be around for a

Ready to rejoice

CBS affiliates gather in L.A. for their annual meeting with ratings win to celebrate; speakers include Jankowski, Backe, Cronkite and Rather

A record—and presumably jubilant—crowd of CBS-TV affiliates are in Los Angeles this week for the first round in the 1980 series of meetings between TV networks and their affiliates.

CBS officials said they expected more than 200 station people, representing virtually all—say 99.9%—of the network's affiliates to be on hand for the convention, which comes after CBS's upset victory over ABC-TV for prime-time leadership for the 1979-80 season (BROADCASTING, April 21, 28).

Business sessions start this morning, after a welcoming cocktail party Sunday evening.

Gene F. Jankowski, president of the CBS/Broadcast Group, will speak at the Monday luncheon, and CBS Inc. President John D. Backe will participate in a question-and-answer session with the affiliates on Wednesday.

A major sports presentation is scheduled for the Tuesday luncheon, and the Wednesday program will include a CBS News presentation on political convention and election coverage plans, plus appearances by Walter Cronkite—making his last scheduled speech to affiliates as CBS Evening News anchor—and Dan Rather, designated to succeed him early next year.

The three-day agenda centers on CBS's new fall prime-time schedule, prime-time specials, motion pictures for television and miniseries, daytime, sports, late-night, news and public affairs programming and engineering and technology.

Robert E. Schmidt of KAYS-TV Hays, Kan., chairman of the CBS-TV Affiliates Board, will open this morning's session and be followed by CBS-TV President James Rosenfield. Other Monday speakers include Robert A. Daly, president of CBS Entertainment, and B. Donald Grant, vice president, programs; Arnold Becker, CBS/Broadcast Group vice president, national television research; Bernie Sofronski, vice president, special programs, CBS Entertainment, and John Blessington, CBS-TV director, educational relations.

On the roster for Tuesday are Robert Hosking, CBS-TV vice president, affiliate relations; George Shannon, vice president, production facilities and engineering; Michael Ogiani, CBS Entertainment vice president, daytime programs; Paul Isacsson, CBS-TV vice president, sales; Faith Franz Heckman, vice president, children's programs, and William Self, vice president, motion pictures for television and miniseries.

The sports presentation at the Tuesday luncheon will be introduced by Frank M. Smith Jr., president, CBS Sports.

On Wednesday, participants in addition to President Backe will include Donn O'Brien, CBS/Broadcast Group vice president, program practices, and Steve Sohmer, CBS Entertainment vice president, advertising and promotion. The CBS News presentation on political coverage will be led by William Leonard, CBS News president, and Robert Chandler, vice president and director of public affairs broadcasts. Both Cronkite and Rather are also slated to appear at the Wednesday session.

The convention will end with a banquet and variety show Wednesday evening. The convention will be based at the Century Plaza hotel, but business sessions will be held at Century City.

ABC-TV affiliates will meet at the Century Plaza May 12-15. NBC-TV affiliates will meet there May 18-20.
Broadcast Electronics introduces a new FM Exciter—the FX 30—with superior performance that rivals the best hi-fidelity tuners available.

For the Purist, Purest Sound.
The FX-30 has the lowest distortion, with THD and IMD less than 0.08%. And, it’s the first exciter to specify Transient Intermodulation Distortion (TIM) at less than 0.1%.

Loud, yet Quiet.
The FX-30 is loud and sparkling clean with your programming, yet it’s the quietest exciter of all, with a typical S/N ratio of 78 dB.

Broadband and Synthesized.
Advanced dual speed phase locked loop puts more than 2000 channels at your fingertips.

Set It and Forget It.
Automatic control circuits eliminate adjustments after initial setup. Exciter output is automatically stabilized and fully protected. Set it and forget it.

The Perfect Retrofit.
RF power output is adjustable up to 30 watts. The FX-30 will improve the performance of any transmitter and will fit directly in place of your present exciter.

Styling Elegance.
Elegant in styling as well as in performance, the new look in FM is the elegant look of the FX-30.

For more information on the FX-30 Exciter and BE’s exciting new FM transmitters, call or write Joe Engle at: 217-224-9600
long time. But that’s not to say that there aren’t opportunities to make viable businesses—as, indeed, cable operators are now finding out around the country—programming for videodisks, programming for videocassettes, the right kind of programming for specific cable channels.

All are within the realm of possibilities, but I don’t think they’ll be of a magnitude in the next five years that they’ll significantly impact commercial broadcasting.

Right now you’ve got four television screens built into your office wall, so that you can watch the three networks and an independent or public broadcast simultaneously. Can you imagine redesigning this office at some time in the future for more screens? And if so, how many might there be?

No. I really can’t. I really can’t.

You mean it’s going to remain just the three networks and something else? Is that what the basic choice is going to be for the viewer?

Well, again, what you have to get back to is the message. And if you understand that commercial broadcasting now presents to the American public what really is the best that money can buy—the best creative ideas, free, well executed, extremely costly—and if we continue to provide that kind of product, we’re going to remain viable for a long time.

People can speculate, but most of the speculation is based on technology, not on the message. And what I’m saying is that we need to take a look at the consumer and his needs.

Home Box Office has been successful because feature films are providing something on a continuing basis in an economical fashion that has made enough people interested in bringing pay cable service into their homes. The real issue that we are always dealing with is what is the message that we’re going to provide tomorrow, next season, next year? What’s going to continue to make more people want to turn on CBS than any other means of programming available to them?

How soon will you go to satellite-to-home?

That’s a loaded question. I’m not sure we’ll ever go to satellite-to-home. First of all, there’s the practical side of it. Second, I have to ask the question, what is it going to provide that isn’t now provided to the American public.

Everything in life is a trade-off. What does it do to localism? The reason why our commercial broadcasting has been so successful, both radio and television, is that we have always been able to provide something for the local citizen. We talk about networks, but we’re not nothing but a collection of local markets.

The notion out there sometimes has really built by what the individual citizen of a certain locality thinks of that station. And when it comes to times of crisis—as we demonstrated again in New York during the transit strike—what better form of communication is there to the people of this city than commercial broadcasting, radio and television? What happens to that localism when we start to dream about some of these other things?

But again, to go back to your question, you really have to go back to the citizen again. You talk about all these new technologies and new avenues of communication. But what is the message going to be delivered and what is it going to offer to me as a citizen that I don’t now have?

All right, let’s take as a given that no matter what the technology, the message is not going to change. But let’s take as a possibility the fact that the technologies are going to change dramatically. That has to have an impact somewhere along the line. If we’re only going to consider delivery systems, where are you going to fit among the delivery systems?

I’m not suggesting that there won’t be change. What I am suggesting is that CBS is ahead of change because we’re thinking ahead, and I think that, no matter what happens, we’re positioned with people and plans so that we’re prepared to take advantage of whatever opportunities present themselves.

What are your priorities? What’s on your list of what you’ve got to do in 1980 and what you’ve got to do from 1980 to 1985?

Well, we’re right back to that continuing situation of how do we make the product better. You know, we’re not perfect by your standards and we’re not perfect by our standards. We can always find areas where we can improve. While the rating race is close, we’d like to be farther out front, and that’s going to take time and attention.

In daytime we’re in second place, and we’re going to be back into first. So that’s taking time and attention. I think that there’s a potential for more informational type programming and how we bring that about is taking some time and attention. In the local station area we’re not number one in any market in television. So that’s taking some time and attention.

You can prioritize that list anyway you want. To me they’re all important—just making sure we have the time to address the issues is the most important aspect of it. And we’re doing that fairly well. As I say, we have some good people in key decision making slots.

What are the exciting things going on in CBS News right now?

Last year we had more news hours than ever before in history. This year we’re going to have more. So we have, again, the continual question of how to make it even better. That’s why we wound up with the 90-minute Sunday Morning news broadcast. That’s why we wound up with changes in the form of the morning news. That’s why we wound up with the news division, in the course of a month, contributing a program in every single daypart.

Once a month we have Magazine for Women. Once a month in the afternoons we have Razzmatazz, for school-age kids. On Saturday mornings we have the arts. For the next five years we’ve had In the News. Late night once a month we put on Your Turn: Letters to CBS. We introduced Sunday Morning: Sixty Minutes in prime time. And we’re still looking for ways to improve upon where we already are.

And once you stop, you’re going backward. We have a position of leadership that we’re dedicated to maintaining, and the only way we can do that is by continually looking for new opportunities to improve the service we provide to our stations and to our listeners.

How about sports?

For many years we never put the time and attention to the sports area that we should have, and that’s going through a rebuilding process. We’ve started with two areas of special importance.

First there is Sports Spectacular, which had been long ignored. Last year we started to improve that product. We put together a new logo, a new new advertising campaign. And this year we’re starting a special Sunday edition. Happily, the 1980 ratings for the season to date are better than they were a year ago. NBA basketball fell off somewhat last year. So we asked ourselves how we could make the season better this year. And we put in a couple of modifications. Games started early, happily. We added Bill Russell to the supporting team that covers the event. Rather than have high regionalization of Sunday afternoon games, we’ve gone to trying to pick the best game of the afternoon. And we’ve had better than 10% improvement in the ratings.

So much of what we do in sports, however, is really a function of the events, and there you’re limited to contracts. But there again we’re also doing everything we can to see if we can’t make the kind of acquisitions that will help us round out our over-all sports program.

How about the owned stations?

They’re working extremely well. In the television stations division what we’ve been doing for the last couple of years is rebuilding the operation, making it stronger, identifying obvious problems and doing something with them. The most notable example is KNXT(V) Los Angeles, which during many parts of the day was literally the fourth station in the market—at one time, 10 years ago, we were the dominant station out there in the market. But if you really want to play a dominant role in that market again, we have to provide a service to the community the likes of which Los Angeles had never seen before. How do we do that? Well, we start with the local news image. To establish that we said we were going to do more than anybody else in the market—28 hours and a half hours of news, more local news in the evening than any other station in the country. That has been working very dramatically for us, happily.

This September we’re going to provide a locally produced public affairs program seven days a week from 7:30 to 8. We have successfully been producing a program called Broadcasting May 5 1980 46
Two on the Town one night a week. We’re going to expand it to five nights a week, hiring a lot of extra people to produce that program, but again dedicated to the Los Angeles community.

But all those developments—those investments in time and people—have been paying off. KNXT has just received an award from the California state broadcasters, as the best local news in Los Angeles as a result of all those efforts. And now we’re nipping at the heels of KNBC-TV, and many nights we’ll beat NBC. So we’ve made some dramatic rating improvements.

What’s going to happen to your rates? I think they’ll go up. We’re living in a commodity business, based on supply and demand. It continues to be proved that more and more advertisers recognize the selling power of television. And our economic base over the years has continued to grow. And I predict it will continue to grow. The more advertisers that use the medium, the more are successful with it. The more successful they are, the bigger their budgets, the more other advertisers learn about its success.

Have your rates reflected the audience increases that you’ve had this year? Yes, they have. The major impact, however, probably won’t be felt until the fall of this year. We’ve had a very high percentage of up-front selling, so that last May and June when advertisers bought the bulk of our inventory, they bought it at ratings that were actuals last spring and estimates for the fourth quarter. Now that we’ve exceeded our estimated performance, that will be reflected in ’80-’81.

As it correct to say that CBS is going back to an older demographic? If you take a look at the demography of our current schedule, you’ll find it’s much younger than it was a year ago, that we’ve improved 18 to 49. What we’re mindful of is that the demography of the country is changing, and as the population gets older, our programming continues to appeal to that audience. There are too many important people 35 and older and 50 and over to ignore them. And as mandatory retirement changes to 70, we have older people with more discretionary income, more freedom. And I think they’re a more viable marketplace than the advertisers believed them to be in the years gone by.

So, as we get bigger ratings, as we obtain larger ratings, because the older people are so much a part of the population, it will look like our audiences are getting older. But we’re going to keep pace with the times. And if you’re going to be number one, you’re going to have more involved demographics.

Is the programming of CBS now more like it used to be? Are you more comfortable with your programming these days? Well, I feel more comfortable than with what it was in 1977. We’re responsible for putting together 22 hours of prime-time entertainment programming, and our attitude is that within that 22-hour spectrum there should be something for every discriminating viewer. If I happen to like public affairs programming, I know on CBS I’m going to find something somewhere in the schedule. Not only am I going to find 60 Minutes, but I know on a probably more regular basis I’m going to find documentaries over the course of a year. We still commit for a minimum of 20 documentary hours in prime time. If I like sophisticated adult drama, I’m going to find it on CBS— Dallas or Knots Landing. If I want situation comedy of varying kinds—from Archie Bunker’s Place to a M*A*S*H to a F神色 to an Alice to a Jeffersons, I’ll find it in different forms and different varieties. But I know importantly that in that 22-hour spectrum I’m probably going to find more different kinds of programming that will appeal to more different kinds of viewers, so that over the course of a week we’re going to wind up attracting more viewers than any competing network. And indeed our current schedule represents that.

What’s your perception of the competition? Very aggressive. Highly competitive, very aggressive.

Do you perceive cracks in ABC’s walls? One of the things that helped us get where we are is an attitude that we don’t take anybody for granted, that the important thing is that we concentrate on our problems, develop some ideas of what we want to do about our problems and then execute them in the best fashion possible. And if we do all of it right, then the right things are going to happen. And that’s a philosophy that we’ve been following and a philosophy we’ll continue to follow. And you can’t execute that without always being mindful of what the competition is going to be doing.

And as I mentioned, the competition is very aggressive, and they’re very competent. That’s one of the reasons why I think the American public has the opportunity of seeing some of the best television they’ve ever had.

CONGRATULATIONS,

WMAR-TV
Baltimore

Maryland’s first television station is proud to be affiliated with America’s first and foremost network.
Lee Rich and Lorimar: on a roll

The success of 'Dallas' and 'Waltons' has put them at the top of Hollywood's TV mountain; now they're expanding with movies and syndicating shows

When J. R. Ewing, the rascallion eldest son of the Dallas clan, got his come-uppance in the form of a well-aimed bullet, almost 50 million people stayed home that Friday night to watch. It was the final new episode of the season for the CBS-TV show, and the 32.7 rating/52 share the program received made it the most watched show of the week. For the just concluded season, the show ranked sixth among all regular series, up from 40th in the 1978-79 television year. The show did much to boost CBS's rising star, and, according to a report from the Ted Bates Co. advertising agency, Dallas may lead the way toward the firm establishment of the prime-time soap opera as the new programming form of the era.

The good news for fans of the series, according to Lee Rich, president of Lorimar Productions which makes the show, is that J.R. (played by veteran actor Larry Hagman) isn't going to die from that much-watched gunshot. The bad news, for now, is that Rich isn't telling who pulled the trigger on America's favorite S.O.B.

Lee Rich and Lorimar have become among the hottest makers of television programs in Hollywood. The company's series are now sought after by all three networks. Lorimar has expanded mightily into the making of theatrical films. It is a prominent producer of made-for-television movies. And it has broken at least one long-standing Hollywood tradition by moving its independent production company into the syndication business—reserving for itself the financial cream of television, according to Rich.

Started 12 years ago by Rich, Chairman Merv Adelson and Irwin Molasky, a Nevada real-estate developer, Lorimar established an early reputation for itself as a maker of highly commercial and critically acclaimed made-for-television films such as Helter Skelter, The Blue Knight and Sybil. It also made The Waltons, currently in its eighth season on CBS, and more firmly established itself as a maker of family dramas with ABC-TV's Eight Is Enough. This season it carried on that tradition with NBC-TV's much-touted Skag, which the network pulled from its schedule but says it intends to return.

But it has been Dallas, just concluding its second full season, and its spin-off, Knots Landing, that have catapulted Lorimar to the top of Hollywood's television mountain. The company, as Coast slang would have it, is on a roll. Last year, according to Rich, Lorimar grossed $85 million in television and $70 million from its feature films.

Unlike many leading Hollywood pro-
ducers, Rich considers himself as much a businessman as an artist and he pours over rating reports (back copies of which he keeps at his fingertips) with the intensity of a time salesman or a network executive. Formerly the head of programming for Benton & Bowles, Rich knows both sides of the television business, and from his position he sees himself at a distinct advantage over his competitors.

Lorimar's recent success, he says, comes from luck and, more important, from "recognizing what the television business is all about.

"I find that many of my cohorts out here don't know anything about what makes the television business work," he says. "If you went out and asked producers how a rating point comes to be, I think you'd find very few who know.

"Television is another medium for advertising—nothing more," he adds. "It is an entertainment-advertising medium."

Rich's business sense has extended the company well beyond the confines of sound stages or booths at the Polo Lounge. The company currently has five salespersons in the U.S. and foreign sales representatives in Europe, Asia and Australia. Dallas, already a European hit, is set to enter the domestic syndication market next year. The company is currently offering Eight, a package of made-for-television films, up to eight Lorimar-made feature films a year and the 500-title
UPI Audio created a weekday special feature on the 1980 election campaign (183 programs in all) ... with coverage by such top reporters as Pye Chamberlayne and Gene Gibbons. All affiliates receive this "Campaign Notebook" as part of the regular UPI Audio package ... at no additional cost! And, many of them are selling these programs at very healthy prices.

One small market AM/FM station manager in Illinois* sold "Notebook" to local banks across the board through November 5 for a very respectable $4,000 ... and the $4,000 is pure profit! That's because he's able to more than cover his costs for the entire UPI Audio package by selling only 9 hourly newscasts per week at his regular rate card rates. Everything else ... all the other hourly newscasts, sportscasts, business reports and features are his at zero cost. Whatever he sells them for is pure profit!

If you're still not a UPI Audio affiliate ... find out what else you've been missing. Call your UPI Regional Executive or Ted Feurey, General Manager, UPI Audio Network, at (212) 682-0400.

*Name on request.
Divorce or play? Word from BBC in London last week was that it had given Time-Life Films notice that firm no longer was wanted as distributor of BBC fare in Americas. BBC is believed to be upset that not enough of its product has shown up on commercial networks, instead of just Public Broadcasting Service. There was, however, speculation that this might just be power play by BBC which would continue relationship but under new contract terms. Whatever case, BBC has to give T-L two years notice and if divorce comes, it won’t be until May 1, 1982.

A first. Producers David Wolper and Stan Margulies showed their six-hour miniatures, Moviola, to about 35 television critics at NBC-sponsored press tour in Los Angeles. Although Wolper and Margulies have been teamed for years, 99-million project is first made under new Wolper/Margulies Productions banner. Ministries is set to air May 18-20 as part of major effort by NBC to gain in May rating sweeps. Based on Garson Kanin’s anecdotal best-seller of behind-the-scenes Hollywood, television presentation includes: “The Scarlett O’Hara War,” story of David O. Selznick’s search for heroine of “Gone with the Wind”; “This Year’s Blonde,” tale of early career of Marilyn Monroe, and “The Silent Lovers,” romance of Greta Garbo and John Gilbert.

On the firing line. NBC Entertainment President Brandon Tartikoff also took his maiden voyage with national press during NBC press tour and said network still has “decent chance” to take number-one spot by Christmas. Certainly he said, “this network is not going to be referred to as being a ‘dismal thud’ by December” Tartikoff also touched on number of other subjects of interest. Of United States: “It seems like it’s found its audience, but the question is whether that audience is large enough.” Of Saturday Night Live: “There will be a Saturday Night Live, if for no other reason than NBC owns that title. Our intention is that Lorne Michaels will be the executive producer” (Show is said to be on precarious footing as result of Michaels and others losing interest in it.) According to Tartikoff, if regulars leave show it will go through major revamp “tailored” to new creative staff.

When and how long. Out-of-court settlement was reported last week to have stipulated that Bill Hillier’s Wide World of People syndicated TV show be broadcast for next three years only in time periods other than prime access and other than periods already occupied by Group W’s PM Magazine. Settlement resolved issue raised by Group W’s contention that Hillier was contractually obligated to give Group W exclusivity on programs similar to PM Magazine. June 30 termination of exclusivity agreement was also agreed upon, participants said Wide World of People is distributed by Victory Television, which said it has been sold in 20 markets “before this problem arose.”

Kids’ soap. Meredith Broadcasting, in association with Alan Sloan Inc., has committed itself to produce series of five half hours in soap opera format, “designed for youngsters 11-14 and their parents.” Programs, yet untitled, will “deal with problems teen-agers face in their relationships with peers and parents,” with script topics reviewed in advance by teachers, psychologists and others. First episode is to air on Meredith’s five TV’s in September and group broadcaster also anticipates syndication if successful, idea is to go to full-fledged series.

Acquired by Mobil. Churchill and the Generals, three-hour dramatization of British statesman’s years as World War II leader, is planned for next January on ‘Mobil Showcase Network,” ad hoc group of stations. Show is co-production of LeVien International and BBC.

For the kids. ABC-TV, for 1980-81 Saturday children’s line-up will be offering five new programs and returning three veterans. Newcomers are animated Fonzie and the Happy Days Gang, Richie Rich (from comic books); Dingbat about “frightened dog with vampire characteristics” and Heathcliff, alley cat (from newspaper comics); and Thunder, new heroes on earth in future. Coming back will be Superfriends Hour, Plasticman Family and Scooby and Scrappy Do. Among more frequent information-oriented shorts will be new Dough Nuts about using money wisely. Elsewhere, for youngsters, Sunday will continue with Kids Are People Too, but now in new hour format from New York. There are seven new ABC Afterschool Specials (and seven encore) as well as eight new ABC Weekend Specials. Specials will also include “Watch the Program: Read the Book” campaign.
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Vital today for big-time real-time production

The latest in production switching, the last word in production switcher automation systems and the best in movie-style special effects.

Many more advanced features fully described in our brochures. Contact office nearest you.

Get it all together or one at a time!

We’re ready to make a Vital contribution to your operation today.

ERIC KING Southeast-804/384-7001
MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest-812/466-3212
ROBERT McALL Northeast-518/966-5180
BARRY ENDERS Northeast-315/589-9289
BARRY HOLLAND Southwest-714/497-4516
JIM MONEYHUN Northwest-415/561-9130
GORDON PETERS SouthCentral-817/467-0051
MIKE BARSNESS NorthCentral-612/447-4453

1980-the year Vital doubled its sales-personnel-plant facilities.
ABC wins first post-season week

ABC-TV was back in the winner's circle for the week ended April 27, earning a 16.9 prime-time rating and 29.0 share to CBS-TV's 16.4/28.2 and NBC-TV's 14.6/25.2.

While any victory is to be savored, this one was anticlimactic. CBS had won the official season a week earlier by a tenth of a rating point (BROADCASTING, April 28).

In this first week of "post-season" activity, ABC won Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; CBS took Friday and Sunday, and NBC pulled out Wednesday.

Of the week's leading programs, mostly repeats, ABC and CBS each had five of the top 10. Leading the list was CBS's 60 Minutes (24.9/46); then ABC's That's Incredible (24.6/40) and Three's Company (23.4/38); CBS's M*A*S*H (21.5/34); ABC's 20/20 (31.3/40); CBS's Dallas (21.1/39), Duke of Hazzard (21.1/36) and Flo (20.9/33), and ABC's Love Boat (20.7/37) and Taxi (20.6/33).

With its new shows, The Six O'Clock Follies and Speak Up America, NBC could have hoped for greater sampling. A special hour introduction of Follies (13.2/22) was bested Thursday night by ABC's IBM Presents Baryshnikov on Broadway (19.7/32) and CBS's Hagen (17.8/29). A Follies half-hour on Saturday did worse (10.5/19). Speak Up America Tuesday night brought NBC only a 12.5/22. There was, however, reason for encouragement for The Big Event: Sunday Games (19.1/31) which NBC plans as an occasional format.

Founding fathers. Getty Oil Co. and the four Hollywood movie companies that announced a proposed new satellite-delivered pay cable service two weeks ago (BROADCASTING, April 28) were still keeping their plans to themselves last week. The men believed most responsible for forging the new alliance have been identified, however. They are: Stuart W. Evey, vice president and general manager of Getty's diversified operations division; Steve Roberts, president, telecommunications division, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.; Lawrence B. Hilford, senior vice president, Columbia Pictures Industries; Richard H. Frank, president, Paramount Pictures Corp. Television Distribution, and Al Rush, president, MCA-TV program enterprises, MCA Inc.

According to Evey, the five partners in the joint venture will be setting up an independent company with its own executive office. It is not believed that any of those responsible for establishing the still unnamed firm will become officers of it.

Getty, like Mobil and Exxon, is a major energy company that is diversifying into the communications field. According to Evey, Getty's move last year into cable networking with ESPN (Entertainment and Sports Programming Network) and the new company are not moves from its basic business. In 1979, Evey said, Getty devoted roughly 1% of its $1.3-billion capital budget to ESPN and other communications interests. "Roughly the same proportions" will be expended in the new field from the $2-billion 1980 budget, he said.

Diversification of oil companies has become a subject of serious political debate, but on a more immediate level the Department of Justice antitrust division is expected to look into the complaints regarding the plan—and, ironically, in connection with its two-year-old inquiry into the Motion Picture Association of America's complaints of alleged antitrust law violations by HBO (BROADCASTING, Dec. 5, 1977). The MPAA charged that HBO had 80% of the pay cable programming market—an amount it said constituted a monopoly. A Justice Department spokesman, who indicated the likelihood of the new investigation, said the focus would be on a possible violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, which prohibits acquisitions or mergers that restrain competition.

Tennis anyone? Golden Gaters Productions, Emeryville, Calif., plans to offer satellite radio coverage of 1980 Wimbledon tennis championships. Bob Mansbach will anchor programs, to include daily updates beginning June 22 and play-by-play of finals on July 4-5. Last year's Wimbledon was carried by 151 radio stations. GGP plans to ask $2,900 per 60-second spot and has offered Congoleum Corp., Transameric a, Lipton Tea, Budget Rent-a-Car and Canon right of first refusal for package. For information contact Robert Horowitz, (415) 652-8404.

Mixing media. What's best way to promote new movie, television special or book? Radio, according to Bob Mazza, partner in new Pro Radio Network Inc. Los Angeles-based company arranges live telephone interviews with name celebrities. Clients pay $200 for each interview, and local radio stations generally pick up phone charges. Company tries to concentrate on talk or interview stations in top-100 markets. Clients have included Xerox, Mobil Oil, Time-Life Television and Universal Television. Some clients, such as ChilPe producer Cy Chermack, have done as many as 200 interviews for stations around country. Mazza and partner, Gail Cottman, both formerly with MGM-TV publicity department, estimate that Pro Radio has set up 2,000 interviews since company opened its doors in January.

First fives. The top five records in contemporary radio airplay, as reported by BROADCASTING's Playlist: (1) Ride Like The Wind by Christopher Cross on Warner Bros.; (2) Call Me by Blondie on Chrysalis; (3) Lost In Love by Air Supply on Arista; (4) Fire Lake by Bob Seger on Capitol; (5) Don't Fall In Love by Kenny Rogers and Kim Carnes on United Artists. The top five in country radio airplay: (1) Good Old Boys Like Me by Don Williams on MCA; (2) Don't Fall In Love by Kenny Rogers and Kim Carnes on United Artists; (3) The Way I Am by Merle Haggard on MCA; (4) Gone Too Far by Eddie Rabbitt on Elektra; (5) Lucky Me by Anne Murray on Capitol.

Two weekly "Playlists," charting the top 100 records in contemporary radio airplay and the top 100 records in country radio airplay, are now available to BROADCASTING subscribers, each for $12 annually to cover handling and first-class postage. Mail orders to "The Contemporary Playlist" or "The Country Playlist" c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
You can't ignore a soaring fever.

Dance Fever—nine of the top ten markets are already sold for year III.

Last season's most successful new access program is having a phenomenal second year. The ratings tell a story that can't be denied: in market after market, audience after audience, Dance Fever has dramatically improved over its station's previous programming.

A dynamic mix of top performers, guest celebrities and competing dance teams, Dance Fever is a sure-fire winner. Call your Fox representative now, and come soar with us in year III.

A lot of good things are going on.
DO-IT-YOURSELF CONFETTI.

COURTESY OF THE NUMBER ONE NETWORK'S NUMBER ONE AFFILIATE.
ABC got a different point of view this season in the ratings. They call it second place.

CBS replaced ABC as the nation's number one network. And they did it for the entire 1979-80 season. People wanted more stimulating programming. They got it from CBS.

CBS gave people substantial, thought-provoking television; news, public affairs, and prime time entertainment.

CBS' success is the result of dedication to programming which asks viewers to turn on their minds every time they turn on their sets.

As the number one affiliate* of the number one network** we at WCCO Television, Minneapolis-St. Paul, appreciate that dedication.

Source: * ARB November 1979 (top 15 markets with 4 or more VHF stations) **NTI Average Audience Estimates Sept. 17, 1979-April 20, 1980. Subject to qualifications available upon request.
Recession holds no terror for Capcities

Management tells analysts company will outperform market if things sour; late cable entry defended

Recession is coming, but the record indicates that Capital Cities Communications does well in such periods, President Daniel B. Burke told securities analysts in New York last Tuesday. Consequently, Capcities will “outperform most companies” in 1980, Burke predicted.

Meanwhile, the first quarter was “substantially better than we figured or budgeted,” according to Burke, and April has been “OK.” Revenues were up 19% to $106.7 million, with net income climbing 26% to $15.1 million. A 31% climb in earnings per share reflected the company’s buy-back of stock during the year.

At the same meeting, Capcities Chairman Thomas Murphy admitted that the firm’s January entry into the cable field had come late, but “better late than never,” he said. Responding to an analyst’s question on cable plans, Burke later made a comparison with Capcities entries into both television and newspapers. They were late in their own right, he claimed, and in the cable area he expressed his belief that “we have the talent to run that business and run it well and to make good acquisitions.”

Murphy outlined something of the company’s guidelines on the cable acquisitions. Capcities would be looking for deals that would yield 15% cash flow return on the investment, he indicated.

The analysis also received further information on the reasons behind Capcities’ pull-out from a joint venture arrangement with Oak Industries for purchase of 49% interest in WSN-TV Chicago for an STV operation. The company’s FCC attorney, the session was told, advised that in light of Capcities’ almost full complement of stations, it should be either “completely in or completely out” of the Chicago operation, and not participate in a joint ownership deal.

The meeting also involved discussion of business conditions at Capcities’ AM stations, with Burke saying that profit margins in general are eroding in AM, but that the properties are certainly not in “a sell condition. FM [in which Capcities also is involved] can’t do as well as it does without hurting AM,” he added. Murphy predicted that “for the foreseeable future” AM would be a profitable proposition.

One analyst, noting that programming cost increases didn’t seem to be fully reflected in Capcities’ balance sheet listing of monies tied to program rights, queried where else the expenses were falling.

The answer, according to Burke, is in news programming, and he particularly mentioned “thunderous” increases in salaries for news personnel engaged in what he termed “free agency.”

Getting a handle on home VCR’s

Nielsen HomeVideo Index has released its first report on videocassette recorder usage, covering ownership characteristics, patterns of recording and playback, use of equipment features, purchase and use of prerecorded materials, and owner satisfaction.

The study is based on telephone interviews conducted in November 1979 with 516 households owning videocassette recorders. The 64-page report is being made available free to Nielsen Station Index and Nielsen Television Index advertisers, agency and station clients. Others may obtain the study for $50 (for those buying Nielsen pay cable reports); $200 (for most nonsubscribers) and $750 (for VCR marketers).

The report pictures VCR homes as younger and larger than regular TV households, consisting of 10% more people per home; 21% more adults 18 to 34, and 37% fewer adults 55 and over. The VCR households tend to be upscale, Nielsen says, with 59% of the homes having incomes of more than $25,000 annually and with more than 50% of the heads of the families having attended college.

The male head of the house is the primary user. Nielsen figures show that households tend to view more television after the purchase of VCR’s, with 39% saying they viewed more TV; 52% saying they viewed about the same, and 58, less. VCR homes, on the average, recorded from four to six hours of television material “during the past week.”

The major reason cited for recording programs is time-shift convenience, enabling a person to view a program that otherwise would be missed and to watch one program while recording another.

The Nielsen study shows that 26% of the sample VCR homes had used prerecorded material and 43% of the users averaged one playback per month of prerecorded tapes. Of cassettes purchased, feature films were bought most often, with classic films accounting for 41% and adult films, 25%.

As to owner satisfaction, 95% say they
Starting right now and ending June 1, Cetec Broadcast Group will build you a special System 7000 radio program automation center for under $24,000!

The LIMITED EDITION comes complete—absolutely no add-ons or extra peripherals necessary. The three-cabinet system includes our excellent System 7000 multiprocessor controller, 1000-event memory, real-time clock, 48-cart Audifile II A multi-cart machine, three ITC 750 reel-to-reel tape decks, and a computer-grade video terminal.

We'll install the LIMITED EDITION at your station, check it out thoroughly, and train your staff to operate it. We'll provide spares kits, a performance diagnostic module, a logic probe, and a one-year warranty. All for the single price — $23,900, all-inclusive!

That's a saving of $4,715 under the regular price for the same equipment and services, and it's the lowest System 7000 price ever. And remember: This system is plug-in expandable at any time.

The LIMITED EDITION System 7000 offer positively ends June 1. For complete details, fill out the coupon or phone Andy McClure today (805) 684-7686.

Cetec Broadcast Group

Cetec Broadcast Group
1110 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, Ca. 93013

☐ I want to know more about Cetec's LIMITED EDITION. Please have a Cetec regional manager phone for an appointment.

☐ Please send full System 7000 brochure, including available options.
consider their VCR a worthwhile investment, citing greater viewing flexibility and selectivity as the governing factors.

A finding of interest to advertisers and agencies is that commercials were deleted (to some degree) by 14% of the VCR households through use of the pause control. Nielsen says advertisers are not losing exposures completely since commercials had to be seen to be removed. Nielsen adds that another 22% avoided "some or all" TV spots in taped programs by using the fast-forward button during playback but points out there is a possibility that these commercials will be seen in future replays.

According to industry estimates there are 1.2 million videocassettes in U.S. homes, including more than 150,000 sold during the first quarter of 1980. Nielsen places this household penetration level at 1% to 2%.

**New service to track radio ad dollars**

First of quarterly studies of top six markets will be offered this month by ARM

Reports with estimates of radio spending, by advertiser, in six leading markets are scheduled for publication this month by American Radio Monitor, a relatively new company that monitors radio for both advertising and programing information.

The reports will cover the first quarter of 1980, summarizing commercial patterns and offering estimates of expenditures in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia and Boston, the markets where ARM currently operates, according to ARM’s president, Robert B. Karr. The firm’s first quarterly report, covering activity in Chicago in the fourth quarter of 1979, was issued about a month ago.

"With radio constantly struggling to be included in the media mix," Karr said, "the ARM reports are a breakthrough in understanding who uses the medium and how much was invested. This type of information solidifies radio’s various claims that heretofore could not be verified by independent sources."

The quarterly reports are one of four services offered by ARM. The basic service is biweekly reports of commercial activity, shown by advertiser, by call letters and by product. These do not contain dollar estimates.

The estimates are added to the quarterly reports, a second ARM service, which also summarize the biweekly reports. The third service is air checks, providing off-air tapes of programing specified by subscribers. The fourth service monitors radio station contests and other promotional activity.

Karr said rates for station subscribers range from $2,400 to $5,000 a year, depending on the extent of services used. For agencies the cost is about $2,000 a year.

ARM currently monitors 22 stations each in New York, Philadelphia and Boston, 25 each in Chicago and Detroit and 26 in Los Angeles, according to Karr. He said each station is monitored for 12 hours every two weeks.

ARM was formed last fall by Karr, former general sales manager of WLUP(FM) Chicago and before that with wVL(FM) Monticello, Ill., and other stations, and Todd Benson, a former account executive with Mace Advertising, Chicago, who is ARM’s vice president and operations manager. Karr said the company is currently seeking financing to permit expansion to the top 25 markets.

**Pushing TV in Madison**

The three commercial television stations in Madison, Wis., joined forces with the Television Information Office on a month-long project during April to heighten the public’s awareness of contributions made to the community by sponsored television.

Supported by wisc-TV, wkow-TV, wMTV(TV) and the TIO, the effort began with a presentation, "Talking About Television," to 150 Madison-area opinion leaders. It covered television’s entertainment, news and information services and its commitment to community needs and problems. The project continued with spots and programs produced by TIO and the stations on changes in children’s television, issues of freedom and government control of TV news, and responses to questions posed by viewers. A speakers bureau staffed by the three stations met with Dane county groups and spoke on topics related to television. An open meeting was held for interested citizens to express their views about local and national television services.

Roy Danish, director of the TIO, said “this is the first time such a cooperative campaign has been undertaken by competing stations, and we expect the experience to be a prototype for similar efforts in other cities.”

**Radio code board adopts incontinence guidelines, releases study showing stations air 18 minutes or less of commercials**

The National Association of Broadcasters’ radio code membership is at a peak—3,878 AM and FM stations as compared with 3,620 on April 1, 1979.

The announcement came at the radio code board’s semiannual meeting in Washington last week, where members were also advised of the status of ongoing studies on professional advertising and contraceptive advertising.

The code board adopted a set of guidelines for the advertisement of incontinence (bed-wetting) products. These are the same guidelines adopted by the television code board last month—calling for advisory statements to appear at the end of each commercial and for avoidance of graphic audio and visual depictions.

The board also adopted the television code board’s wording of the alcoholic beverage advertisement guidelines to prohibit commercials that “create the impression of or appear to promote” excessive drinking.

In addition, it released the latest quantum figures in its ongoing study of adver-
Gary Deeb, TV’s brightest critic, moves to the Chicago Sun-Times starting May 21st.
S-A increase and split. Scientific-Atlanta board of directors has declared quarterly cash dividend of seven cents per share, up 56% from cash dividend declared in previous quarter. At same meeting, board of directors of Atlanta manufacturer also authorized two-for-one stock split. Dividend and stock split will be to shareholders of record today (May 5) with payment and additional shares to be issued about May 14.

Growth funds. Adams-Russell, Waltham, Mass., has increased its bank credit arrangement with First National Bank of Boston (as lead bank) and New England Merchants National Bank from $7 million to $15 million. Borrowings against this credit line currently total $1.9 million. Arrangement includes two-year credit at prime-interest rate and subsequent five-year term loan at 25% above prime rate. Adams-Russell is equipment manufacturer as well as owner of CATV systems and one TV station. 

Good news, not-so-good news. A.C. Nielsen reported record revenues ($230,320,000) and earnings ($12,502,000) for six months ending Feb. 29. While sales climbed 22%, earnings were up only 0.4%, per-share moving from $1.13 to $1.14. In fact, figures for second quarter show net earnings decline of 32% to $4.96 million, down 22 cents a share to 45 cents. Loss on foreign exchange was one factor, but operating earnings also showed 3.8% decline to $11.5 million on sales growth of 21% to $117 million in second quarter.

Advertising must adapt

Four A's media day goes over ways new technology may affect ad presentation and delivery

Panelists at an all-day symposium of the American Association of Advertising Agencies have concluded that media will manage to cope effectively with the challenges posed by changing life styles and the emergence of new technologies in the 1980's.

During a "Media Day" conference of the Four A's, in New York, print, radio, cable television and the new media were represented but not commercial television. Running throughout the talks was the thread that media, as they have done in the past, will adapt to changing conditions and find their own patterns or growth.

Radio was pictured by Mark Mullin, senior vice president for national sales of the Radio Advertising Bureau, as a medium that already has learned how to cope with fragmentation and has been successful in dealing with "class" (segmented) rather than mass audiences. He made a plea to agencies: develop better commercials for radio.

John Boden, president of Blair Radio, echoed some of Mullin's views, and added that the development of satellite technology will encourage the establishment of more specialized networks and programming services for radio. He said radio also will benefit in the 1980's by improvements in sound quality.

Ben Hoberman, president of ABC Radio, said research is now in progress to support a theory that radio advertising can be more effective if commercials are scheduled often on fewer days in the week, rather than less frequently on more days of the week. He suggested advertisers may want to experiment in this area.

Representatives of the print media (Reader's Digest, Wall Street Journal and the Ziff Corp.) stressed that magazines, newspapers and the specialty publications are positioned to deal with the selectivity that is expected to be a hallmark of the 1980's. Richard McLaughlin, publisher of Reader's Digest, contended that commercial television will suffer because of "the explosion in cable TV." He noted that Reader's Digest has been investing substantially in cable TV stocks and the magazine is looking for "viable alternatives" to commercial TV for its own advertising.

Speaking for the basic cable TV systems, Robert M. Rosencrans, president of UA-Columbia Cablevision, said that cable does not see itself as competitive with TV networks but might be compared to magazines. Rosencrans said the approach is to be different from TV networks in that cable slots programs to reach different audiences and can re-run features and schedule sports in prime time. He felt that the critical need of cable is better demographic research.

Giving the pay cable view was Michael Fuchs, senior vice president, programming, Home Box Office. He said he expected pay cable to flourish with a mix of recent feature films, sports and specialty programs. He added that pay cable is not interested in dominating an evening or concepting itself with audiences "We can run our programs often and still reach a good-sized audience," he remarked.

David Heneherry, vice president, marketing, RCA SelectaVision, said by the time the company's disk system becomes available next year, it will have about 150 titles, consisting of features, made-for-TV movies and selected episodes from TV series. He believes for the first few years the videocassette industry will have to rely on material produced originally for other media.

Michael Moore, senior vice president and director of media management, Benton & Bowles, New York, sees the new media as an opportunity for advertisers to participate in programming. He noted that in radio and in the early days of television, advertisers played key roles in program development and production. He suggested to advertisers and agencies that they consider once more the possibility of taking an active role in producing for the new media.

Michael Drexler, senior vice president in charge of the new media for Doyle Dane Bernbach International, New York, said the fragmentation caused by the new media gives advertisers the opportunity to examine possibilities of specialized cable TV channels, such as those for blacks or for older Americans, or of videocassettes on specialized subjects, such as travel. Drexler believes that cable TV will require more customized research than exists at present.
Mr. Paley, the winner of the Stellar Stonewall Award in 1979 for his skill in refusing to answer shareholder questions, rose to a higher level in this year's competition.

Mr. Paley displayed consumate hypocrisy in banning TV camera coverage of the CBS Annual Meeting, even though the meeting was open to the print media. Mr. Paley said that several years ago when cameras had been permitted, they had been "disruptive." CBS does not accept that as a valid reason for other individuals or organizations to bar TV cameras from covering events open to the press.

Having won the hypocrisy contest hands down, Mr. Paley went on to give a masterful display of haughty high-handedness. Abandoning the stonewalling tactic which he used so effectively at the 1979 CBS Annual Meeting, Mr. Paley simply adjourned the meeting to avoid having to respond to most of the questions that Accuracy in Media had come prepared to ask.

Mr. Paley had taken all the CBS directors and a large number of CBS officials all the way to New Orleans at considerable expense for this meeting. The meeting was convened at 10:00 A.M. It was abruptly adjourned at 11:00 A.M. over the protests of Reed Irvine, Chairman of Accuracy in Media, who still had several questions he wanted to ask about serious uncorrected errors in CBS programs. The abrupt termination of the meeting was obviously engineered to spare Mr. Paley the ordeal of having to respond to additional embarrassing questions about badly flawed CBS programs.

But before that happened, Mr. Paley displayed his awesome arrogance by categorically rejecting the Kemeny Commission recommendation that the media employ knowledgeable experts to advise in coverage of such serious technical matters as nuclear accidents. Mr. Paley said that CBS "did not consider it right or fruitful for us to have this kind of expert advice available to us." He said "it would be a waste of money, a waste of time to have special scientists of the type you refer to come in and try to interfere with the way CBS is conducting its news." CBS had refused to submit a resolution favoring implementation of the Kemeny Commission recommendation to a vote of the shareholders.

Among the questions which Accuracy in Media was prevented from asking, and which Mr. Paley curiously declined to even discuss after the meeting, were these:

Why did the CBS docu-drama, "Guyana Tragedy: The Story of Jim Jones," ignore or downplay evidence that Jones had been a dedicated Stalinist-Maoist communist for many years, not the well-meaning believing Christian portrayed by

Accuracy in Media
777 14th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-783-4406
Looking down the pay TV road

NAB research study sees pay cable and over-the-air competition heating up in next 10 years, especially in biggest markets

The National Association of Broadcasters research department has released a study which outlines emerging success for subscription television. The study concludes that "it is virtually certain that all things being equal, cable will emerge as the strongest vehicle for pay television because of its multiplicity of channels in contrast to the single channel transmitted by an over-the-air STV station."

Although the study predicts cable's ultimate supremacy in the pay TV area, the study says that vigorous competition among cable systems, multiplex distribution services and over-the-air pay TV can be expected for the next few years.

The study, done for NAB by Herbert H. Howard and Sidney L. Carroll of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, was undertaken last summer as the NAB looked at pay TV not only as a new broadcast service, but as a vehicle for minority entry into the communications business.

The study said that pay services delivered by cable have taken a substantial lead in subscribership over broadcast STV, primarily because of an earlier start-up and the use of existing cable facilities as distribution systems. The report concluded that the best opportunities for broadcast STV are found in those markets that have limited CATV development.

"Because both STV and cable TV interests have much at stake, a race to become the first source of pay television may be expected in many desirable markets. In this regard, STV has at least a short-term advantage," the report says. The advantage lies in the speed with which a UHF station capable of STV transmission can be built, and the much lower cost involved.

The future of over-the-air and cable pay services "may well be on a mutually exclusive basis from market-to-market due to the entrenchment factor," the report states. "Timing appears to be the single most important factor in the development of pay television at this point."

The study developed an economic model projecting a break-even figure of 33,592 subscribers for the top-100 markets, with a range from 33,000 for the lower-ranking of those markets to $5,000 for the largest. It also projected that "the average STV-eligible market at this time would produce net before-tax revenue for a single station of $270,000 with a 5% STV penetration rate, or 40,272 subscribers. At the 10% penetration level, net pre-tax revenues would climb to $2,293,000 with 80,544 subscribers." The report shows tables revealing the increasingly high penetration levels required to break even with declining market size.

With an average monthly charge of $19, plus installation charges and refundable deposits, STV is probably a $120-million business now at retail on an annual basis, the report noted. It predicted that 45 stations broadcasting to 3.2 million subscribers nationally, will amount to an $800-million business if monthly charges are $20.

From a regulatory standpoint, the study says, the development of STV broadcasting promises to implement a number of FCC goals, including utilization of UHF channels, diversity of programming and increased opportunities for media ownership by minority groups. "Certainly the potential income to be derived from a guaranteed franchise fee is a substantial inducement for the would-be STV licensee," the report notes. However, it adds that the speed with which the FCC processes STV applications will have a strong bearing on the over-all development of STV.

"In all likelihood, however, the study ends. "STV broadcasting will be available in all of the top-50 markets, except those with excessively high CATV penetration, within the next 10 years."
Dividing the pie

Copyright Royalty Tribunal ends hearings from interested parties, now must decide who gets how much of $12 million

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal, which is trying to figure out how to divide $12 million in cable copyright royalties collected in 1978, finished its evidentiary hearings last week, listening to the cases of the National Association of Broadcasters, National Public Radio and the Public Broadcasting Service.

The proceedings to divide the money among the claimants began last October, and by law must be completed by the end of next September. Claimants had previously worked out a formula among themselves for distribution of the funds, but it was rejected by the Motion Picture Association of America, leaving the task to the CRT.

The tribunal has recessed the proceeding until July 8, when it will move toward resolving the dispute. Based on testimony heard thus far, it's job will not be easy.

Claimants in the case have put in for well over 100% of the total pool. NAB, representing broadcast licensees, last week claimed its royalty was entitled to 21% of the total.

The figure was computed with the aid of a computerized data base consisting of information from reports filed by cable systems with the Copyright Office and data from the 1978 annual programing report, which is compiled by the FCC. NAB's original claim was 23.7% of the fund, but a recalculation based on updated figures last week resulted in the lower number.

NAB said its formula for calculating royalties due broadcasters is based on the premise that the distribution of royalties should evolve from the time allocated distant carriage and the proportionate amount of its total royalty fees which each cable system pays for the privilege of carrying the different classes of programing, dividing programing into two classes: (a) locally produced programing and (b) all other programing.

Other claimants, however, had different ideas on how the money should be divided. NPR last week did not request a specific percentage of the pool, but rather asked that the tribunal "allocate substantial royalties for cable system use of works produced by NPR and public radio systems."

PBS, meanwhile, asked for $1.5 million, based on the quantity of distant carriage of public TV programs during 1978. It added, however, that if the CRT considers other factors, such as the special cultural and educational nature of PBS programing, the amount "would be increased accordingly."

In addition to these claimants, other requests made previously to the CRT are as follows: producers of animated or cartoon characters, no less than 7% of the total; program producers and syndicators, between 75% and 79.94%; Christian Broad-
Massachusetts case defines paper-cable crossownership limits

Massachusetts newspapers may own cable television outlets in any community where their circulation doesn’t exceed 50% of the occupied housing units, the state’s Community Antenna Television Commission has ruled.

The decision, which allows a Providence (R.I.) Journal Co. subsidiary, Colony Communications, to go ahead with cable franchises in six Massachusetts communities—Attleboro, North Attleboro, Mansfield, Norton, Plainville and Taunton—is the first interpretation of a Massachusetts law prohibiting a newspaper from owning cable television in its “major circulation area.”

The commission, seeing the potential for, but no actual restriction of, economic competition and diversity of opinion resulting from newspaper ownership of cable systems, said it will interpret the law “to allow flexibility in the experimental development of newspaper-related services on cable systems.”

Commissioner Jeffrey R. Forbes said the six-page decision applies only to the Journal case but that “it may serve as a guide” to the commission’s interpretation of “major circulation areas” in other cases.

Forbes had asked media groups for their comments on the crossownership question three months ago, when he initiated an inquiry into the case. The Attleboro Sun Chronicle had opposed the Colony Communications franchises, arguing that these and the Providence Journal’s circulation in the six-community area “might ultimately result in the Providence Journal not only controlling completely the television outlets in the area, but, also, driving out currently competitive newspapers.”

But the commission determined that the newspaper’s coverage in any one town ranged from 15% to zero. Forbes had said earlier that the review came in response to “several requests” for clarifications of Massachusetts’s newspaper-cable TV crossownership law.

Northeast AM/FM

$500,000

Under-developed Class B FM with powerful non-directional AM daytimer. Profitable. Terms for buyer with adequate security.
owner, will remain with station in that role. James Mouyoes will retain vice presidency and 10% ownership. Buyer is owned by Lawrence Brandon, son, Anthony, and George Stonbely (one-third each). They own and operate Spectacolor, New York-based animated sign company. They also own WWG(AM) Rochester, N.Y., and KERN(AM)-KMNG(FM) Bakersfield, Calif. KRAL is on 1280 kHz with 5 kw day and 2.5 kw night. KZOS is on 93.3 mhz with 29.5 kw and antenna 1430 feet above average terrain. Broker: W. John Grandy.

**KDA(AM)-KXLO(FM)** Pueblo, Colo.: Control (80%) sold by Michael M. Galer to United Communications Co. for $778,500. Galer is 90% owner of M.G.M. Broadcasting, applicant for new FM at Durango, Colo. (BROADCASTING, June 26, 1978). He has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Anthony J. Spicola who is current sales manager and 15% owner of KDA-KXLO. Spicola has real estate interests in Pueblo and 5% interest in M.G.M. Broadcasting. KDA is on 1230 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night. KXLO is on 100.7 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 640 feet above average terrain. Broker: W. John Grandy.

**KWYD(AM)** Sarasota, Fla.: Sold by Robert W. Frudeger (receiver) to Sun Broadcasting Co. for $375,000. Frudeger is court-appointed receiver of station in bankruptcy. He has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Miles Berger and brother, Ronald (27.5% each), Ann W. Sherwood (20%), David B. Meltzer (10%), Leonard Worsek, Joel E. Zemans and Herbert S. Laufman (5% each). Berbers are Chicago realtors. Sherwood is housewife whose husband, Beri, is vice president and general manager of WMAQ(AM) Chicago. Meltzer is associated with women's apparel firm in Chicago. Worsek is Chicago realtor. Zemans is Chicago banker. Laufman owns chemical manufacturing company in Skokie, Ill. They have no other broadcast interests. KWYD is daytimer on 1280 kHz with 500w.

**WKOL(AM)** Amsterdam, N.Y.: Sold by WKOL Inc. to Jeco Broadcasting Corp. for $300,000. Seller is owned principally by Joseph Sabatino and Manuel N. Panosian. Panosian is principal owner of WQJ(AM)-WQTX(FM) Horseheads, N.Y. Buyer is owned by Edward Stanley, regional manager of Radio Shack in Columbus, Ohio. He is applicant for new FM in Corinth, N.Y. (see page 82). WKOL is 1 kw daytimer on 1570 kHz. Broker: Keith W. Horton Co.

**KSTM(FM)** Apache Junction, Ariz.: Sold by Harold Harkins to Beta Communications for $285,000. Harkins has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by F. Patrick Nugent (58.9%), Edward Knight (23.5%), Walter A. Barker (9.8%), John Hansen and Charles Kane (9.3% each). Nugent is Paradise Valley, Ariz., broadcast consultant. Knight is president of Los Angeles vending company. Barker is general manager of Quincy, Ill., newspaper. Hansen is La Grange, Ill., technical writer. Kane is Mesa, Ariz., electronics technician. They have no other broadcast interests. KSTM(FM) is on 107.1 mhz with 3 kw and antenna 115 feet below average terrain.

**Other proposed station sales include:**


**APPROVED**

**KMIT(TV)** Mason City, Iowa: Sold by Lee Enterprises to Daily Telegraph Printing Co. for $93.5 million. Sale was made in compliance with FCC's 1975 action ordering break-up of "egregious" concentrations of media control (BROADCASTING, Jan. 7). Seller is publicly owned group broadcaster and publisher. It also owns KIQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.; WTAQ(AM)-WCY-FM Quincy, Ill.; WS2Z-TV Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.; KGMB-TV Honolulu; KOMN-TV Portland, Ore., and KFAM(AM)-KGR-FM Omaha. Buyer is owned by Hugh I. Shott and family, who also own Bluefield, W. Va., Daily Telegraph; WHAS(AM) Bluefield, and WBT-W(TV) Florence, S.C. It is purchasing KMIT with proceeds from sale of WHS-TV Bluefield, W. Va., early last year (BROADCASTING, April 23, 1979). Since sale of WHS-TV was also forced divestiture—another of "egregious" cases—Shott family received tax certificate on sale allowing it to apply full $8-million sale price to purchase of KMIT. KMIT is CBS affiliate on ch. 3 with 100 kw visual and 20 kw auroral and antenna 1,510 feet above average terrain.

**WHYK-AM-FM** Springfield, Mass.: Sold by Guy Gannett Publishing Co. to Affiliated Publications Inc. for $5.1 million ("In Brief," Aug. 13, 1979). Seller is publisher of four Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Me.; WNZ-AM-FM Miami Beach, Fla., and KSTT(AM) Davenport, Iowa-WXL-FM Moline, Ill. In addition, it has purchased, subject to FCC approval, KOFM(AM) Oklahoma City and BROADCASTING, Aug. 6, 1979. Jean Hawley is chairman; John R. Dimatteo is president. Buyer is publicly owned corporation; John I. Taylor is president. It publishes The Boston Globe and owns KRAM(AM)-KWFT(AM) Sacramento, Calif.; KMP-S-AM-FM Seattle; WPGA(AM)-WYD(AM) White Plains, N.Y., and WAII-AM-FM Cincinnati. Transfer was complicated by 8.4% interest in Affiliated Publications held by Berkshire Hathaway Inc. conglomerate that also owns 10.7% of Washington Post Co., owner of WBSB-AM Hartford, Conn., which covers Springfield. FCC approved transfer on condition Berkshire Hathaway interests in both companies remain passive and subject to outcome of pending rulemaking to set limits on percentage passive owners may retain without violating multiple ownership rules. ABI must also divest itself of one of Springfield properties if FCC ultimately adopts rule prohibiting common ownership of colocated AM and FM stations.

---

April 8, 1980

**METROPLEX COMMUNICATIONS**

**has completed the sale of the assets of radio station**

KOAX

Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX
to

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company

The undersigned initiated this transaction and assisted in negotiations.

---

THE TED HEPBURN COMPANY

Cincinnati, Ohio
James Broaddus. Woods, G. Brown and countant. Dorris 49% Sevierville band, commissioner by Jayne ining Media South Fla.; Sold by Radio Panama City, 107.9 kHz with 5 kw full time. WWQ(AM) is 500 w daytimer on 1600 khz.

Other approved station sales include KSRB(AM) Hard, Ark.; WQIK(AM) Jackson- ville, Fla.; KWCL-AM-FM Oak Grove, La., and WOHN(AM) Herndon, Va. (see “For the Record,” page 83).

Cable systems (seven in operation, five under construction) serving Gloucester County, N.J.: Control (80% - 90%) sold by Gloucester County CATV Associates to Storer Communications of Gloucester County for $9.6 million. Seller is principally owned by Abe Kreloff (president and general manager) and Sidney Granite (systems manager). Both will remain in managerial positions, owning between 5% and 10% each of company. Neither has other cable or broadcast interests. Buyer is Miami-based station group owner and MSO with one FM, seven TV's and 209 cable systems in 18 states, passing 677,000 homes with total subscriber list of 385,000. Storer last purchased cable systems serving Plainfield and Middlesex, both New Jersey (BROADCASTING, March 17). Bill Michaels is chairman. Peter Storer is vice chairman and chief executive officer. Seven operating systems (Woodbury, Deptford Township, West Deptford, Woodbury Heights, Westville, Glassboro and Clayton) have total subscriber list of 7,500, passing 40,000 homes. Completion of remaining systems (serving Mantua, Wenonah, Paulsboro, National Park, Greenwich Township) is expected by end of year. Franchise applications to serve Logan Township and East Greenwich Township will be filed later this year.

Japanese-based firm buys into STV

The American subsidiary of Tokyo-based Clarion Corp. has jumped into STV operations on this side of the Pacific, buying its way into American Subscription Television. American operates SelectTV in Los Angeles over KWHY(TV), and is scheduled to begin operations in Milwaukee in June over WCGY(TV). In addition, American has five other applications pending before the FCC.

Clarion had provided the decoders used in a now abandoned SelectTV attempt to institute a per-use payment arrangement with subscribers. One observer theorized that the direct investment by Clarion in American stemmed from a desire to prove the qualities of its decoders. “They’re in it to sell boxes, even if that takes owning a system.”

American has a complex business structure, which has resulted in Clarion holding varying percentages of the individual state corporations: 35% of the California company, 45% of the Wisconsin operation, and 80% participation in the pending applications.

The Clarion equity involvement has another angle in addition to the equipment connection. James L. LeVitus, president of Clarion Corp. of America, last year assumed the presidency of SelectTV, saying it would be temporary.
FCC OK's Cox-GE

Commission unanimously approves merger and rushes order through to meet May 31 contract deadline; it may all be moot, though; Cox still wants to scrub biggest deal if $560-million price isn't raised

The FCC last week voted unanimously to approve, conditionally, the largest merger in broadcast history—General Electric Co.'s absorption of Cox Broadcasting Corp. But whether the commission was resolving an issue or participating in a high-stakes charade remains to be seen. Cox, the unwilling partner, has taken the position that the merger agreement was taken off the table three days before the commission's meeting last Monday (BROADCASTING, April 28).

Cox said in a statement on April 25 that it was abandoning the merger because "it did not appear to be possible to satisfy all the terms and conditions of the agreement." And on Monday, before the FCC meeting, it said in a letter to the commissioners that General Electric had breached an agreement to call off the merger if the parties were unable to reach an agreement on closing on a preliminary order or on extending the May 31 contract deadline. GE, still anxious to complete the merger, interpreted the agreement differently.

The commission, however, appeared determined to avoid becoming involved in what it saw as a private dispute. It held that, barring a petition for withdrawal of the applications, which have been pending since February 1979, it would act in accord with its normal procedures. (Some lawyers speculated that concern over a possible breach of contract suit might have been a factor in persuading Cox not to file a petition for withdrawal.)

Indeed, so determined was the commission to avoid responsibility for killing the merger—one that the FCC valued last week at $360 million and that is structured to provide spin-offs of six stations to buyers owned or controlled by blacks—that the commission managed to issue the text of its 85-page order within 24 hours of its meeting. Normally, such an order requires weeks. But since an order must lay over for 30 days before becoming final, a delay of even a few days in issuing the text would have been fatal.

GE, however, is withholding any celebration. The merger has been opposed by a number of parties in four petitions to deny. And although the commission rejected the petitions or held the parties lacking standing, any of the opponents could petition for reconsideration or file an appeal with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington. Indeed, lawyers have pointed out that Cox stockholders could seek to block the merger on the ground it would be completed on terms unfair to them. Any such action would stop the commission's order from becoming final by May 31.

While GE realizes, as it said in a news release, that there are circumstances beyond its control "which make it most unlikely that a final order could be obtained by May 31," it is doing what it can to bring those circumstances under its control. It is understood that some of the protestors, including Ralph Nader's National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting, have agreed to withhold the filing of petitions for reconsideration pending further talks with GE.

One petitioner that has not given such a commitment is Friends of the Earth. Andrew Baldwin, FOE legal director, said last week he had no comment "on plans for our next action." FOE's petition was based on concern that GE after the merger would own KTVU(ABC) Oakland, Calif., in the vicinity of its nuclear reactor in Valley towns that was shut down by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1977. The NRC acted after receiving information GE had had in its possession for three years a report that the plant was near an earthquake fault. FOE, Baldwin said, is concerned GE would not cover news of the reactor with the same sense of "responsibility" that he said KTVU, under Cox ownership, has shown.

Apart from those problems, there is Cox's contention that GE on April 17 had agreed to terminate negotiations looking toward the merger if the parties were unable to agree on revised merger terms or to agree to extend the deadline. Cox says the parties recognized that there was no "reasonable expectancy" that a final order could be issued by May 31. And the negotiations deadlocked on April 24. GE insists that the negotiations looked toward completion of a merger on the basis of "a preliminary order" and that the "basic merger agreement" approved by the parties remains binding—an interpretation Cox calls "fanciful."

Thus, short of a petitioner blocking issuance of a final order or of the success of a new set of negotiations that neither side last week had yet initiated, the question of whether the parties have a valid agreement could wind up in court.

As the parties had indicated in their initial flurry of news releases and letters, negotiations broke down over the new price Cox was seeking in return for closing on a preliminary order or extending the deadline (BROADCASTING, April 28). Cox, in a letter to the commission last Monday, provided this chronology:

At GE's request, Cox reported it's "bottom-line terms for concluding the merger" to GE for consideration at its board meeting in St. Louis on April 24. Late on April 24, Cox was advised that the GE board had rejected the proposals. GE offered counterproposals, "which were unacceptable" to Cox, "and the negotiations terminated."

Both sides refuse to disclose details of the offers and counteroffers. But one source familiar with the talks says the parties "are not far apart," in terms of "the giant world of corporate finance." The source said the difference was "substantially less" than the $100 million reported earlier—that GE's last offer was more than $100 million in excess of the amount provided for in the February 1979 agreement and that Cox's request was less than $200

Cox-GE decision-making at the FCC: At left, Commissioners Brown, Washburn, Lee, Chairman Ferris, Quello, Fogarty, Jones. At right: Broadcast Bureau attorney Peter Caschiato and Roy Stewart, chief of Renewal and Transfer division.
I'll give you facts you won't get from HFW.

Everybody's got an opinion on smoking. But a lot of people arrived at theirs without getting a chance to hear both sides of the issue. I'm Connie Drath, Assistant to the President of The Tobacco Institute. And I've got some pretty interesting information you won't find in HFW press releases or anti-smoking propaganda.

If you have an audience who'd be interested in a different perspective, I'd like to clear up a few misconceptions about our industry and answer their questions on a very important subject. After all, how can we determine the whole truth with only half the facts?

Connie Drath has served as Legislative Assistant to a U.S. Representative, Washington reporter and foreign correspondent for the New York Journal of Commerce, and U.S. delegate to the OAS journalistic conference on economic integration in Latin America. To arrange for a free guest appearance, write The Tobacco Institute, 18751 Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006; or call (800) 424-9876.
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bargain price”—it is likely to be considered the villain in any loss of opportunity of minority ownership of broadcast properties that is a consequence of a failed merger.

Accordingly, in its letter to the commission, Cox indicated that opportunity need not be lost. It said it will "review and re-examine the agreements and arrangements that have been entered into with minority interests to determine what portions of those benefits, or alternative benefits, can be arranged."

Cox said it has already begun making arrangements for an "early spring meeting" in Atlanta with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People of Atlanta and the American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia, and it added, "we reasonably anticipate that some accord can be reached in due course." Cox said it would also, "in various ways," respond to "minority aspirations for increased participation in the broadcast industry."

The local NAACP/ACLU groups had petitioned the commission in 1977 to deny the license renewals of WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta on grounds of discrimination against blacks in programming and employment and concentration of media control.

However, the groups agreed to withdraw the petition after reaching an agreement with GE under which an initial fund of $9 million to be derived from the sale of four of the spin-off properties would be used to establish a foundation for the development of minority broadcasting management. And the commission, in its order, found no grounds for denying the license renewals. However, collapse of the merger would kill the foundation, and the NAACP/ACLU groups are reportedly preparing to reinstitute their petition if the merger and its benefits for blacks are indeed lost.

**Court says tariffs win over contracts in common carriage**

Case involves ABC, CBS disputes with Midwestern Relay over rates for microwave links

Broadcasters and other customers who sign contracts with a common carrier to provide microwave transmission service should not count on the carrier being bound by the contract. The only enforceable instrument regarding rates is the tariff the carrier filed with the FCC. The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington made that point last week in an opinion rejecting appeals of ABC and CBS from a commission decision in such a case.

What was left unclear, however, is the degree to which the opinion restricts the commission’s flexibility in pursuing its policy of encouraging competition in the common carrier field.

The two networks, along with NBC, had signed five-year contracts with Midwestern Relay Service, a subsidiary of the

**Still trying**, Members of House Communications Subcommittee are still trying to work out differences over language for new common-carrier legislation. Key sticking point has been disagreement between Representatives Tim Wirth (D-Colo.) and James Broyhill (R-N.C.). Last Monday, Broyhill sat down with group of members to express concerns over provisions in language worked out with help of Alfred Kahn - language Wirth has gone on record as favoring. The following day, most subcommittee members, including Chairman Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), sat down for further discussions, and consensus was that Wirth and Broyhill were not far apart, and agreement could be reached. Recommendation was that two sit down face-to-face to resolve differences.

**Keeping the post.** With Senator Edmund Muskie (D-Me.) nominated as new secretary of state, Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) will take over as chairman of Budget Committee, spot vacated by Muskie. But Hollings said last week he will also retain chairmanship of Commerce Committee’s Communications Subcommittee where new bill revising Communications Act is expected shortly.

**Looking ahead.** Federal Trade Commission has released 186-page briefing book, "Technology and Legal Change," which evaluates potential impact of technological developments expected in next two decades. Report is staff document that came from one of periodic FTC policy review sessions, and includes discussion of telecommunications and possible future network practices. No recommendations are made in text; instead, areas that may present antitrust or consumer problems in future are laid out. Included in discussion are cable and direct-satellite advertising; FCC and congressional efforts to deregulate the telecommunications industry; restrictions on access to television advertising and restrictions by National Association of Broadcasters on number of commercials its members may air, and Justice Department challenge to restrictions.

**Reprimended.** FCC has imposed equal employment opportunity sanctions on 17 broadcast stations that failed to meet EEO processing criteria. Short-term renewals and reporting requirements were imposed on WJW(AM) Jackson, Miss., and WJTV(AM) Madison, WJTV(AM) Madison, Tenn., and WYDE(AM) Birmingham, Ala. Goals and timetables to be included within 30 days and periodic progress reports were imposed on: WJAI(AM) Hope, Ark.; WBBM-TV Indianapolis; WBI(AM)-FM Columbus, Ohio, and WJCL-AM Atlanta.

**Hold off.** The National Association of Broadcasters has asked FCC to extend, from June 13 to Aug. 1, its comment deadline in rulemaking looking toward increasing availability of commercial FM broadcast assignments. NAB feels that petition for reconsideration filed by National Telecommunications and Information Administration, asking FCC to include issues concerning use of directional antennas for short-spaced FM drop-ins in proceeding, should be settled first, so parties commenting on rulemaking may fully assess extent of any engineering or technical studies appropriate for submission.

**Hangs up.** FCC has decided that it lacks jurisdiction to adopt effective set of rules regulating unsolicited telephone calls—including those dialed on automatic clialer recorded message player. Under Communications Act, FCC has jurisdiction to regulate interstate and foreign communications but does not have authority to regulate local and intrastate telephone use unless it substantially affects interstate communications. FCC found that unsolicited calls do not have significant impact on interstate use of telephone network, and FCC closed proceeding it had begun on matter in March 1978.

**Still says no.** FCC has reaffirmed 1978 decision in which it declined to adopt rules to require cable TV systems to carry programing of local subscription TV stations. By doing so, it denied petition for rulemaking filed by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories seeking to make such carriage mandatory and petition by Suburban Broadcasting Corp. asking for declaratory ruling that such carriage is already required. Commission noted that competition between two media now exists without mandatory requirements and that cable subscribership did not appear to create any substantial technical barrier to off-the-air* STV reception.

**Back to singles’ bars.** U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington says "there is no substantial reason" why renewal of television licenses should be made dependent on stations catering to unmarried adults' need to "date and find a mate." Court made that point in affirming FCC rejection of petition to deny license renewals of Washington's WDWJ-TV, WLLA-TV, WRC-TV, WTVG-TV and WDCA-TV. Petition had been filed by two Washington men who had tried and failed to sell their video dating service to any station. Their petition contended stations had failed to present programming designed to serve local adult unmarried population. "Petitioners," court said in brief, unsigned opinion, "have failed to define a particularized local need" for such programing.
Milwaukee Journal, to transmit the networks’ programing in an area north of Chicago. Midwest was a new company providing a competitive alternative to the traditional service offered by AT&T.

But Midwest ran into financial problems as a result of what it called “extraordinary unforeseen circumstances.” It lost $2,781,000 and anticipated additional losses totaling $1,208,000 if it did not raise its rates. So on March 15, 1976, it filed a revised tariff with the commission increasing mileage rates from $47.50 to $52.50 and market connections from $500 a month to $1,250 (BROADCASTING, April 19, 1976). ABC and CBS (but not NBC) protested, urging the commission to reject the tariff as unlawful on its face. But the commission rejected the petitions.

And the court, in ruling on the appeals by the networks, affirmed the commission. “Since we conclude that the Communications Act of 1934 does not permit communications common carriers to alter by contract the rates they announce in their filed tariff,” Judge Carl McGowan wrote for a unanimous three-judge panel, “we hold that the commission did not err.”

McGowan reached back into history for the necessary authorities. He said the applicable provision of the Communications Act was borrowed from a section of the Interstate Commerce Act designed to guard against the then prevailing railroad practice of engaging in special rates and kickbacks to benefit favored shippers and to prevent free competition. And the case McGowan cited as controlling the decision in Midwest involved a decision handed down by the Supreme Court in 1908. It held that a railroad had violated the ICA in fulfilling a contract with Armour Packing Co. to provide service at a lower rate than that specified in a subsequently filed tariff.

Similarly, McGowan said, “when Midwest filed its initial tariff with the [commission], it could not be altered by an unfilled contract with a customer in which Midwest agreed not to increase its charges for a specified period.”

The McGowan opinion, in which Chief Judge Skelly Wright and Judge Abner Mikva joined, conceded the networks’ point that permitting such contracts would be wise public policy, since their purpose is to enhance competition among suppliers of program-transmission services. But the court relied for its reply on the Supreme Court’s decision in that 1908 case: “Such considerations address themselves to Congress, not to the courts.”

However, other language in the opinion seems to reflect a sensitivity to arguments in the commission’s brief not to foreclose the commission’s opportunity to stimulate competition among common carriers. At one point, the opinion says the Communications Act “arguably may authorize” the commission to require the filing of contracts like the one at issue in the Midwest case. And at another, the court says it “expressly” declines to address the question of whether a tariff can bind a common carrier not to file a revised tariff. The networks had argued that the disputed contract provision was in effect incorporated in the original tariff.

Presumably, the commission would have to go through a rulemaking proceeding to establish the appropriate procedures. But commission and network representatives last week independently spoke of the importance that long-term contracts would have in persuading networks to deal with carriers interested in competing with AT&T in providing interconnection service. The potential for such competition, one commission official said, is particularly significant in view of the growing number of companies providing satellite service. Such companies might be prepared to offer attractive terms but the networks would want the assurance that those terms would remain in effect for a reasonable length of time.

**FCC set to review financial reporting**

Commission starts up rulemaking to revise financial reports; in another action, it again declines to make local STV’s must-carry signals for cable

The FCC has decided to review the broadcasters’ annual financial reporting requirements. The commission has begun a rulemaking that proposes to delete some requirements and expand others, and incorporates for comment a National Association of Broadcasters petition that seeks to delete the requirement altogether. (BROADCASTING, April 28)

The FCC said that “while the proposed revisions provide for data generally similar in kind and quantity to that obtained through the current form, a number of [proposed] changes are designed to improve the quality of the data and to omit certain kinds that are not necessary or that can be obtained from other reports; licensees are required to submit.”

Some of the proposed changes:

- Deleting the requirement that employment and tangible-asset data be reported.
- Restructuring the income statement and clarifying the definition of its line items to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
- Revising the income summary schedule for FM stations filing a combined report with a commonly owned AM station.

In another action at its meeting the commission reaffirmed a 1978 decision in which it declined to adopt rules to require cable television systems to carry the programing of local subscription television stations. By doing so, it denied a petition for rulemaking filed by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories seeking to make such signal carriage mandatory and a petition by Suburban Broadcasting Corp. asking for a declaratory ruling that such carriage is already required.
Shield laws hot topic in Massachusetts

Massachusetts's highest court this month is expected to decide whether Boston reporter must go to jail for refusing to testify before a grand jury. Meanwhile, the state senate is considering a modified shield bill that would protect journalists from having to divulge either a source or what they are told in confidence.

Boston Herald American reporter Paul Corsetti was held in civil contempt for refusing to testify before a grand jury investigating a murder. His lawyer had argued that although Massachusetts has no shield law, his client's testimony was available from other sources.

Associate Supreme Judicial Court Justice Ruth Abrams said the case brings up issues that should be decided by the whole court during the term that begins May 19.

"Corsetti seeks to establish a rule that would require the prosecutor to exhaust all alternative sources for the needed information and would allow a reporter to be summoned only if those sources cannot provide the information," she said.

The Massachusetts legislature's Judiciary Committee, in the wake of the Corsetti case, voted unanimously to approve a confidential information act that would let reporters keep information and sources confidential except in libel or slander suits or when a superior court judge finds "substantial evidence" that disclosure "is clearly required to permit a criminal prosecution for the commission of a specific felony or prevent a threat to human life."

ABM to get a look at Northern TV records

The FCC has won a court judgment affirming its decision to disclose the financial reports of Northern Television Inc.'s five radio and television stations in Alaska to a citizen group seeking denial of renewal of the stations' licenses.

Alaskans for Better Media Inc. had petitioned the commission to disclose the reports after Northern maintained its programming practices were justified by the financial climate in Alaska. ABM had contended that Northern was sacrificing public service in favor of its finances.

Station financial reports generally are not made available to the public. But the commission said Northern had made its financial condition relevant to the issues in the case by relying on more than a general description of the market conditions in Alaska. Accordingly, it said the reports would be made available to ABM for the purpose of challenging the renewal of Northern's licenses for KFYR(AM), KNK(FM)-KTVF(TV) Anchorage and KFRB(AM)-KXTV(TV) Fairbanks.

Northern petitioned the district court to bar the release of the reports. But Judge Charles R. Richey, acting on motions of the commission and ABM, issued a summary judgment dismissing the petition. He said the commission's decision was lawful.

Reregulatory bits

As part of an ongoing effort to streamline its regulations, the FCC has modified, deleted or rewritten a number of rules dealing with broadcast and broadcast auxiliary services.

Some of the significant changes:

- Deletion of the requirement that a program or transmission log be kept for broadcast auxiliary microwave services.
- Elimination of the restriction that a first-class chief operator may be employed by only one FM or educational FM.
- Addition of alternative positions for the installation of an AM directional antenna monitor.
- Deletion of the requirement that prior FCC permission be obtained to rebroadcast messages originated by government nonbroadcast stations when prior permission has been obtained from the federal agency operating the originating station.
- Authorization of aural intercity relay and STL stations to radiate on a continuous 24-hour basis to provide greater stability of operation. Operator observations may be made once daily instead of the presently required observation of once every three-hour period.
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The Cable News Network: Poised for the unknown

From 11 o'clock this morning to 11 o'clock tonight, Ted Turner's Cable News Network plans its first full-blown dress rehearsal. With a month to the scheduled sign-on, the four-week rehearsal process is designed to make the CNN staff so practiced that June 1 start-up will be "just another day," to use the words of senior vice president, operations Jim Kitchell.

There's still work to be done. Looking out a window at CNN's Atlanta headquarters late last Tuesday, Kitchell watched as a Scientific-Atlanta crew started assembly of the first of the dishes for the six-antenna farm CNN will have looking at the communications satellites essential to its operation. The footings and structural elements are all in place and the dishes themselves will all be up by the end of this week, he promised.

Director of operations John Ward was waiting last week for the anchor desk to be installed, and the painting of those sets that are in was deliberately being held off until the last minute. However, according to Ward, the control rooms are finished, the newsroom furniture is ready, and, all-in-all, the installation process is "a day or two ahead of schedule."

Conversations with CNN staffers revealed a number of shared attitudes. There seems to be none among them who thinks an obstacle will appear to prevent the 6 p.m. sign-on of the network come the first of June. to the accompaniment of a planned, 800-person rendition of "The Star-Spangled Banner."

Some CNN staffers complain of frustration that CNN is not ready already on the air. They say the aborted rescue mission in Iran was just the kind of story CNN is made to cover.

And a recurring theme expressed by the personnel as the network enters what Kitchell calls "the stretch run" is that the accelerating pace of their preparations will render any attempt to pin-point CNN's status outdated before the ink is dry.

The over-all impression of a confident and enthusiastic crew is articulated by managing editor Ed Turner (no relation to the owner): "We're all up, with so much energy that people are ready to explode. This building is just full of eager-beaver young types with nothing to do."

That statement identifies at once the two principal achievements of the network since Broadcasting's last in-depth look at CNN (Dec. 3, 1979): An empty shell of a building has been turned into a functioning headquarters and what was then largely a management group has been expanded into a staff of 225 that is virtually complete.

According to senior producer Sam Zelman, of the 13 anchor persons who are to be based in Atlanta, he has definite commitments from 11, though he'll only name 10 for the record at this time, and the other two he expected to firm up by week's end.

He will confirm that plans now call for Don Farmer, formerly of ABC News, Washington, and his wife, Chris Curle, who had been with that city's WILA-TV, to co-anchor the weekday noon newscast. Kathleen Sullivan, late of KUTV(TV) Salt Lake City, is set to anchor the prime-time two-hour program (6-8 p.m.), along with another ABC News Washington veteran, Bill Zimmerman. But, said Zelman, it's
not yet definite whether they'll co-anchor the two hours, or split it, an hour each.

Sullivan, incidentally, has been on assignment in Nicaragua, along with a crew and several investigative reporters, putting together what CNN calls "perspective pieces" on such subjects as how U.S. aid is being spent.

Other named anchors are Reynelda Muse from KOA-TV Denver, with the weekend assignment; another husband and wife team, this one from Sacramento-Stockton, Calif., David Walker, KQVR-TV, and Lois Hart, KCRA-TV; Lou Waters from KOLD-TV Tucson; Don Miller, out of Canadian Global TV News and Ellen Burns-tein, WXIA-TV Atlanta.

Separate from the anchors, CNN has tapped the former co-host of AM Chicago, Sandi Freeman, for the position of host of its 10-11 p.m. week-night phone-in and talk show.

While personnel and standard broadcasting and newsgathering equipment are routinely expected essentials, there is a pioneering aspect of CNN's operational plan that also will have to be functional if CNN isn't to fall flat on its face.

The network is built around the concept of an "all-electronic" newsroom from which the necessity for paper has been eliminated. At the heart of this newsroom is a dual-redundant two-computer system designed to handle the processing of script material from wire-service input, through editing and writing, down to its appearance on the teleprompters for the anchors to read.

The CNN system is an adaptation of systems now found in newspaper offices across the country, and the network is working with a supplier to that industry, Basy Inc. of San Jose, California. The CNN developmental work to design a broadcast oriented version of the computer program format has been led by Robert Barnes, CNN's director of data resources, from the Turner Broadcasting System, and Peter Vesey, former news director at KSDK-TV St. Louis, now CNN's Washington bureau chief.

According to Barnes, for each story the computer will list on a video display its wire service slug line, the anchor to whom it's assigned, the writer who handled it, whether it needs vidifont or graphics, if there's videotape to accompany it, its length, whether the story has a copy editor's approval, if it's ready for air, and how long it will take the assigned anchor to read the piece.

As of last week, only part of the system was ready, as electricians were still installing needed AC outlets. By today, Barnes thought he would have the writing and teleprompter capability operational. Next week, he expects delivery of a larger computer memory, "the big brain" he calls it, that will allow the computer to handle such added functions as compiling future files for the assignment desk and starting addresses for vidifont.

Paper won't completely disappear, however. Two copies of the script will be printed out, one for each anchor. As Zelman candidly admits, "some of the veterans are a little frightened" by the computerization, and in any case, he adds, "anchors need something to do with their hands" even as the teleprompter rolls away.

Washington and New York will have online connection with the Atlanta computer via leased AT&T lines, while the other bureaus will have to settle for dial-up capacity.

The extent of CNN's computer dependence can be gauged by Barnes' listing of the numbers of terminals: Atlanta will have 48, counting several connected to a separate library computer, Washington 10, New York three, and those are "real-time" terminals that, to use Barnes' description, "can talk to one another." Barnes even has a small business computer programmed for, among other tasks, cost analyses of CNN coverage on a per-story basis.

A separate innovation of the CNN organization is its corps of "video-journalists." As John Ward describes them, they're generally college graduates with some local market experience whom CNN is training in all aspects of television news: camera work, editing, and writing. The network, he says, is looking at its video-journalists as a pool of future producers and writers. "We're starting with heavyweights," according to Ward, referring to the first generation of CNN's production and on-air staff, "and we hope..."
these video-journalists will be the second group, to fill in the vacancies.”

Ward calls the program “a way around the Catch 22 of ‘you can’t get a job without experience and you can’t get experience without the job.’” It’s not all altruistic. As another CNN staffer says of the nonunion video-journalists, “they’re young and they’re cheap.” (In fact, all the CNN crews are nonunion.)

Starting a network from scratch is not entirely a flight across new frontiers. CNN has found it necessary to tread some well-worn paths as well. Ed Turner, giving one example, says the assignment editors have been scrambling to put together worldwide contact lists, collecting Brazilian phone books and noting the telephone numbers of local chiefs of police in towns across America.

The magnitude of CNN’s accomplishment, Zelman believes, can only be appreciated if compared with his own experience with the expansion of the CBS Evening News 15 years ago. Going from 15 to 30 minutes, he says, took an “incredible” effort. Contrasting that to CNN’s intended jump from 0 to 24 hours, Zelman feels confident that “we’re doing remarkably well.”

The state of readiness varies at the six CNN domestic bureaus. Washington, the largest, is near completion, while the second in size, New York, is about a week behind schedule, as far as equipment is concerned.

According to one estimate, 40% of the total CNN package and 60% of the hard news will emanate from the Washington bureau.

Heading the Washington operation is George Watson, who left ABC News as Washington bureau chief last February and took the titles of vice president of CNN and managing editor of its Washington bureau. At his side is a long-time ABC associate he induced to join him in the new venture: David Newman. Newman, the senior producer of World News Tonight at ABC, is executive producer with CNN.

Last week the Washington bureau was in the late stages of being hammered and wired together in 6,500 square feet of a two-story building on Wisconsin Avenue, just above Georgetown, the tony part of Washington.

The bureau is laid out in three parts—the newsroom, the studio and the master control room. About the perimeter of the three large rooms are the modest offices of Watson, Newman and the other managers and producers. The anchor desk is set up before the newsroom so that the activities of the office will provide the backdrop for most live feeds.

The studio, to be used primarily to produce talk shows, is connected to the newsroom by sliding glass doors. Drapes may be added, Watson says, to isolate the studio visually.

Manning the Washington anchor desk from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. NYT will be Bernard Shaw. According to Watson, Shaw or one of the reporters will be ready with a live feed for Atlanta approximately every 30 minutes. The length of these, like so much else in the CNN format, will be flexible, depending on a particular story’s news value and interest.

Watson says during the day the Washington bureau “would be akin to an audio-visual wire service” with periodic “new leads, adds and rewrites.” Watson points out that this normal routine will be interrupted for fast-breaking news. The goal of his operation: “We want to be factual, fast and first.”

There is one other quality that Newman and Watson hope will distinguish not only the bureau’s work but also the work of CNN as a whole. “We are going to do as much live as possible,” Newman says, and Watson adds: “It’s our chief asset and we’re going to exploit it.”

After 6 or 6:30—“after the news day is done”—Watson says the staff will have an opportunity to put together taped packages for the 8 p.m. news show.

The bureau’s centerpiece is senior correspondent Daniel Schorr, a former CBS newsman. He will have a featured five-minute segment during the 8 p.m. news. Schorr says the nature of the report—it now has a working title of “Daniel Schorr’s Washington Report”—will be varied. On any given day, he says, Schorr may interview a guest, put his voice over tape or debrief one of the CNN correspondents in the field.

Watson said that Schorr also will have a regular feature in the two-hour noon news. Schorr will, in effect, “let the viewer in on our editorial process” by talking casually about the story he’s working on that day, its various aspects and its possible implications. Watson describes it as a kind of “reporter’s notebook.”

In addition to the hard news and features that will be coming down from Washington, Atlanta will also be able to count on Washington for two and perhaps three one-hour talk shows. Watson says that there will be two “newsmaker” programs produced on the weekend for play during the weekend.

One may be produced on Saturday and be shown live and one may be produced Saturday, kept in the can overnight and shown Sunday. The Saturday show will be moderated by Daniel Schorr and will feature a guest who will be questioned by a couple of “outside reporters.”

Watson admits that the show is modeled on ABC’s Issues and Answers, CBS’s Face the Nation and NBC’s Meet the Press, and feels that by doing the show on Saturday he can get the jump on the network counterparts. Watson says that he can promise guests on his Saturday show “Sunday headlines.”

The Sunday show will feature a guest interviewed by three correspondents selected for the duty on a rotating basis.
Watson says. But, he adds, the format is subject to change and a permanent questioner may be selected to do the show some time “down the road.”

A third talk show, Watson says, is still in the “early stages of gestation.” It would, he says, feature himself “sitting down with a group of engaging and interesting persons to talk about the affairs of the day.” To start, Watson says he would gather the best people he could and then see what happens. Like a lot of other shows on CNN, he says, it “would develop on the air.”

Washington will also be the origination point of eight of CNN’s highly publicized video “columnists.” The group now includes Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.); Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, syndicated political columnists; Michael Halberstam, physician; Mark Shields, editorial writer for the Washington Post; Ralph Nader, consumer advocate; Rudy Maxa, gossip columnist, and Neil Solomon, a health expert. Watson said each would do five segments a week of between a minute and two minutes duration.

Newman adds, however, that they’re not "prisoners of the clock" and that if they need more than three minutes for a particular piece, "we’ll give them more."

When the last few holes are filled, the editorial staff of the bureau will total 35 persons, including four managers, five producers, four assignment editors, 13 correspondents and four desk assistants. In addition to Shaw and Schorr, the correspondents and their beats are Dan Brewster, general assignment; Faith Fancher, general assignment; Bob Berkowitz, Congress; Kirsten Lindquist, general assignment; Jean Carper, health and medicine; Andrea Stroud, State Department; John Holliman, agriculture; David Browde, Pentagon; Mark Walon, White House; and Joe Pennington, investigative.

Assistant bureau chief Jim Schultz, the former news director at WTTG-TV Washington whom Watson hired in early February before Watson left ABC, is the chief assignment editor.

Mobile Video Services is handling all the technical work for the bureau. Based in New York, MVS has been doing television production for the Independent Television News Association and for foreign and out-of-town broadcasters in New York and Washington. But the job with the CNN bureau is far greater than anything the company has previously handled.

According to Larry Vander Veen, vice president of MVS, the contract with CNN runs for five years and "in rounded figures" will cost CNN $4.5 million. Although it intends to continue its work for other broadcast operations, MVS is also in the process of establishing new Washington quarters — conveniently alongside CNN at the same Georgetown location.

MVS will place at Watson's disposal 28 technicians. They will man the control room, form seven two-man ENG crews, and man the studio cameras and the one-inch editing suite. As far as Watson is concerned, contracting out the technical services is the way to go. "It relieves me," he says, "of the enormous and absolutely indispensable task of assembling the right people to do the job ... We have our hands full trying to get the news operation on the air."

That the news operation should receive such outside technical assistance is not unusual in Watson's view. He says the networks have entire divisions that can be counted on for technical support. At ABC, he says, the news division goes to the Broadcasting Operations and Engineering Division for many of its broadcasting needs.

As its name suggest, MVS will also have two microwave-equipped vans in the field for the bureau's use. According to Vander Veen, an antenna will be installed on the roof of the building to receive signals from the van. Joining the microwave antennas on the roof will be a satellite earth station, which the bureau needs to monitor the CNN programming out of Atlanta (Washington has yet to award a cable franchise and it isn't likely to in the near future). Vander Veen says the three-meter earth station dish won't produce a broadcast quality signal, but it will produce a signal good enough for monitoring. Similar earth stations for the same purpose, he says, will be installed at the homes of Daniel Schorr and George Watson.

Despite CNN's close association with satellite technology, the Washington bureau will rely on the long lines of AT&T to get its feeds to Atlanta. (The feed from the New York bureau will pass through the Washington bureau.)

New York hasn't achieved the same level of preparedness, particularly on the equipment side. The principal problem that bureau chief Mary Alice Williams encountered was that the previous tenant of the World Trade Center office space CNN is leasing hadn't finished moving out until last Tuesday.

Today will be the first time the whole New York staff has gathered together in one place. Williams has organized her 25-person editorial staff into three departments: financial, breaking news and features. Lou Dobbs, formerly of KING-TV in Seattle, and Williams will share anchor duties on New York feeds.

What the Los Angeles bureau will look like June 1 is something CNN itself doesn't yet know. According to bureau chief Peter Spear, there is still a question of how many editorial persons will man the bureau. He says that in Atlanta there are two separate versions of how many people should be assigned and he is afraid Atlanta will "go to the leaner version." Spear says that he was originally promised a staff of 10, but he has begun to think in smaller terms since Atlanta fixed

Four out of the other five. Although the Washington bureau will account for most of the hard news that goes out over CNN, five other domestic bureaus are being established to contribute live and taped reports and features. Their chiefs (l to r): Mary Alice Williams, New York; Larry LaMotte, Dallas; Cindy Druss, Chicago, and Donna Sykes, San Francisco. Not pictured: Peter Spear, Los Angeles.
the hiring of iysabel Duron, a former anchor with WBZ-TV Boston. The staff now includes five other than Spear, but no reporter of hard news.

Lee Leonard, formerly of WNEW(TV) New York, will host a one-hour talk show that will be "a People magazine" of television. It will play head-to-head with Tom Snyder's Tomorrow show on NBC-TV and feature "interesting people in a soft context." The show will be produced and directed by Eddie Madision, who paid his dues on the production staff of Group W's now defunct Mike Douglas Show.

Spear does have one reporter on staff, but he will be handling more feature material than hard news. Spear says that Fred Saxon, whose last broadcasting job was with WXIA(TV) Atlanta, will be the "Hollywood or glitzy" reporter, covering the movie industry, conveying Hollywood gossip and giving occasional movie reviews.

Scott Barer, an assignment editor at KXTV(TV) Los Angeles, will perform the same job for the bureau.

Despite the bureau's personnel problems, its technical needs are under control. The bureau is sharing facilities on the 16th floor of the Sunset-Vine Building at that well known Hollywood intersection with the new Robert Wold Co. subsidiary, Satellink of America.

Not only will Satellink share the 16th floor with the bureau, but also the two dozen technical people that Satellink, itself a relatively new company, will employ. Spear says the Satellink people will do all camera, sound and production work.

As for equipment, Spear says he has three RCA TK-76C's, two of which will be used in the studio. The other will be used in the field and travel by microwave van. Spear says the bureau "will shoot three-quarter inch and edit three-quarter inch with top-of-the-line Sony gear." Satellink will also have a one-inch VTR, which, Spear says, will be available for the bureau's use.

Over and above any breaking story in the Los Angeles area, Spear hopes to be ready several times throughout the day for live cut-ins, including a five-minute segment during the noon news.

Spear isn't quite sure how the Los Angeles feed will be delivered to Atlanta. He thinks that it will be sent by microwave from the roof of the building, through a couple of repeaters to the Western Union uplink outside of town. Western Union will bounce the signal off its Westar satellite.

The Dallas bureau is headed by Larry LaMotte, a former weekend anchor and energy reporter at KTV(TV) Oklahoma City. His biggest concern last Tuesday was finalizing a lease for 1,600 square feet of space in One Main Place in downtown Dallas. The location means more to the bureau than just a central Dallas address: it is the building that houses Western Union's Dallas headquarters and a lease there, LaMotte points out, would facilitate access to Western Union's Westar system.

LaMotte's staff will consist of two people and himself: James Miklaszewski, the former news director at KMZK(FM) Fort Worth, who will be the Dallas bureau's sole correspondent, and Sandee Myers, a research assistant.

LaMotte isn't sure how much he will be feeding to Atlanta on a daily basis, although he says "they are now planning at least one live cut-in every day." He says the bureau will be responsible for all news out of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana. "We're not going to try to pattern ourselves after anybody else." LaMotte says, "We're going to do more run and gun. We're going to try to be where the action is and broadcast it live, night and day.

Two technicians have been hired for the bureau through a contract with Broadcast News Services, a New York outfit that will also be performing the technical chores for the Chicago and San Francisco bureaus of CNN.

The four-person Chicago bureau is headed by Cindy Druss, a former reporter and producer who followed Reese Schonfeld from ITNA to CNN. (Schonfeld is president of the new operation.) The newsroom-studio of the bureau is located in the Chicago Merchandise Mart, described by Druss as "the center city exposition center.

Druss says the small bureau, covering 600 to 700 square feet, is planned as a showplace, its outer wall made of glass so that passers-by can look in and watch the bureau operate. Cable television is not yet in Chicago "in any real way," Druss explains, "so if we can't show the product we can at least show how the product is put on the air.

Aiding Druss will be Richard Blome, a former reporter with WISN-TV Milwaukee, who will be the bureau's field reporter, and Linda Ringe and Sheryl Klehr, who will be writers, producers and "all around hands." Druss says she stole the two women from ABC's Chicago bureau.

Starting June 1, the Chicago bureau is scheduled to deliver live cut-ins at 7:30 a.m., 8:15 a.m. and 11:06 a.m., all NYT. Druss will also conduct a live interview from the studio during the two-hour noon news.

Chicago's other regularly scheduled live feed will be a financial report at 2:30 p.m. NYT—at the closing bell of the Chicago commodities market. Druss hopes to have a financial expert, possibly Eugene Lerner of Northwestern University, handle the segment.

Following the financial report, the bureau will begin packaging and sending to Atlanta taped reports—approximately 15 minutes worth daily—for use during the 8 o'clock news or at any other time that suits Atlanta. Druss says the bureau also will be standing by to deliver live reports during
the evening news.

To get the feeds from the bureau to Atlanta, the bureau will use both terrestrial lines and satellite. Druss says that Midwestern Relay Co. will send the feed from the roof of the Merchandise Mart via two repeater hops to an earth station in Lake Geneva, Wis., where it can be bounced off Western Union's satellite system.

Donna Sykes, chief of the San Francisco bureau, is running behind her counterparts in the other cities. She says the bureau is still in its "embryonic state." But it shouldn’t take too much to get the facility together; besides Sykes, there will be two other editorial persons. The desk assistant, Tamar Weine, has been hired; the reporter hasn’t.

Sykes promises, however, that the bureau will be ready in some form by May 5. Her most pressing problem as of last Monday was finding suitable space for the studio and offices, but she said that matter should have been settled by the end of last week.

What San Francisco will add to the Atlanta whole is difficult to predict, Sykes explains. "We are going to contribute feeds several times a day. We don’t have a quota, but we’re going to do as much as we can."

CNN also is busy establishing a string of bureaus and signing agreements to insure coverage of international events. Plans call for four foreign bureaus, two of which—in London and Rome—are staffed and will be ready to go on June 1. According to Reese Schonfeld, one-man bureaus in Oman, Jordan, and Bangkok, Thailand, will be added in 30 to 60 days.

The London bureau is headed by Richard Blalstone, formerly of AP Radio. Francoise Husson has been assigned as the bureau’s producer. Dennis Traut, formerly of WFAA-TV Dallas and NBC, will report from Rome, where he’ll be assisted by Mark Less, a former producer with NBC. Both bureaus will have technical and editorial support staffs.

The foreign coverage provided by the bureaus will be supplemented by tape and film from UPITN and possibly the European Broadcasting Union. In addition, Schonfeld said CNN has struck a deal with CTV, a Canadian television network, to pick up feeds from CTV’s Peking and London bureaus.

---

**NBC’s scoop on aborted hostage rescue**

**Tip on unusual late-night activity at White House prompted call for special crew**

NBC News personnel last week were still relishing what its Washington bureau chief, Sid Davis, was calling "one of the cleanest beats ever on a White House story"—the coverage of the aborted attempt to rescue the American hostages in Teheran. NBC’s John Palmer was on the air twice, with live reports from the White House lawn, at 12:57 a.m. and 1:14 a.m., on Friday (April 25), before CBS and ABC broadcast their first bulletins.

NBC’s beat was not the result of luck. Palmer and the NBC news desk in Washington had received information about 10 p.m. on Thursday of unusual activity at the White House. Davis declines to say anything about the source—or sources. But according to one report, the tip came from the White House.

Palmer rushed back to the White House, saw the line of official black limousines in the driveway, and learned that President Carter was meeting in the Oval Office with top administration officials. But Palmer did not know the subject of the meeting, although he and Davis, with whom he was in contact, speculated it involved Iran.

One thing Palmer did learn in his wandering about the White House press room that was exhilarating was that it was the only reporter there. Indeed, his presence startled the White House press room staffers from whom he tried to learn what was going on.

By this time, Davis had begun sending

---

**BROADCAST THESE BLESSINGS ANYTIME YOU LIKE.**
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So is your second blessing: JOY. But on a twelve-inch stereo disc. In JOY, each program is dated and the theme is tied to widely-read scriptural readings. Choral groups like the Korean Orphan Choir and the Roger Wagner Chorale are featured.

Both DAY BY DAY WITH JESUS and JOY offer mementoes of their programs and JOY also offers a free printed copy of the music list.

So for one or both blessings, please write to JOY in care of the International Lutheran Laymen’s League, 2185 Hampton Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63139, attention of Violet Knickrehm. Or call (314) 647-4900.

And now count your third blessing: Thankful listeners.
out crew calls. A camera and lights were set up on the White House lawn at about 11 p.m. In the next few hours, cameras prepared for live coverage were set up at the State Department, the Pentagon, on Capitol Hill and in the White House briefing room.

Palmer finally got the story from a high White House official in two conversations between 12:30 a.m. and the time Palmer went on the air with his first bulletin. The piece, which interrupted the Johnny Carson Show, ran three minutes and was complete in the major details—a rescue attempt had been made, eight men had died accidentally and the President was accepting full responsibility.

Bernstein casts a critical eye on the press

ABC's Washington bureau chief says reporters need to do more legwork and not rest on laurels after Watergate coverage

Carl Bernstein, who is making the transition from investigative reporter to head of ABC's Washington news bureau, has surveyed the national reporting scene and is not impressed. "We've got to get back to basics, to get back to using shoe leather, and quit patting ourselves on the back," he says. The reporter's goal, of "the best obtainable version of the truth," is not being achieved, he says.

Bernstein, who appeared last week before the Federal Communications Bar Association, described what he could to pride what he said is the sense of self-importance that some in the press feel as a result of Watergate. "The orgy of self-congratulation and mutual backslapping is not warranted," he said. For of the 2,000 reporters covering Washington, only 14 were assigned to the story—and of those, only five or six worked as investigative reporters.

Furthermore, he said that since Watergate, there have been three important trends that he regards as disturbing: "the elevation of gossip . . . to an art form"; the use of "checkbook journalism," an example of which, he said, was NBC's payment of $1 million to former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger—a man, Bernstein said, who has lied to Congress and the press—to appear on the network and "control" his appearances; and "the Cusinart of American journalism"—the dedication of substantial amounts of broadcast time and newspaper space to the glorification of "tampant consumption.

There is, Bernstein said, "a willingness to pande viewers, to give them what they want instead of news . . . As a result, People magazine is the most important and powerful magazine in the country. There is a place for People magazine, Bernstein said, "but not at the expense of the best obtainable version of the truth."

The press—electronic, apparently, as well as print, he feels—fails to search behind the official version of an event or do more than record and present the "stenographic account of a press conference. "We had the lesson of the Vietnam war, and ignored it," he said. The same was true, he added, of the Indo-Pakistan war, the behind-the-scenes activities of ITT, the U.S. "incursion" into Cambodia and the "hassling" of blacks and radicals.

Yet, he said, it wasn't until a pillar of the establishment—the Democratic National Committee's headquarters—was "raided in the dead of night that those of us in the press made an effort to find out what the hell government was doing ... So it's not a time for self-congratulation .

And there is still, Bernstein said, "a lot of stenography" in Washington reporting—witness, he said, the Camp David accords. "And we still cover the Supreme Court like it was the Holy See."

Bernstein, who with Bob Woodward led the Washington Post's Pulitzer Prize-winning coverage of the Watergate break-in and the subsequent cover-up attempt, indicated his taken to heart advice from some of his old adversaries from the Watergate days.

Former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, in the 1969 speech in Des Moines in which he kicked off the Nixon administration's attack on the press, said, "It is time for the media to turn a critical view on themselves. " Bernstein recalled. And, he said, Agnew was right. Later, he noted, former Attorney General John N. Mitchell said, "Watch what we do, and not what we say." That, Bernstein said, was the best advice. "If we had [followed it], there might not have been a Watergate."

Kaiser takes its case against '20/20' to the public

Company calls April 3 segment on its aluminum wiring product 'blatantly wrong' in full-page newspaper ads in 10 cities

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., Oakland, Calif., took the unusual step of buying full-page advertisements in 16 newspapers in 10 cities last Tuesday (April 29) to protest charges made on ABC-TV's 20/20 program on April 3.

Under the headline, "Trial By Television," the advertisement said the program labeled Kaiser's aluminum house wiring "unsafe" and accused Kaiser of intentionally marketing an unsafe product. Kaiser called these charges "blatantly wrong."

Kaiser said in the advertisement, which appeared in newspapers including the New York Times, the Washington Post and the San Francisco Chronicle, that it was offered an opportunity to be interviewed on 20/20. Kaiser said it had rejected the offer because the program reserved the right to edit any part of the company statement.

Kaiser said it has demanded a satisfaction retraction from ABC-TV; is asking the FCC, under the "personal attack" doctrine, to order the network to provide time and facilities to present the company's side of the story to the same size audience in a prime-time segment, and has asked Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Communications, to consider congressional hearings to "examine the implications of this increasingly insidious and dangerous practice." Van Deerlin's subcommittee has touched on similar complaints in other hearings, including FCC oversight, but has no plans to examine the issue in near future.

Kaiser asked readers who are "upset" by the unfairness of the 20/20 program to write their elected representatives or to Kaiser at its corporate headquarters in Oakland.

ABC had no comment on Kaiser's charges.

Privacy vs. press access

CBS legal specialist Graham wouldn't give Supreme Court crack at broad shield law, prefers sharply drawn statutes

CBS legal correspondent Fred Graham called for "more concise and sharply drawn laws" to replace the "blanket privacy statutes" he contends undercut press freedom and the public's right to know.

Debating with Harvard Law School professor and Boston television show host Arthur Miller, who called him the nation's finest legal reporter, Graham said laws
passed under the theory that "we can't have too much privacy" should be modified to give reporters access to all adult arrest and criminal records, "except perhaps certain first offenses"; and all government file information about government employees or people who get money from the government.

Graham, at Northeastern University, Boston, also said that the government should be free to release information about public figures and that journalists should be free from legal action stemming from true, nondefamatory stories concerning newsworthy events.

The Emmy-award-winning former New York Times reporter told BROADCASTING that he doesn't favor federal shield legislation to protect reporters' confidential sources because he feels the U.S. Supreme Court "is so hostile to the press that they'd gut it."

He added that-with cable TV and satellites, there is enough diversity to let marketplace forces deal with issues now covered by the fairness doctrine and equal time requirements. He supports broadcast deregulation, recalling Nixon administration attempts to pressure license holders, to make local stations more immune from such tactics.

Miller, a nationally-known privacy expert, hosts a weekly Miller's Court audience participation show about legal issues over WCBV-TV Boston. He said a "diligent, vigorous reporter-without invasion of privacy-can discharge the public's right to know.

"Realistic, un inhibited television company or newspaper can have as devastating an effect on an individual as the FBI," argued Miller. "We must look to the courts for some balance between the right to know and the individual's right of privacy."

He wants to leave that balancing judgment to the courts, not journalists, because "every institution must be accountable to something. The media shouldn't be immune to this."

Reporters, Miller said, "are better served by self-restraint than by pushing their prerogatives to the limit." Pushing, he predicted, would inevitably lead to "overreaction" and possible curbs on press freedom.

While Miller contended that just because something is "interesting" and "true" doesn't make it "newsworthy" licit the sexual habits of a person who impeded an attack on President Ford as an example, Graham admitted that "some of us have transgressed" and said "we don't want the right to intrude with cameras in private premises."

Graham said, however, that current laws that prevent public disclosure of some one's record trigger harmful "rumors and innuendos." Laws in 23 states and on the federal level, he said, let bureaucrats play it safe and avoid giving out embarrassing information under the cloak of privacy.

"It's an Orwellian rewriting of history," he stated. "In a good cause—but nevertheless, a rewriting of history."

One on one. Former President Richard Nixon has agreed to live interview with ABC's Barbara Walters for May 8 edition of ABC-TV's 20/20 newsmagazine. Interview will be Nixon's first for any network since he resigned presidency in 1974. David Frost interviews in 1977 were handled through syndication. Unlike Frost interviews, Nixon will not be paid by ABC. By last week, it had not been determined whether Nixon interview would occupy part or all of 20/20. According to ABC News, Nixon's representatives had requested that interview be live. ABC News spokesperson explained that Walters plans to deal with Nixon's views on current world situation, particularly Iran and Afghanistan, and performance of Carter administration. ABC News said there will be "no ground rules": CBS's 60 Minutes claims to have been offered Nixon interview but on condition there be no editing and that subject of Nixon White House years not be covered. Don Hewitt, executive producer of 60 Minutes, said he turned it down.

Independent boosters. National News Council's Task Force on Editorial Responsibility, study group looking for resolutions to differences between stations and producers regarding independent documentaries, has recommended that "agreed upon minimum standards for editorial acceptability" be established and called for new funding mechanism unlike "present arrangement whereby independents get the short end of the stick." Elsewhere, group wants end of Public Broadcasting Service "control of access."

Group said it is "important to open up programing to public scrutiny by filming and broadcasting wide-ranging discussions of a station's program choices." Task force received project grant from Ford Foundation.

There are limits. While footage was available, ABC, CBS and NBC all backed off from full coverage of scene in Tehran when Iranians were displaying remains of Americans killed during unsuccessful plan to rescue hostages. All agreed it would have been poor taste. CBS didn't show bodies at all; ABC went only as far as plastic bag being taken off shroud; NBC did give couple of seconds of covering belief act was "so brutal and so repugnant" that glimpse should be shown.

Dish deal. United Press International will provide price rebates to broadcast and newspaper clients buying satellite receivers. UPI will give rebate of $1,200 yearly to customers purchasing receivers costing $6,515 each and paying for installation costs. Associated Press earlier had said it would sell satellite receivers and supply them free of charge to clients, who would be charged for installation.

Noses for news. Television winners in first national awards competition of Investigative Reporters and Editors Inc.: Jack Cloherty and Lea Thompson, WRC-TV Washington, for investigation into dangers posed by asbestos in hair dryers; Dan Medina, KXAS-TV Fort Worth, for series on plight of illegal immigrants; Richard Samuels and Chuck Collins, WMEX-TV Chicago, for series that exposed auto-theft ring. There was no radio winner. Other categories were books and newspapers (over 75,000 circulation and under 75,000). From each category medal award will be presented at IRE national convention June 6-7 in Kansas City, Mo.

Withdrawal problems. Edward Sarlui and companies affiliated with him in Panamanian partnership to distribute film in Latin America are suing Wometco Enterprises for $1.27 billion. Action followed Wometco announcement that it was terminating joint venture, ADWO, that it said "did not perform satisfactorily in 1975." Miami-based Wometco, whose holdings include broadcasting, subscription and cable TV, said it also had filed suit to "clarify the rights and duties of the parties during the liquidation." Wometco said that two substantially identical suits were then filed against it, independent auditors and certain of its officers and employees in Superior Court of State of California and U.S. District Court for Central District of California. Plaintiffs allege fraud, breach of contract, unfair competition and other wrongs on part of defendant. Lawsuits seek injunctive and other equitable relief. Wometco said damage claims, after eliminating duplicate claims, amount to at least $35 million of actual damages and at least $600 million of punitive damages. Wometco denied plaintiffs' allegations and said it did not expect suits to have material effect on company.

Press problems in England. Press freedom in Great Britain suffered setback when British court ordered Granada Television Network to disclose identity of those who supplied confidential British Steel Corp. papers used in documentary. David Boulton, head of current affairs for ITV, independent commercial television network, had argued that sources who feel "we can be compelled by a court to name them" will not supply information. But judge rejected argument that disclosure would harm public interest. He said press, including television, has no absolute privilege to keep its sources confidential. Boulton said Granada will appeal case "as far as is necessary". Next step would be court of appeals; final one, House of Lords.
**UHF comparability: a few points of view**

NAB, APB, EIA only entities to comment on FCC's latest reports

As of last week's comment deadline, only three parties had filed comments on the FCC's latest reports on UHF comparability. The reports, released in March, studied new technical opportunities for UHF television transmitters and indoor television antenna performance (Broadcasting, March 10).

The National Association of Broadcasters agreed with the commission's observation that enormous power consumption is required to operate a UHF transmitter, and it recommended all the efforts to help reduce these escalating costs. However, NAB does not believe that reduction in utility expenses is the ultimate aim. "Indeed," NAB said, "the reduction of a UHF broadcaster's power costs, while helpful, does nothing toward making his signal any more comparable, in terms of television reception, to that of a VHF broadcaster."

The NAB suggested that the FCC address reception problems—the antenna, downlead and the TV set itself—to achieve "prompt and significant" improvement, rather than concentrating on the transmitter.

Commenting on the FCC's report on indoor antennas, NAB said consumer education must play a central role in this aspect of UHF comparability. A "truly perceptible improvement" may be achieved quickly at the reception end with "minimal costs to the public, the government and to the industry," NAB said.

The Association for Public Broadcasting placed more emphasis on power costs than did the NAB. "The prohibitive cost of power is often a factor which discourages stations from operating at maximum permissible power," APB said, adding that the expense is particularly important to public television where funding is always a matter of serious concern.

While the association thought that utilization of the best possible transmitting antenna is vital to a successful UHF operation, it did offer some technical tips whereby it claimed public broadcasters have been able to achieve a power savings of up to one-third without incurring excessively burdensome costs.

The improvements, all within the scope of present technology:

- Better coupling devices for aural and visual transmitters.
- Better materials used in magnets that align the beam around the klystron, reducing in less power dissipation.

**Thin is in**

1990 is target for RCA 50-inch color TV set flat enough to hang on wall

RCA scientists are projecting that by 1990 they'll be able to manufacture large-screen flat color television sets for "a price the home consumer will be willing to pay."

In two papers presented at a conference of the Society of Information Display in San Diego, RCA researchers described their basic technical concept for a 50-inch (diagonal) screen that would be a scant four inches thick. According to RCA's description, the screen "could be hung on a wall like a picture."

After several years of research, the company says it now has an experimental monochrome flat screen five inches wide and 10 inches high that "presents the basic technological problems that would appear in a full scale unit," while letting experimenters make design changes quickly and inexpensively. Work on the conversion to color, according to RCA staff vice president, materials and components research, Dr. James J. Tietjen, would come near the end of development after "the more basic problems" of electron beam control and manufacturing are studied.

The plans for the large-screen display call for assembling 40 individual "modules" that would be 30 inches high and one inch wide to form a 30-by-40-inch panel. (In the working model, there are five modules, each one inch by 10 inches.) "Novel RCA-developed beam guides" in each module would control the three electron beams used to generate a color picture, with the beams in every module synchronized with those in the others. The end result, RCA promises, will be a panel similar in size to projection TV screens, but having "decided advantages in brightness and picture quality," besides taking up less space.

**Another hurdle cleared**

FCC has given Southern Satellite Systems and RCA Americom green light to provide satellite service for six months—from May 20 to Dec. 1—to Cable News Network. RCA was authorized to provide service to SSS, and SSS was authorized to carry CNN. FCC's action allows RCA to make good on consent order pledge it made to "make best effort" to find room for CNN on Satcom I for six-month period. Consent order was issued from Atlanta federal court where Turner Broadcasting, owner of CNN, had filed suit against RCA alleging that in denying it service on Satcom I, RCA breached 1976 contract. RCA's pledge was made in exchange for Turner's dropping $34 million in damages claims. Suit, however, continues to be litigated in Atlanta to determine whether Turner and CNN have permanent right to Satcom I transponder. In granting authorizations, FCC rejected petitions to deny filed by Spanish International Network, Eastern Microwave and National Christian Network. All feel they have better claim than Turner to spot on Satcom I.

**Stopped short**

Signal Companies takeover of Ampex, leading broadcast equipment manufacturer, has been called off, victim of Signal's poor showing in stock market. Deal called for exchange of 7.9% shares of Signal stock for each share of Ampex stock (Broadcasting, Feb. 25). Ampex and Signal took advantage of escape clause written into original agreement that allowed either party to terminate contract if Signal stock traded for five consecutive days above $51 or below $40. Since deal was signed, Signal stock has consistently failed to stay above $40 threshold. 

---
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something this good gets a workout!

The main reason is that buyers and sellers alike agree that the material contained in NCA is invaluable as a planning tool.
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2. Newspaper circulation within TV market areas with open line rates.
3. County-by-county circulation and penetration.
4. Circulation analysis of newspapers and newspaper groups; includes black & white page rates.
5. Ranking tables for 20% and 50% counties, daily and Sunday.

Additionally, NCA provides line rates, page rates and a wide range of demographics including number of households, adults, teenagers and children. You'll also find retail, food store, drug store sales and consumer spendable income for each market area, ADI, metro and county.

RETURN TO:
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NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION ANALYSIS

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE, INC.
5201 OLD ORCHARD RD.
SKOKIE, IL 60077

Order now and save $10. Start giving NCA a workout in your office.

I am enclosing $___________ to cover my order for ______ copies of the 1980-81 NCA at the special pre-publication price of $20 each.

I understand that payment must accompany this non-cancellable order and be received on or before June 15, 1980, to qualify for the reduced price rate. If billing requested or order received after June 15, 1980 the price of NCA is $30.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT
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AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

NOTE: NCA is a supplement to NEWSPAPER RATES & DATA. If you are a subscriber you will receive one free copy per subscription.
As compiled by Broadcasting Apr. 21 through Apr. 25 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.


### FM applications


- **Russellville, Ark.** — River Valley Broadcasting Co seeks 100.9 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: 619 E. Muine St. Russellville 72801. Estimated construction cost: $60,000; first quarter operating cost: $30,540; revenue: $113,000. Format: CW. Principal: Jerry Canaday who owns cattle rance in Dardanelle, Ark. and auto exhaust installation co. in Russellville. He has no other broadcast interests. Filed Feb. 14.

- **Osage City, Kan.** — Osage Radio Inc seeks 92.7 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: 1019 6th Ave. Leavenworth, Kan. 66048. Estimated construction cost: $7,000, first year operating cost: $6,000; revenue: $40,000. Format: Contemporary. Principal: William P. Turner and wife Lanette (30% jointly); Alvin Crippen and wife Linda (30% jointly); Mark D. Haden (30%); Devany Crippen and wife Karen (10% jointly). Lanette, Alvin and Devaney are siblings. Turner is broadcast consultant. He is the owner of permission for new FM in Winfield, Kan. 85% owner of permisise for new FM in Pierre, S.D. and has 10% interest in application for new FM in Cadiz, Ohio. Lanette is housewife. Alvin is employed by Veterans Administration. Linda is housewife. Devaney and Karen are students. Haden is employed by KWWK(A) Hutchinson, Kan. Except Turner, they have no other broadcast interests. Filed Mar. 10.


- **Dorrington, N.Y.** — Jdeo Broadcasting Corp seeks 93.5 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 422 ft. Address: 6424 Tamar Cln. Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068. Estimated construction cost: $167,000; first quarter operating cost: $23,425; revenue: $310,000. Format: MOR. Principal: Edward F. Stanley (45%) Donna M. Stanley (55%). Edward is regional sales manager for Radio Shack. Wife Doena is executive secretary for hydraulic equipment distribution company. They have no other broadcast interests. Filed Jan. 29.

- **Elizabeth City, N.C.** — James Bond seeks 96.7 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 295 ft. Address: 4450 S. Park Ave., No. 1618 Chevis Chase, Md. 20015. Estimated construction: $44,113; first quarter operating cost: $18,150; revenue: $10,200. Format: CW. Principal: Bond is manager, asset appraisal services with Frazier, Gross & City Inc. Washington broadcast financial management consularions. He has no other broadcast interests. Filed Feb. 12.


- **Alva, Okla.** — Zumma Broadcasting Co seeks 99.7 mhz, 100 kw, HAAT: 835 ft. Address: Box 3 Alva 73717. Estimated construction cost: $318,072; first year operating cost: $223,000; revenue: $724,000. Format: Contemporary. Principal: William R. Lacy who is Oklahoma City broadcast consultant. He also owns 60% of Oklahoma City advertising company. He has no other broadcast interests. Filed Mar. 10.


- **Breckenridge, Tex.** — Bintz Enterprises seeks 93.5 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: PO 1208 P.O. box 9714. Estimated construction cost: $37,140; first quarter operating cost: $2,394; revenue: $50,000. Format: CW. Principal: James Bing who owns chain of convenience stores in western Texas. He purchased KSTBM(A) Breckenridge last November (BROADCASTING, Dec. 24, 1979).

- **Bridgeport, Tex.** — Bridgeport Broadcasting seeks 96.7 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 208 ft. Address: PO 427 Springtown, Tex. 76078. Estimated construction cost: $528,600; first year operating cost: $574,000; revenue: $60,000. Format: CW. Principal: Ben F Dimock and brother Dan (50% each). Ben was (through 1979) engineer with General Dynamics. Fort Worth. Tex. Dan owns building equipment company. They have no other broadcast interests. Filed Feb. 1.


### FM actions


- **Bishop, Tex.** — Cisnec Corp. granted 107.1 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: 316 E. Ave. B, Kingsville, Tex. 78363. Estimated construction cost: $76,600; first year operating cost: $28,500; revenue: $115,500. Format: Spanish. Principal: Joe Alverado Cisneros (51%) and D.K. Meek (49%). Cisneros was employed with KINE(A) Kingsville. Meek is employed with KAD(C) Corsicana, Tex. They have no other broadcast interests. Action Mar. 25.

### Ownership changes

- **KSTBM(FM) Apache Junction, Ariz.** (FM: 107.1 mhz, 3 kw) — Seeks assignment of license from Harold Harkins to Blik Communications for $285,000. Seller: Harkins has no other broadcast interests. Buyer: F. Patrick Nugent (58.96%), Edward Knight (23.5%). Walter A. Barker (9.8%), John Hansen and Charles Karcher (3.75% each). Nurnck is Arizona broadcast consultant. Knight is president of Los Angeles vending company. Barker is general manager of Quincy, Ill. newspaper. Hansen is La Grange, Ill. technical writer. Kane is Mess., Ariz., electronics technician. They have no other broadcast interests. Filed Apr. 7.

- **KUBIAM) Eureka, Calif.** (AM: 980 kHz, 5 kw, 500 w-N) — Seeks transfer of control of Eureka Broadcasting Co. from Wendell Adams (57%) before, none referred to Barbara and Hugo Paspasen (43% before; 100% afterwards). Considering Adams (57%), daughter Barbara Paspasen (26%) and her husband Hugo (17%). Paspasens are receiving control of station from Barbara's father, Wendell, as gift. She is currently director and bookkeeper. Hugo is vice president of station. They have no other broadcast interests. Filed Apr. 7.
terest. Wendell will continue in role as president. Filed Apr. 3.

- **KDAZ(AM)-KZLO(FM) Pueblo, Colo. (AM: 1270 kHz, 1 kW-w; FM: 100.7 MHz, 100 kW-w)** - Seeks assignment of license from Control Broadcasting Co. to Michael G. Jester (18% before). Filed Apr. 3 before transferring control of Broadcast Communications Inc. to United Communications Inc. (19% before: 100% after).


- **WMND(AM) Midland, Tex. (AM: 1510 kHz, 500 w-w)** - Seeks assignment of license from United Communications Co. to Dale Palmer. Gary Williamings and Thomas Shulman (28% each) for sale. Robert and Pat Martin (married) who have no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Palmer, president, general manager and 10% owner of WCGC-AM (Bluefield, W.Va.) Canton Millings. Williamings owns turner's director. Shuler is turner attorney. Laurie two have no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Norman Fisher & Associates. Amount of consideration: $297,500. Filed Apr. 3.


**Actions**

- **KSB(R)AM Hardy, Ark. (AM: 1570 kHz, 250 w-w)** - Granted transfer of control of Vance Broadcasting Inc. from Glenwood Vance (100% before; none after) to DDO Broadcasting Inc. (none before; 100% after). Consideration: $325,000. Principal owner has no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Robert Finlayson, Bill Trumble, and Richard Uronter (one third each). Finlayson owns Salt Lake City advertising agency. Trumble is regional manager (Milwaukee and San Francisco offices) of Triangle Publications Inc.'s TV Guide Magazine. Uronter is regional manager (Salt Lake City, Cleveland and Chicago offices), also for TV Guide Magazine. They have no other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 21.

- **KZONAM(AM) San Jose, Calif. (AM: 1600 kHz, 500 w-w)** - Granted assignment of license from Leoness Kesselman to De Oro Broadcasting Co. for $550,000. Kesselman has no other broadcast interests. Buyer: own (Linda Kesselman). His wife, Wendy (25%), and Abel DeLuna (49%). Ramirez is general manager of KZAA(AM) Gilroy and 11.5% owner of KXKS(AM) Bakersfield, both in California. His wife owns Bakersfield catering company DeLuna is mayor of Healdsburg, Calif., where he owns grocery store. He also owns San Jose Calif., recording company. He has no other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 21.

- **WQI(AM) Jacksonville, Fla. (AM: 1050 kHz, 1 kW-w)** - Granted assignment of license from Rowland CP's (95% owner) to Creative Broadcasting Inc. for $600,000. Seller: Rowland CP's (95% owner) is owned by Marshall Rowland and wife, Carol, who also own WQI-FM Jacksonville. WQGK-AM-FM Gordon, Ga., and are applicants for FM in Lawrencetown, Tenn. Acker owns KWA5FM Amariello, Tex. 80% of KJFL(AM) Slaton, Tex., and 25% of KJFL(AM) Springfield, Mo. He has sold subject to FCC approval. KJTV(TV) (now on air-*See for "The Record" April 28). Amariello and has contracted to purchase KEPT(AM) Shreveport, La. (BROADCASTING, May 7, 1979). He is also applicant for new FM in Lawrencetown, Tex. Action Apr. 15.

- **WWWO(AM)-WPMF(FM) Panama City, Fla. (AM: 1430 kHz, 5 kW-w; FM: 107.9 MHz, 89.3 kW-w)** - Granted assignment of license from Radio Panama City Inc. to Media Sound Inc. For $260,000, including all assets. Seller: is owned by William G. Brown and Clifton G. Moors, who also own WFTI(AM) Tifton, Ga. Buyer is owned by Jayne A. Wood, John Donald and James Buchanan, owners, former revenue commissioner of Tennessee, and her husband. Frank, own 51% of WSEF-AM-FM Sevierville, and WJFM(AM) Norris and WFM(AM) Parsons, all Tennessee. Dorris is Nashville certified public accountant, Broadus is Nashville broadcasting consultant. Neither Dorris nor Broadus has other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 15.

- **KIMTV-Mason City, Iowa (ch. 3, 100 kw-w, 20 kw-audio)** - Granted assignment of license from Lee Enterprises to Daily Telegraph Printing Co. for $9.5 million. Sale was made in compliance with FCC's 1975 action ordering break-up of "egregious" concentrations of media control (BROADCASTING, Jan. 7). Seller is publicly owned group broadcaster and publisher. It also owns KIMT-TV (Corp. Mo.; WTAF(AM)-WQCY-FM Quincy, Ill.; WSAZ-TV Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.; KGMB-TV Honolulu, Hawaii; KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; and KFAM(AM)-KGOR-FM Omaha. Buyer is owned by Hugh J. Shott, and family, who also own Bluefield, W.Va., Daily Telegraph. WJAJ(FM) Bluefield, and WBTW(TV) Florence, S.C. It is purchasing KIMT with proceeds from sale of WHS-TV Bluefield, W.Va. (BROADCASTING, April 23, 1979). Since sale of former was also forced divestiture—another of "egregious" cases—Shott family received $7.1 million sale to allow it to apply full $8-million sale price to purchase of KIMT. Action Apr. 22.

- **KWCL(AM)-AM-Oak Grove, La. (AM: 1280 kHz, 1 kW-w; FM: 107.1 MHz, 33.3 kW-w)** - Granted assignment of license from WYK(AM) to Keith and Evelyn Baker of $270,000. Seller is owned by R.A. Robinson and estate of David H. Fossman (50% each). Robinson has no other broadcast interests. Fossman's estate is group-owner of three AM's, and two FM's. Buyer's previously owned KHBH-AM-FM Monticello, Ark. They have no other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 21.

- **WHYN-AM-FM Springfield, Mass. (AM: 560 kHz, 5 kw-w; 230 w-w; FM: 93.3 MHz, 1 kW-w)** - Granted assignment of license from Guy Gannett Publishing Co. to Affiliated Publications Inc. for $5.1 million ("This Week", April 11, 1979). Seller is owned by Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland, Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland, Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland, Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland, Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland, Maine newspapers and owns WGAN-AM-FM Portland. Action Apr. 23, 1979. In addition, it has purchased, subject to FCC approval, KOFM(FM) Oklahoma City (BROADCASTING, WAGN(AM)-AM-Oak Grove, La. (AM: 1280 kHz, 1 kW-w; FM: 107.1 MHz, 33.3 kW-w)** - Granted assignment of license from WYK(AM) to Keith and Evelyn Baker of $270,000. Seller is owned by R.A. Robinson and estate of David H. Fossman (50% each). Robinson has no other broadcast interests. Fossman's estate is group-owner of three AM's, and two FM's. Buyer's previously owned KHBH-AM-FM Monticello, Ark. They have no other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 21.

**Summary of broadcasting**

**FCC tabulations as of March 31, 1980**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licensed On air</th>
<th>CPE's on air</th>
<th>Total Cap on air</th>
<th>Total CPE's</th>
<th>Total authorized**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>5348</td>
<td>3580</td>
<td>9497</td>
<td>9497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial FM</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>4986</td>
<td>4986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational AM</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>1126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational FM</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Radio</td>
<td>8741</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>9142</td>
<td>9142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial UHF</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational UHF</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total TV Transmitters</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Transmitters</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total TV Stations</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial UHF</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial UHF</td>
<td>2510</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2697</td>
<td>2697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Special temporary authorization*  
*Includes off-air licenses*

Wohn-AM Herndon, Va. (AM: 1440 kHz, 1 kw) — Granted assignment of license from United Communications Inc. to W. George Petschel. Seller: Ronald Lowenthal and Michael Hillings (49.99%). They have no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Pelz is Hammonton, N.J., investor with no other broadcast interests. Action Apr. 21.

FCC decisions

- Concord, Tenn. — FCC has waived its cross-ownership rules to permit Concord Telephone Exchange Inc. to furnish cable services through its affiliate, Concord Cable Communications Inc., to 100 percent of households within its service area at Concord, Tenn. It also approved application of Concord Telephone Exchange to operate a limited number of cable television channels to be constructed and operated as coaxial cable facilities within telephone company's service area in Concord. Commission noted that since densities of area to be served by Concord Cable and Concord Telephone was less than 30 households (19.6) per route mile, presumption existed that such cable TV service would not exist except through system affiliated with local telephone common carrier. Noting that under opponents' (Athena Cablevision Corp. of Knoxville and Tennessee-Kentucky Cable Co.) proposal, the pertinent percentage in franchise area would not receive cable TV service, the Commission said this was such a major difference in penetration that neither could be said to be offering essentially same service as Concord Cable. Action Apr. 24.

- FCC has imposed Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) sanctions on 11 broadcast stations that failed to meet EEO processing criteria and whose written EEO programs were not mitigate sufficiently by granting them conditional renewals requiring periodic progress reports; goals and timetables or short-term renewals. Short-term renewals and reporting conditions were imposed on the following stations: WOJS(Am) Jackson, Miss.; WBLY(FM) Belleville, Ill. Reporting conditions were also imposed on the following stations: KLDL(KM) El Dorado, Ark.; KMCM(Am) Augusta, Ark.; KKKH(KM) ROK(FM) Shreveport, La.; WBLY(M) Athens; WSLM(Am) Parma, Ohio; WOYE(FM) Birmingham, Ala. Goals and timetables were imposed on 30 days and periodic progress reports are required on the following stations: KKA(T) Hope, Ark.; WHKB-TV Indianapolis, Ind.; WMNH(Am)-WRMZ(FM) Columbus, Ohio, and WUWE-AM-FM Cincinnati. Action Apr. 24.

Designated for hearing

- Cherokee Village, Ark. FM proceeding: (BC Docs. 80-140-51) — set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of Vance Broadcast Inc. and Cherokee Village Broadcasting Co. for new FM station on 100.9 mhz at Cherokee Village, to determine whether either entity's application is legally and financially qualified; Vance's ascertainment efforts; Vance's proposed news programs; whether Cherokee Village's proposal would provide coverage of community of license; which proposal, on a comparative basis, would best serve public interest and which, if either, should be granted; ordered that Vance publish local notice of its application and file statement of publication with ALJ and granted Cherokee's request to waive Section 73.210 of the FCC Rules. Action Apr. 2.

- Delano, Calif. FM proceeding: (BC Doc. 80-154-150) — set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of Hoses Wilson, New Haven Communications Inc. and KWSO Inc. for new FM station on 105.3 at Delano, Calif., to determine with respect to Hoses Wilson whether applicant is financially qualified and whether Wilson's ascertainment efforts were adequate; whether Wilson's applications were consistent with McClave Communications, Inc., compiled with requirements of Section VI of FCC Form 301 which of proposals on comparative basis, would best serve public interest and which of applicants should be granted; ordered McGaven to file statement with premises ALJ showing compliance with public notice requirements of FCC's rules. Action Apr. 1.

- Willows, Calif. FM proceeding: (BC Doc. 80-138-39) — set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of OMPC Wireline Cable Inc. and Willows Broadcasting Co. and Willows Co. for new FM station on 105.5 mhz at Willows, to determine whether good cause exists for location by Willows of its main studio and whether either entity's application would serve public interest and which of applications should be granted and granted petition by OMPC for leave to amend and accepted application for filing. Action March 20.

- Bonifay and Chipley, both Florida FM proceedings: (BC Docs. 80-152-53) — set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of Townsend Broadcasting Corp. and R-4 Radio Corp. for new FM station on 97.7 mhz at Bonifay, Fla., and Chipley, Fla., respectively, to determine, in light of conclusions reached in BC Docs. 80-19-20, whether Townsend possesses requisite character qualifications to be Commission licensee; efforts made by Townsend and R-4 to ascertain needs of their proposed service areas; whether R-4 is financially qualified; to determine service areas and populations which would receive primary service (1 mW/m or greater) from each proposal and availability of other primary service to said areas and populations; which of proposals would better provide for fair, efficient and adequate distribution of radio service; which on comparative basis, would best serve public interest and which application if either, should be granted. Action Apr. 1.

- Cocoa, Fla. TV proceeding: (FCC 80-215) — Set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of Astro Enterprises Inc. and Good Life Broadcasting Inc. for new UHF on Ch. 52. Cocoa, Fla. Issues to be determined are: Whether common ownership, operation or control of Astro's WWBC(Am) Cocoa, and its proposed television station would be in public interest; whether Astro is financially qualified to operate station; Astro's efforts to ascertain and meet programs and interests of community, acceptability of Astro's proposed antenna height and service contours; which of applicants would better serve public interest; and which if either should be granted. Action Apr. 15.

- Canyon, Tex. FM proceeding: (BC Docs. 80-148-49) — Set for hearing in consolidated proceeding are mutually exclusive applications of Canyon Broadcast Co. and Hills Broadcast Inc. for new FM station on 107.1 mhz at Canyon, to determine whether Canyon's application is legally and financially qualified, Canyon's ascertainment efforts; and comparative program efforts, which of proposals would, on a comparative basis, better serve public interest and which, if either, should be granted. Action Apr. 1.

Continue on page 86.
Professional Cards

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP.
Jansky & Bailey
Telecommunications Consulting
Member AFCCE
5390的概念 Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 642-4164

EDWARD F. LORENTZ & ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
1334 Q St., N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
Member AFCCE

A.D. RING & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 500
1140 Nineteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 223-6700
Member AFCCE

COHEN and DIPPELL, P.C.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
1015 15th St., N.W., Suite 703
(202) 783-0111
Washington, D.C. 20005
Member AFCCE

CARL T. JONES ASSOC.
(Formerly Gautney & Jones)
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
7901 Yarnwood Court
Springfield, VA 22153
(703) 569-7704
AFCCF

LOHNES & CULVER
Consulting Engineers
1156 15th St., N.W. Suite 606
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 296-2722
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
Box 7004
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
(214) 631-8360
Member AFCCE

SILLMAN AND SILLMAN
8701 Georgia Ave. #805
Silver Spring, MD 20910
ROBERT M. SILLMAN, P.E.
(301) 889-8288
THOMAS B. SILLMAN, P.E.
(301) 853-9764
Member AFCCE

Moffet, Ritch & Larson, P.C.
(Formerly Slatman, Mink or Knowlton, P.C.)
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
1925 North Lynn Street
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 841-0500
Member AFCCE

STEEL, ANDRUS & ASSOCIATES
Gary L. Steel, Sr., PE.
Rd. 1, Box 276, Conesville, MI 49238
(269) 277-8775
Alex R. Adkins, PE.
951 Scott Dr., Seso, MI 49230
(313) 364-5757
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio & Television
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
(415) 842-5208
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snoeille Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44141
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFPOE

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys
345 Colorado Blvd., 40206
(303) 938-2335
Member AFCCE

ROISER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
CONSULTING & ENGINEERING
250 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 246-3967

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snoeille Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44141
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFPOE

E. Harold Munn, Jr., & Associates, Inc.
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-7339

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers, Inc.
9616 Pinkey Court
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301-299-3900
Member AFCCE

HATFIELD & DAWSON
Consulting Engineers
Broadcast and Communications
3525 Stone Way N.
Seattle, Washington 98103
(206) 633-2885
Member AFCCE

MATTHEW J. VLISIDES, P.E.
STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT
TOWERS, ANTENNAS, STRUCTURES
Studies, Analysis, Design Modifications.
Inspections. Supervision of Erection
7801 BURFORD DRIVE MECKLENBURG, VA 22182
Tel (703) 308-9504
Member AFCCE

C.P. CROSSNO & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 1803
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
Computer Aided, Design & Analysis Studies.
Field Engineering.
(214) 321-9140
Member AFCCE

C.P. CROSSNO & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 1803
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
Computer Aided, Design & Analysis Studies.
Field Engineering.
(214) 321-9140
Member AFCCE

RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
Box 4399 RR 1, Santa Ynez, CA 93460
CONSULTANTS
ALLOCATIONS, INSTALLATIONS, FIELD
ANTENNA & TYPE ACCEPTANCE MEASUREMENTS
NORMWOOD J. PATTERSON
(805) 689-2335
Member AFCCE

MATTHEW J. VLISIDES, P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER
1125 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 246-3967
Member AFCCE

Ralph E. Evans Assoc.
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers
AM-FM-TV-CATV-IFTS
216 N. Green Bay Rd.
THIENSVILLE, WISCONSIN 53092
Phone: (414) 242-8000
Member AFCCE

JOHN F.X. BROWNE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
1901 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
525 Woodward Avenue
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48012
Tel (313) 642-6226
(202) 293-2020
Member AFCCE

Consulting Electrical Engineer to Education and Industry specializing in instructional and broadcast television, cable distribution, sound reinforcement, to meet short and long range needs of engineering and the objectives of management.

POHNS ENGINEERING
201 South Allen St., Suite 301
State College, Pa 16801
814/234-5000
Member AFCCE

WILLIAM B. CARR & ASSOCIATES
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
WILLIAM B. CARR, P.E.
1805 Henderson Lane
Burleson, Texas 76028
817/295-1181
Member AFCCE

Contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1375 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
for availabilities
Phone: (202) 638-1022
From page 84.

Cable
- The following cable service registrations have been filed:
  - Cape Cable TV et al for Eastham, Mass. (M40201) new system.
  - Coastal Cable Corp. for Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Bucksport and Newport, all Maine (MED232-23) new system.
  - Metrovision of Illinois Inc. for Berryn, Ill. (IL0360) new system.
  - Twin State Cablevision Corp. for New J. (NJ0342) new system.
  - Twin State Cablevision Corp. for Suffern, N.Y. (NY0842) new system.
  - Warner Cable Corp. of Pittsburgh for Pittsburgh, Pa. (PA1855) new system.
  - Southern Cable TV Ltd. for Williamson, Franklin and Jackson, all Illinois (IL0382-5.4) new system.

Satellites

Earth station applications
- American Falls Cable TV, Inc. - Aberdeen, Idaho (5m; U.S. Tower; E2060).
- American Falls TV Co. - American Falls, Idaho (5m; U.S. Tower; E2063).
- Cenncible Cablevision Inc. - Bloomfield, Iowa (4.6m; S-A; E2064).
- Hi-Net Communications Inc. - Hartford, Conn. (5m; Microdye; E2065).
- Conway Corp. - Conway, Ark. (5m; S-A; E2068).

Call Letters

Applications Sought by

Call

Grants

$ New AM's

WMRL WGDQ

Better Communications Inc., Portland, Tenn.

New FM

KRGT KYLE

Tasota Broadcasting Co., Taylorsville, Mont.

New TV's

KTBI KWWX

Twin Cities Broadcasting, Brooklyn, N.Y.

New TV's

KTVU KTIA

Tulsa 23, Tulsa, Okla.

Existing AM's

KPOP KTVN-TV

KPOP Roseville, Calif.

KPOP Fort Worth, Tex.

Commercial Broadcasting, Gunnison, Colo.

KX9-4

Sanford, Tenn.

Eastman

KJTV KTVN-4

KJTV Fort Worth, Tex.

Existing TV

KX9-5 KTVN-5

KX9-5 Las Vegas, Nev.
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

General Manager for FM in Midwest experienced in Local and Regional Sales. Send resume and references to Box D-55.

General Manager — AM/FM in Middle Tennessee, FM is Class C and will cover Nashville with city grade service when upgraded. Super growth opportunity for right individual. Send resume and references to Box D-120.

The Robert Ingstad Broadcast Group with properties from Montana to Florida is filling a few key management positions. Managers and sales managers....

Growing broadcast group located in the Sunbelt seeking experienced station managers. Excellent benefits. EOE. Contact: Marilyn S. Garner, PO Box 529, LaRue, LA 70064. (504) 676-3181.

HELP WANTED SALES

WDEE, Indianapolis. Looking for experienced salesperson to handle established list. This person should have 30-35K first year with the best ad com- tendar. Full benefits. Send resume to Charlie Saylor, WDEE Radio, 6116 Fall Creek Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46220, EOE/MFHV.

Chicago classical music/live arts station. You must have fluent pronunciation of major languages and a working familiarity with all periods of classical music. Some other qualifications: able to evaluate and prepare news for broadcast and excellent writing/diction skills are required. This is a full-time position. Combo opera- tor, send letter detailing interest and resume to: M. Mace , Chief Announcer, WFMT Inc., 500 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 440, Chicago, IL 60611. WRAG, Naples, Florida — the station who has turned all of southwest Florida upside down with per- sons from Green Bay, Minneapolis, and Augusta is seeking an air personality with heavy talk (natural humorist) experience. You will host the all night show, bask in the sunshine all day and earn any- where from $300 to $400 per week if we sell and you keep the commission. Equal opportunity employer, equal opportunity employer, and comp 70% of the show, along with adult contemporary music. Five years minimum experience. Send audition tapes to Brian Lang, PD, WRAG, 950 Manatee Road, Naples, FL 33942. No phone calls. EOE.

Jazz Announcer/Producer for 100 Kw public radio station. Must be knowledgeable in "mainstream" jazz. Host nightly jazz show. Send tape and resume to David Brown, General Manager, WFCR, 784 N. Main, Plymouth, IN 46563.

Non-commercial religious radio station needs an reinforcing position. Resume with tape and resume to General Manager, WFCR, 784 N. Main, Plymouth, IN 46563.

WCFR, Springfield, Vermont looking for A/C pro to drive jack. Good salary benefits, great staff. Strong commercial production important. Mutl market opportunity. Submit resume and Audio tape and resume to John Frawley, PD, or call 802-824-4453, ext 7.

Sales/Announcer, etc. Confident hardworking Good voice, EAD, WMCR, Oneida, NY 13421.

WCYS, Springfield, IL needs contemporary all talent/production personality. Applicants from all for- mats welcomed. Tapes and resumes to: Greg Thomas, PO Box 2989, 82708, EOE/MFHV.

WCFR, Springfield, IL needs contemporary all talent/production personality. Applicants from all for- mats welcomed. Tapes and resumes to: Greg Thomas, PO Box 2989, 82708, EOE/MFHV.

Country opportunity for Program Director and/or an- nouncer in northeast Ohio. New country station looking for talented people who want the challenge of building this new format. Strong production, promo- tion, music necessary Excellent location, pay benefits. EOE. Box E-32.

Shenandoah Valley contemporary station has come on the air this year. We need one or two talk hosts. Have all the right people for this new format. Strong music and production know-how essential. Tapes and resume to Dean Finney General Manager, WHBG, PO Box 332, Harrisonburg, VA 22801. Equal opportunity employer.

West Coast talk station needs two talk hosts with magazine format experience. All replies confidential. EOE MFFVH. Send details of your current show in- cluding guest list, topics covered, and resume to Box E-15.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Chief Engineer to supervise all aspects of a Califor- nia based group owner committed to state of the art. Experience required in all areas of radio engineering and construction of new AM and FM facilities. Administrative ability, benefits, growth and opportunity abound. EOE. Send resume, references and salary history to Box D-98.


Transmitter Technicians — Voice of America has opportunities for qualified technicians at VOA stations near Delano, California, and Greenville, North Carolina. Duties include operations/maintenance of high power shortwave transmitters and related facilities on shift basis. Minimum qualifications: 3-years chief broad- cast engineer 5 to 50 Kw, or 3-years supervisor of operations/maintenance high power military transmiss- ing plant, or equivalent. U.S. citizenship required. Starting salary $18,760. Submit standard Federal ap- plication form, SF-171, to International Communica- tion Agency.

Chief Engineer for AM/FM combination in South Arkansas. FM 3,000 watt with new Harris transmitter. AM 5000 watt Daytimer. Fully equipped engineering department. Engineering only job board work. Enjoy benefits, good pay. Rush qualifications to General Manager, KOMSK/LKBQ, PO Box 1555, El Dorado, AR 71730 or call 501-863-5121.

A Real Opportunity to work with pro and advance to chief for a 1st Class holder who is a real engineer KYNH, 618 N, 90th Street, Omaha, NE 68114, EOE.

Chief Engineer, KOH, Reno, Nevada, KOH Direc- tion seeks Class C, FM, KK-A-151 Class ex- perienced Chief Engineer. Permanent full time posi- tion offers excellent opportunity and employee benefits. Apply in person or send resume to: Personnel.

Duluth, MN. AM seeks first class engineer. Experi- ence preferred. Send resumes, and salary require- ments to Steve Tender, Box 29863, Fargo, ND 58108.
Chief Engineer, KBEE, Central California. KBEE AM Directonal and Class B seeks first Class experienced Chief Engineer. Permanent full position offers excellent opportunity and employee benefits. Apply in person or send resume to: Personnel Department, McClatchy Broadcasting, PO Box 15779, Sacramento, CA 95813. (An equal opportunity employer).

Chief, Trenton, New Jersey. New owners of 50,000 watt FM and four tower directional full-time AM, 5,000 watt AM. An excellent ground floor opportunity to build your way up and grow with a group. Well experienced only please. Contact Bill Musset, Alan Communications, 218 Ewingville Road, Trenton 08638. 609-882-7191, EOE MF.

Radio, Chief Engineer for 48,000 watt University educational FM station. Experience in transmitter maintenance and FCC regulations required. Teach courses in class FCC course and administer class FCC exam. Salary: commensurate with experience. Apply to: Louis F. Chenette, Dean, Jordan College of Fine Arts, Butler University, 4600 Sunset Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46208, 317-278-3778. University does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees on the basis of sex, handicap, race, color, or national origin.

Lt. Lauderdale—immediate opportunity lor qualified experienced engineer to assist in upgrading and maintaining one of the area's best AM/FM combo. First phone required, Call Dick Lucas 305-485-4111. Equal Opportunity Employer.


Chief Engineer for Tampa, FL. 100 kW FM/AM operation. Must have extensive FM construction experience & general knowledge of radio engineering, immediate opportunity. Contact Dave Dowe, Q.M., WFFW/WTAN, 813-461-9856. EOE, MF.

South Florida FM and directional AM looking for aggressive, self-starting chief good with maintenance. EOE. Send complete resume and salary history to Box E-74, Broadcasting.

Engineer needed in Camoletti Business oriented, straight talking chief engineer needed for San Diego AM/FM. Start yesterday! Top salary Southern California living, but hard work required. Send resume, salary requirements to operations manager—KOGO/KRPI, MF. Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED RADIO

Radio Broadcast Operations/News Producer. $5,18 per hour and excellent benefits. Experience required; appropriate communications degree or license highly desirable, Inquire Personnel Office, Arizona-Walter. Must be AAR, Box 929, Yuma, AZ 85364. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Immediate opening for a qualified news person to join an active full-time news staff in a beautiful New England small market. Must be able to gather write and produce all types of stories. Strong on air skills and interviewing a must. Send tape and resume to News Director, WMNB, Box 707, North Adams, MA 01247, EOE.

Kentucky—looking for young Play by Play announcer for sports minded station in small market. Call 606-246-5842.

News Director needed for 50,000 watt FM contemporary AM-FM Combo in South Carolina. Must have strong delivery and good writing to continue our tradition of news leadership. Will also handle public affairs, T & A to Bart Hawley Operations Mgr, WISI, Box 1450, Jackson, MI 49204, EOE.

Professional Newswoman to organize and staff top notch news department. Employed and happy in his or her job, but willing to move to new market and greater responsibility. Station tops in programming and sales. Class C FM stereo 24 hours 100,000 watt. 300 miles from Chicago. Resume, tapes, salary requirements to owner, But Schell, RO. Box 355, Lake Zurich, IL 60047.

Full time Radio News Person needed immediately. WTTW/WGTC has immediate opening for full time reporter/anchor. Applicant must have previous professional experience gathering, writing, editing, and reporting in a medium sized market. Strong delivery essential. Salary: negotiable depending on qualifications and experience. Send tape and resume to Charlotte Web, Administrative Assistant WTTW/WGTC, 535 South Walnut St, Bloomington, IN 47401. WTTW/WGTC is a division of Sarks Tarzan, Inc., an equal opportunity employer.

Sun Belt station with major news commitment seeking additional news personnel. Must be able to handle anchor and extensive reporting duties. Send tape and resume to: Wayne Willard, WJSW'TQR News, Winston-Salem, NC 27101. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sports-Sales-Announces, etc. Good voice, diction, reading, WMCR, Oneida, NY 13421.

An opportunity to join the news staff of the leading radio station in Georgia's second largest metropolitan area. Immediate opening for a general assignment reporter with strong voice and delivery. Outstanding opportunity for a capable and dependable journalist. If you have journalism background should rush tape, resume, writing samples and salary requirements to News Director, WBBG AM-FM, 206th Augusta, GA 30901. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Morning News Anchor with very strong and dynamic delivery for midwestern personality oriented FM. Three member department. Send tapes and resumes to: Kathy Waren, KARD, Box 333, Winchita, KS 67201 or call 316-265-5631.

Morning Anchor for dominant midwest radio news operation. Experience, benefits, growth. David Arendts, KLMS Radio, PO Box 81804, Lincoln, NE 68501, 402-489-3955, EEO.

WING/WJAL Radio needs assignment editor with at least 3 years experience. Must be able to handle anchor shift and reporting duties. Applicant must have above average reading and writing skills. Contact Art Barrett, WING/WJAL, 717 East David Road, Dayton, KY 45429, EOE.

Regional identity seeks individual for farm broadcast. Minimum six years experience, good production capabilities essential. Potential for personal growth excellent. Send resume and salary history Box E-24.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Looking for bright individual who can announce and handle clerical duties, including typing and logs efficiently and effectively. Immediate opening, insurance benefits. Box E-35.

Program Director—minimum 3 years experience as Director of contemporary MOR, or Top 40 medium to large market station. Creativity in promotion, public service, and community involvement key. Must have strong management, motivate, and develop highly talented and top rated air staff. Send resumes to Norm Schrull, Vice President and General Manager, WINNAM, Box 695 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, NY 14209. An EOE.

The show hosts—WINI, Norfolk, VA, wants to hear from you. We're looking for someone who knows how to be controversial and communicate. Prior experience a must. Send tape, resume, to: Doug Boynton, General Manager, WINI, 350-355, Norfolk, VA 23501. No phone calls. EOE MF.

Associate Producer (Jazz): 100 KW public radio station; select, produce and present Jazz programming, live and pre-recorded. Requires: Bachelor's degree, one year similar experience, knowledge of jazz music, 3rd class license, good on-air skills, $859.40 plus, depending upon experience. Send tape, resume and three references to Administrative Office, Louisville Free Public Library 4th & York Streets, Louisville, KY 40203. Deadline: May 30, 1980.

Radio Program Director for AM-FM radio station in the beautiful Napa Valley, California, one of country's top ten desirable places to live. Population 100,000 people. 45 minutes from San Francisco. Desire promotion orientation. Any one with a B.A. can do so well. Contact Tom Young, PO Box 2250, Napa, CA 94558, 707-252-1440.

Program opening at FM Top 40, AM Adult Contemporary Experience necessary Send tapes and resume to Bob Nowicki, WNDU AM-FM, Box 1618, South Bend, IN 46634.

Ready to go for it? Program Director for adult-formatted small-market FM. Very competitive 15-station market. If you've got organization and drive and can make a smooth operation even smoother, here's your chance. Start at $11,000+ with all fringe. Replies in strict confidence. EOE, MF Box E-9.

SITUATIONS WANTED

General Manager—an answer to this ad if you need a complete general manager. I'm a motivator, winn, leader. Excellent track record as general manager. Expertise sales, programming, promotion, business, budgeting, Wast relocation West Coast. Interested in equity opportunity. Medium & major market background. Need your station turned around, I'll do it. Box E-14.

Successful broadcast executive seeking "take charge" general managementhip. Employed, Extraordinary credentials include sales, programming, promotion, administration, heavy ascertainment, plus TV Detailed references, contacts to D-124.

General Manager. Lengthy experience with exceptional performance record in major and medium markets, AM & FM, various formats. Availability due to sale of station. Excellent administrator; strong sales management, plus all other qualifications for successful station management . . . with references to prove it. Carefully looking for long term association with quality organization. Box E-7.


Station Manager, 13 years experience, 3 years management, B.S., M.A. Prefer MOR and Fine Arts. East of Mississippi. Box E-8.

Profit by Winning. 21 years experience. During five years in current position. Bought billing from $150,000 to $2,000,000, produced a $500,000 cash flow turnaround and achieved No. 1 and No. 3 ratings on an AM-FM combination in a 30 station top-40 market. Proven experience in sales and marketing, program- ming, and sales engineering in medium and major markets. Stations now being sold. Available August for a new challenge. Box E-25.

Competent G.M. available for rural midAmerica. Automation and technical accounts a specialty. Ready to move now 303-377-2390.
Gen Mgr in search of new challenge with above average opportunity 17 years in management. Sought after and successful professional broadcaster. Aggressive sales motivator. Experience includes all markets all formats both AM & FM. Desire association with a growing and progressive company. Excellent credentials available. Box E-47.

SITUATIONS WANTED SALES

Attention: Major Market, Sun Belt or Allied Fields. Do you need a proven salesman? I am your man. B.S. degree. 3 years medium and fringe-major market experience. Write Box E-16.

SITUATIONS WANTED ANNOUNCERS

DJ, experienced, good board work, news and comment, follow index. Will relocate. Box D-69.

DJ, 4 years PD and MD experience, 3rd endorsed, heavy production, currently employed, ready to move up, will relocate. Aircheck, resume, Frank Cavaliere, 921 Oak St, Clayton, NY 84415, 505—37-8174.


Free to travel and work anywhere. First Ticket, Bachelors, Navy veteran and married. Announcer, audio or video engineer. EOE. Box D-199.

End your search here! 3 years PD/MO experience with commercial expertise capable production all shift news/sales available personally relocate caller 212—376-4664.

Excellent employe* Good pbp, sportscasts, sales contact Dan Magnotta, 314 W. 1st, Pratt KS 67124, 316—672-2468 anytime.


Lady announcer wants day shift and 16K+ working in or near the top 25 markets. Will relocate to major market if realistic to current employ. Resume and tape available. Box D-106.

7 years experience—MOR, Pennsylvania or East Coast. Box D-126.

Attention Florida country and contemporary. I will be gone for a month in the month of May 12th. Eight years experience, six as morning country jock. Availa-

ble for employment January 1, 1981 but looking at Florida offers now and will leave earlier if necessary. Call me now for a personal interview next week. T & R's available. Box D-102, 302—422-7575 work or 302—

422-3411 home.

Black female dedicated, talented, reliable, mature, 3rd generation. Call for tape and resume. Sharon Givens 312—276-6747 or 312—

787-3188.

Announce, full or part-time, R&B and soul format. Dennis Harmon, 2519 N. 15 St, Milwaukee, WI 53206, 414—264-8990.


Canadian with papers and talent must enter US by early June. 5 years experience, AOR soft-rock music programming experience. Worked Canada's top FM. Steve Moore, 1—519—631-3910.

16-year morning pro wants a New England home. Vast music knowledge and production expert. Box E-12.

SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL

Director of Engineering with large group operator seeking challenging with larger group or major market leader. Over 15 years hands-on engineering management. Experienced in AM, FM, DX's, some TV, high power and consulting including FCC applications. All formats from classical to hard rock. live and automated. Highest quality audio standards. Present earnings in excess of $35K. Box E-1.

One of the old style Chief Engineers who does things right is now available. Expert in design, building, and automation. Box E-42.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Medium market News Director seeks position at major market station with serious commitment to news. Dedicated professional. Eight years experience news and public affairs. Box D-146.

Award winning Assistant News Director in NE medium market with all-news experience seeks News Director at major market station with slots available or anchor job at a major market facility. Looking for station with strong news commitment. Box D-166.

Experienced pro seeks sportscasting/PPB position in top 150 market. Now doing college ball in medium market. 516—761-0037, Gary or Box E-27.

Helicopter Pilot/Reporter/Photographer/ Avia-


Midwest, prefer Wisconsin. Don't accept BS. My journalism BA and 16 mo. experience can do the job. Rich Vunza, 1207 E. Chicago, Valparaiso, IN 46383.

Science reporter/producer, winner of Peabody, Armstrong & CPB awards for science/environment in-

vestigative reporting. Experienced to work for all media, TV to print. Background diverse: BA in Biochemistry. PhD candidate in Immunology, media management, reporting & production. Box E-8.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Radio talk show host. Award winner top rating com-

municator in N.E. PR department. Excellent experience, extremely versatile. Relocation desired to survive south. Network or top ten markets preferred, but all offers considered. Box E-38.

Operations Manager: If your AM is losing money or your not where you should be in the billing depart-

ment, let me show you my money making solutions on how your station can increase in revenue. Presently with successful combo, FM has ratings AM uses MSPTC, all good and bring the station past its financial expecta-

tions. Knowledge of FCC rules and regulations, excellent references, reputable trading partner. Box E-125.

Program Director—No hype ... just a good solid radio man confident of what I can do. Colorado now. I'd like to stay in the west. Wayne Smith 303—633-8229.

Program Director, Station sales makes available PD J.O. Solid experience includes motivation, budgeting, promotions, community service, sales, Arbitron No. 1, engineering, A.A., dedication. Box E-19.

Working small market sports director seeking similar position or program directorship. BA, four years in business. Suburban West or Wisconsin. Play- by-play former news director, 1 year sales. WIEE seeking nursing program. Call Ken 1—715—732-1304.

TELEVISION

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Program Manager—CBS affiliate in top 100 market; must have solid production credentials, syndicated and local programing, and management background. EEO. Send resume to: John P. Irvin, General Manager, WANE-TV, PO Box 1515, Fort Wayne, IN 46801.

Local Sales Manager—WJAB-TV, a Gaylord Broad-

casting Company, has immediate late opening for an aggressive sales manager in Cleveland the 8th ranked market. Send complete resume to: GSM, WJAB-TV, 8443 Day Drive, Cleveland, OH 44129. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Community relations director—Supervises growing department including membership, underwriting, promotion and advertising, volunteer activities, and program guide. At least 3 years experience. EEO. Box E-123.

HELP WANTED SALES

Looking for a self-starter, able to learn fast, work independently, and include phone. Call Don Locke, GSM WINK-TV, Ft. Myers, FL 813—334-1131. Equal Opportu-

nity Employer.

Account Executive—To take over established local TV sales list. Must be conscientious, aggressive, and produce consistently. Must have 1 year related experience. TV or radio sales preferred.) Contact Lou Froeb. Personnel Director. WTHI-TV Terre Haute, IN 812—232-9481.

Account Executive: Two years of TV sales ex-

perience required to fill position. Excellent track record! Associated with a network affiliate in a single station Midwestern market. EOE. Send resume and income requirements to Box E-41.

Account Executive. Dominant Northeast VHF affili-

ate station in Top 50 market seeks experienced Equal Opportu-

nity Employer. Send resume to Box C-271.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Come west to high Sierra's overlooking Lake Tahoe. Rugged individual with 5 years experience needed as TV transmitter supervisor. Contact Director Engineering, Donny Media Group, PO Box 550, Las Vegas, NV 89145. Phone 702—385-4241 extension 355. An EOE.


Maintenance Engineer—two public television sta-

tions in Dayton, Ohio. Background in transmitter/ studio maintenance. Must have 2-4 years experience in state-of-the-art technical background. Stations offer an excellent benefit program. Apply to WPTDTV, 3440 Office Park Drive, Dayton, OH 45439. An equal opportunity employer.

Air switchers, 8-4, and 4:00 to sign off. First phone. Experience and dependability necessary 3/4” 16mm, 35mm. Production experience helpful. Write with full details/requirements WSVI-TV PO Box 6 ABC. Christiansen, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands 00869.

Southwest VHF—Excellent experienced maintenance engineers. Competitive salaries, advancement opportun-

ity. Full benefits including profit sharing. We are pre-

sently building new studio facilities, construction complete in Fall 1980. We are 3 hours from the beach and the mountains. Get in on an expanding state-of-

the-art operation. Send resume to PO Box 367 or Danny Brown at WIS-TV, BPO—799-1010. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Engineering Supervisor for Midwest AM/FM/TV.

Must have experience in state of the art audio systems, directional antennas and UHF Box D-73.

Maintenance Supervisor, Univ TV production studio doing ITV and PTV broadcast programs. 1st Class license, 3 yrs. maintenance experience, 1 year supervision experience required. Apply by April 25 with two references to—Donald N. Lehmert, The Uni-

versity of Akron, 225 S. Forge St, Akron, OH 44325.

TV Engineer: Operating and maintenance VHF Transmitter facility. Send resume to: Don Smith, Chief Engineer. WREDF-TV. Drawer 1212, Augusta, GA 30903. EOE.
HELP WANTED TECHNICAL
CONTINUED

We need help fast in the ENG portion of our station. If you can repair and maintain 3/4 inch Sony and ECS editors call the news director at 512-476-7777. Top pay for the right person. EOE.

Maintenance Engineer—Excellent opportunity at network-affiliated WDVM-TV, Amherst Type C1; Vital switching, color, radar full ENG, Sony BVM, TK769. Must be very good maintenance engineer with good work habits. Send resume, including salary requirements, to Box E-28.

KOLO Television, Reno, Nevada has immediate opportunity for maintenance engineer. Must have FCC first class license and experience in three quarter inch videotape and three tube cameras. Contact Director of Engineering, KOLO Television, POB 550, Las Vegas, NV 89101 or phone 702-385-4241 extension 395. EOE employer.

Chief Engineer for medium market: Radio-TV combination in New York State. Excellent opportunity for responsible person with expanding group. EOE. Call Mr. Steele, 607—739-3636.

Maintenance Technician. Minimum 2 years of maintenance experience. First phone and state of the art technical background required. Send resume and salary requirements to Ken High, KAMR-TV, Box 751, Amarillo, TX 79189, 806—363-3321. An EOE.

TV stations: Director of Engineering needs Chief Engineer to direct our broadcast major market television production company. Only those with strong background in Broadcasting/Management need apply. Salary around $24,000. EOE. M/F Send resumes to Box E-26.

Master Control Operator who will handle the on-air switching, logging and remote control of transmitter. Requires First Phone and experience with TV equipment. Excellent benefits. Salary 34.625/hour. Send resume to Personnel, WITE-TV, Box 2, Hershey, PA 17033.

HELP WANTED NEWS
Reporter:medium market, Southeast, aggressive, innovative, top-rated news operation. If you’ve got credentials and can put together top reporting packages in a variety of situations you might fit on our team. Send us complete information about your background and experience. EOE. Address replies to Box D-148.

Southeastern station seeking aggressive, organized, excited newsmaker with strong leadership and management skills. State income expected. Reply to Box D-126.

News Reporter: to handle TV general assignments, some radio and the possibility of weekend anchor. Must be experienced, college helpful. We are looking for a self starter for this at-ENG station. Send resume and audition tape to: Charles Dodds, News Director, WSBT-TV, 300 West Jefferson Blvd, South Bend, IN 46601. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Experience, innovative, creative producer to help lead a news department with a strong staff and equipment ranging from color to live ENG EOE. Box D-194.

Top rated ABC affiliate in small Midwest market looking for aggressive general assignment reporter. Will consider applicants with strong radio background. EOE. Box D-187.

Meteorologist, experience preferred, upper mid-west market seeking an aggressive newscaster. Apply and salary requirements to News Director, WISC-TV, 4801 West Beltline Hwy Madison, WI 53711, EOE.

News Photographer/Film Editor—Immediate opening for two positions in 21st market. Two years film editing experience—producing helpful—salary negotiable. Contact Fred Hobbs, KGTV TV, 550 Lincoln St., Denver CO 80203, 303—832-2222.

TV News Photographer: ... Someone who knows good video and knows how to work with VCR, live ENG and film at a station that believes its news is only as good as its video, and who knows the real worth of a good photographer. Medium market television station EOE. Box D-193.

Top fifty eastern market network affiliate seeking producer for early and late newscasts. Also seeking experienced reporter and an experienced photojournalist. EOE. Box D-190.

WANTED: Anchor—outstanding person as anchor for 6 & 10pm newscasts at small to medium size Southeast station for an exciting opportunity in the commercial television experience in either news reporting, producing, co-anchoring, weekend anchoring, or any combination thereof. Experience and education Equal opportunity employer. Send complete specific resume including any salary requirements to Box D-168.

Executive Producer. Large midwest network affiliate seeking experienced producer and news administration. Interested candidate in all ENG in newsroom. Must demonstrate sound news judgment, good track record, creative production techniques and ability to manage large staff. Smaller market; news director considered. Not for beginners. EOE. Box D-102.

Managing Editor—will supervise day-to-day operations of department. Looking for strong assignment editor with managerial skills. Strong ABC affiliate in 52nd market. Send your letter and resume to: Henry Unck, Director of Operations, WJRT-TV, 2302 Lapeer Road, Flint, MI 48503. EOE/MF

News Director: Management seeks aggressive News Director to organize and supervise an eleven member News Department. Editorial judgement and interest in Public Affairs a must; should have strong background in engineering and management. Knowledge of ENG production essential. E.O.E. Send resume to Kent Steele, Operations Manager, KOTV, PO Box 247, St. Joseph, MO 64506.

News/Sports Combo position. Experienced general reporter who knows outdoors, can deliver exciting, good looking casts daily. Salary and benefits negotiable. Should have knowledge of PB for backup on sister radio station. VTR, resume, salary history to C. Douglas. News Director, WKZO TV, 580 West Maple Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49008. An equal opportunity employer.

Business Reporter: Milwaukee’s top-rated news station is looking for an equally top-notch business and economics reporter. Can you relate facts and figures to people’s lives? Can you interpret government and business projections and reports? Prior reporting experience a must. Will consider business PR persons with news backgrounds. Send resume—no phone calls please. Jill Gillet, News Director, WITI-TV, 901 Wisconsin Ave, Bay Road, Milwaukee, WI 53209. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

WIS TV is still looking for a sports director. We cover the Milwaukee Brewers, Green Bay Packers & Claytor Tigers, as well as top pro events such as the Masters & Darlington 500. If you are currently a sports director or have similar responsibilities, please write and tell us about your experience, send a resume, recent tape and salary requirements to Gary Anderson, N.D., WIS TV, PO Box 367, Columbia, SC 29220. An EOE.

Experience necessary for this job as newscast director. You must be able to show background as a person with 5 years experience with newscast not only during the program but in working with news department in providing production values that keep the newslookig good. We’re in the top 40 markets, not affiliated network. Send resume, including salary requirements to Box D-168.

News Coordinator: Position available in the Office of Communications Services at Indiana State University. Candidates should possess the reporting and writing skills necessary to create features for use by both television and radio stations. Indiana State University and Indiana University have a cooperative program to allow the student to receive a college degree at Indiana University, while working for Indiana University and earning fringe benefits. Send resume to: Dr. Robert Thompson, Director of University Relations, Room 102, Alumni Center, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, IN 47809.

News/ENG Photographer—South Florida’s number one news station needs two camerapersons with a minimum of two years experience. All resumes and tapes should be mailed to: Nancy Palmet, News Operations Manager, WFTV, 3900 Biscayne Blvd, Miami, FL 33137. EOE/MF.

Northwest group owner is updating files in all areas of news. Current opening exists in reporter-anchor position. This position requires minimum of two years television production experience. Must be familiar with all aspects of television, VT field production, VT editing and the ability to handle a heavy work load. If you qualify send a complete resume, VT and EOG requirements to Charles R Bradley C/O WPVI-TV, TV, 410 City Line Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19131. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Television Production Manager: With proven management experience, technical knowledge, and production background to administrate Production Department. Includes Studio and Remote Production Engineering, Floor Crew, Graphic Arts, Scene Design, and Construction Manager. Salary range S14,000 to $24,000, EOE. Address replies to: Larry W Ocket, Vice-President for Engineering, WTTW Channel 11, 5400 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, IL 60625. An equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

Specialist (Producer/Director-Writer) for TV and other AV presentations for University media operation. B.A. required, M.A. desirable. Seek a person who can develop new program ideas with faculty members and staff. Extensive production experience in college production processes with at least three years similar experience in an active media operation. Approximate starting salary S18,000-S17,000. Send resume and salary requirements to: Director of Media Services, University Communication, 12309 South 54th East Ave., June 1, 1980 to TV Services, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, PO Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201. Equal Employment Opportunity (M/F). Affirmative Action Employer.

Art Director: Looking for strong, creative individual to assume responsibility of medium television art department. Successful candidate will be versatile in newsletter layout, logo design, television graphics, brochure design, video and photography, and other design related projects. Knowledge of Pos One and Compucat S400 a must. Should be able to budget and work within $5000 per month. Send resume and salary requirements along with two photo reels of work to: Production Manager, WOTL-TV, Post Office Box 715, Toledo, OH 43695. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Northwest group owner is updating files in all areas of production and management. Qualified directors, cinematographers, studio personnel, engineer field production specialists, production assistants etc. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Minority and women applicants encouraged. Send resume to Box D-177.


Producer needed for major market morning talk show. Must have four to five years studio/field production experience, ability to motivate staff and strong administrative skills. Send resume to Beaven, PV, Executive Producer, WVDM-TV, 4001 Brandywine Street, NW, Washington, DC 20016 (No phone calls, please). Equal Opportunity Employer.
HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS CONTINUED

Production/Programming Director: Group-owned northwest station has immediate opening for person with required leadership and creative skills to jointly manage production and promotion department. Ability to train personnel in all phases of studio, field production, and editing is essential. Equal opportunity employer. Send your resume to: Box E-21.

Magazine Program for Catholic Church seeking someone with solid production skills and field experience for national production. Travel a must. M. Dolb开头的75 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brighton, MA 02135.

Producer-Director, South Carolina Educational Television Network is seeking creative, motivated individual with demonstrated skills in all forms of high quality television production. Position available immediately. Salary range: $15,261-21,659 plus liberal benefits. Send resume and sample of work to: S.C. ETV Network Personnel Dept., PO Drawer L, 2712 Millwood Ave., Columbia, SC 29620. An equal opportunity employer.

Assistant Promotion Manager—Are you a promotion manager in a small market or a number two person in a medium market? Are you looking for top creative person in a top 25 market? An aggressive Midwest CBS affiliate seeks a creative assistant manager able to take the station's radio and print promotion department from conception to completion. Desire a well-rounded promotion person with an equally well-rounded broadcast promotion background. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to: Tim Millet, WISH-TV promotion manager, PO Box 7088, Indianapolis, IN 46207.

SITUATION WANTED MANAGEMENT


General Manager with outstanding credentials! Television—26 years; Radio—10 years; Broadcasting—35 years, including management 20+ years. Now 49. Thoroughly experienced all aspects: ownership, administration, sales, programming, film, buying, news, promotion, community-involvement, etc. In markets small, medium and large, overcame overwhelming obstacles, achieved revolutionization/rapid turnaround, produced spectacular sales and profits, plus prestige, very competitive! Quality leader in industry. Accustomed to full responsibility. Produces outstanding ratings, sales, profits and prestige at accelerated pace, which astounds competitors and delights stockholders! Weekend interviews. Box E-17.

SITUATIONS WANTED SALES


SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL


SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Sports Director/Sportscaster. Talented professional seeks new challenge in productive operation. Currently holds similar position in medium Midwest market but willing to relocate. Creative, personable, experienced and energetic, impressive track record. Tape shows versatility. Box D-58.

Weathercaster position wanted, fulltime. Age 28. Will serve for other stations duties in small market area for first break. 1 1/2 years radio experience in weathercasting. Can interpret radar and NWS materials. Have local weather bureau and television meteorologist as references. For resume and video tape reply Box D-116.

Law Reporter. Award winning journalist with law degree, four years experience seeks challenge in newswroom dedicated to quality coverage of legal beat. Serious inquiries only. Jon Duncan, 918 W. Roscoe, Chicago 60657.

I am what you have been looking for. Anchor-reporter with small and medium market experience, looking for career move. Call 209-651-8522. Best time to call is mornings and evenings.

Male TV/Radio sportscaster and female writer/reporter seek opportunity in same city not necessarily same employer. Box 216-793-6114.

Award-winning investigative producer looking for similar job in top 35 markets. Also interested in Investigative Reporter or Assistant News Director position. Only competitive stations need apply. Box E-44.

I am a 26 year old Sony executive who fills-in part time doing sportscasts at a major market station. I seek a full time position with a station, regardless of market size, that employs people who are positive, confident and enthusiastic. I was the 1975 National Amateur Golden Glove Boxing Champion. I am caucasian, have a college degree and know n.p. Sherry 707-594-9481.

Black Female Reporter. Enthusiastic personality shows on the screen more than two year's reporting experience. Presently in top 25 market. Looking for medium or major mover. Box E-36.


Newswriter with six years experience in New York and San Francisco is ready to join your staff. Bob Goodman, 955 Hyde Street, San Francisco, CA 94109, 415-771-9757.

Looking for No. 2 spot in competitive medium or large market news department. 1 1/2 year's experience in all phases of television news. Box E-46.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Videotape editor with strong production background and 2 1/2 years experience with CMX 340K (on-line/edit-line) on national production at major production facility seeks position with production company. Box D-15.

CABLE

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Cablecasting Manager. To manage 35 member staff of News Team. Production, Commercial Sales, and Local Origination facility for award-winning Cable TV system on tropical island of Guam, ideal advancement opportunity for an experienced Cablecasting or TV manager with strong administrative skills ready to move up into a first-rate 18,000 subscriber Cable TV operation. Salary open. Send resume to Lee Holmes, President, Guam Cable TV, 530 W. O'Brien Drive, Agana, Guam 96910, 671-477-7304.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

News Director, tropical island Cable TV ENG with daily satellite news and programming capability. Some anchoring. Send tape and resume to Lee Holmes, Guam Cable TV, 530 W. O'Brien Drive, Agana, Guam, 96910.

ALLIED FIELDS

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

California Public Broadcasting Commission Chief Administrative Officer, Requirements: extensive experience in public broadcasting, knowledge of legislative process and public administration. Current salary range $29,658-$31,298. Must possess a minimum of a Master's degree. Edward L. McCain, Jr., President, Eastern Junior College, Modesto, CA 95350. Minority women are urged to apply.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

Position open—Expanding broadcast journalism program needs instructor or assistant professor. Minimum requirements: M.A. degree plus professional and teaching experience in journalism. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Contact Dean, Hall School of Journalism, Tety State University, Troy Al, 36081. Deadline for applications is July 30.

Graduate Assistantships, Work in Radio News, TV Production, ENG, seeking masters degree in Journalism. Must have undergraduate degree and broadcasting experience. Write Graduate Director, College of Journalism, University of Southern California, Columbia, SC 29202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

University level teaching position. Teaching experience and doctorate desired; professional experience in commercial audio recording and television production. Applicants are expected to be prepared to supervise Master's theses and to teach at the graduate level. Responsibility/teaching load: teaching at least at all levels of broadcast and mass communication, audio, radio production, announcing, and at least one of the following: Analysis of the Popular Arts; Radio Writing, Mass Media Writing, Introduction to Graduate Study or Introduction to Broadcast Research. Appointment of a qualified person is for a full academic year, starting August 26, 1980. Deadline for completed applications is April 1, 1980. Send resume and references to: Mr. C. R. Anderson, Acting Chair, Broadcast Communication Arts Dept., San Francisco State University, 1600 Holloway, San Francisco, CA 94132. San Francisco State University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Broadcasting and Journalism Instructor: Small New England liberal arts college in surburban Boston. Beginning Fall 1980. Teach courses advise newspaper and magazine internships. Salary in the $10,000-12,000 range. Send letters of reference, resume to: School, 107 Blue Hill Avenue, Milton, MA 02186, EEO/A.

The George Foster Peabody Broadcast Management Fellowship of $3,000 for 1980-81 will be awarded by the Henry W Grady School of Journalism and Mass Communications of Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. The fellowship will engage in study leading to the M.A. degree and should be interested in advanced training in the management of broadcasting enterprises. Assistantships may also be available. For more information and application materials, write: Coordinator of Graduate Studies, School of Journalism and Mass Communications, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30322, or phone 404-542-4466.

Mass Communications Instructor: Hartford Community College has a 12 month, full-time, tenured-track faculty opening for an Instructor of Mass Communications for AA Degree and Certificate Programs. A degree in Mass Communications or related field is required. Combination of 3 to 5 years of teaching and/or professional experience preferred. The position is open and will require the faculty member's involvement in recruiting, advising, and co-op placements; management of College's FM radio station including work with Cable TV Program. Includes both day and evening instruction. Starting date is July 1, 1980; beginning salary maximum is $17,000 depending on experience and background. Send letter of application, resume, and name of three references by May 16, 1980 to Edward Kuhl, Director of Personnel, Hartford Community College, 401 Throckmorton Road, Bel Air, Maryland 21014. An equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Wanting 250, 500, 1,000 and 5,000 watt AM FM transmitters. Guaranteed Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Inman Avenue, Lakeport, CA 95453.

Instant Cash For TV Equipment: Urgently need transmitters, antennas, towers, cameras, VTRs, color studio equipment, Call toll free 800-241-7878. Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corporation (in Georgia call 404-917-7971).

WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

CONTINUED

700 to 1000 ft tower capable of 12 FM Beys either standing or on ground. Clarence Jones. 933-492-7613.

Wanted 5 Kw FM Transmitter. Box E-39.

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT


Spring Clearance Sale! Many items drastically reduced.

Color Weather radar—RCA AVO 10, color set on air now, $15,000.

RCA TT-2CH VHF Transmitter—All spares, good condition, $17,000.

RCA TT-50AH VHF Transmitter—Excellent, many spares, Ch. 11, $12,000.

Ampex TA55B UHF Transmitter—55kw, good condition, ea., $120,000.

CVS 5048 Time Base Corrector—Recently reconditioned, $6,000.

GE PE-400 Color Cameras—Pedestals, racks, like new, ea., $10,000.

GE PE-350 Color Cameras—All accessories, good condition, ea., $5,000.

GE PE-240 Film Camera—Automatic gain & blanking, $8,000.

Cassette YBE 741 Switcher—12 input, chroma key, $4,000.

IVC 500 Color Camera—Lens, cables, encoder, $4,000.

RCA TK-27A Film Camera—Good condition, TP 15, available, $12,000.

RCA 1800 Film Projectors—New factory carlsons. TV shutter, ea., $500.

Eastman 250 Projectors—Recently removed from service, ea., $2,000.

Eastman CT-500 Projectors—Optical and mag sound, ea., $7,000.

RCA TP-6 Projectors—Reverse, good condition, ea., $1,000.

RCA TVM-1 Microwave—7 ghz, audio channel, $1,000.

RCA TR-22 VTR—RCA Hi-band. DOC, one with edit., $218,000.

RCA TR-4 VTR—Hi-Band. velcomp, editor, $12,000.

Ampex 1200A VTR's—Amtec, color set, West Coast location, each, $24,000.

IVC 980C VTR's—Portable model, working good, ea., $4,000.

Norelco PC-70 Color Camera—16x 1 200mm lens, 2 available, ea., $18,000.

Norelco PCP-70 Color Camera—Portable or studio use, $4,000.

Norelco PC-80 Color Camera—Updated to PC-70, new tubes, $8,000.

30 Brand of New Equipment—Special Prices. We will buy your used TV equipment. To buy or sell, call Toll Free 800-241-7878. Bill Quality Media Corporation in GA call 404-324-1271.


1 KW AM Continental 314-D, all new tubes, s.s. rectifiers, excellent condition. M. Cooper 215—378-6585.

Ikegami HL77A. Excellent condition. best offer: Ms. Lyon or Ms. Moss 301—896-0512.


CEI 310 w/Angenieux 15:1 Lens (9.5m-143m F1.8). $25,000 firm. Phipps Productions 918—655-1980.


For sale: Harris system 90 automation equipment with two NTI "go carts", logging and full encoder, less than one year old. Call George Langan 217—789-0880.

FOR SALE FM antenna. Circular polarized 10 bay Harris FM 510 10 preset tuned to 92.5 MHz. $7,500.

FOX Greenville, SC. Contact John Davenport, WESC Radio, 803—242-4960.

Four Series 750 UTC reel-to-reel reproducers. Best offer over $25,000. Call 301—228-4800.


COMEDY

Free sample of radio's most popular humor service! OLINERS. 1448-C West San Bruno, Fresno, CA 93711.

Guaranteed Funnier! Hundreds of renews! Freebie! Contemporary Comedy, 5804-B Twinnglas, Dallas, TX 75227.

Jock Shots! Fantastic, low-cost audio effects for sharp jocks. Free demo disc: LA Air Force, Box 944-B. Long Beach, CA 90801.

"Comic Relief!" Just for laughs. Bi-weekly Free sample. Whistle Creative Services, 20016 Elkhart, Detroit, MI 48225.

MISCELLANEOUS

Artist Bio Information, daily calendar, more! Total personality bi-weekly service. Write (on letterhead) for sample: Galaxy Box 20093-B, Long Beach, CA 90801. 213—438-0508.

Prizes! Prizes! Prizes! National brands for promotions, contests, programing. No barter or trade—better! For fantastic deal, write or phone: Television & Radio Features, Inc., 186 E Superior St., Chicago, IL 60611, call collect 312—944-3700.

Do you have a client who needs a jingle? The ideacassette makes it easy. Call or write for demo. PMW, Inc., Box 947, Bryan Maw, PA 19010. 215—526-8873.

Air check cassette critiqued by professional—915, Airwaves, 741, Syracusa, CA 95150.

DJs: Commercial copy, humorous drop-ins, $200. Lash-Tek. Box 56, Cape Coral, FL.


RADIO PROGRAMMING

Radio and TV Bingo. Serving over 1,000 stations. oldest promotion in the industry World Wide Bingo—PO. Box 2311, Littleton, CO 80160. 303—795-3288.

INSTRUCTION

Free booklets on job assistance. 1st Class FCC license and DJ-Newcastler training. A.T.S. 152 W. 42nd St. N.Y. Phone 212—221-3700. Vets benefits.


REI teaches electronics for the FCC first class license. Over 90% of our students pass their exams. Classes begin May 6 and June 17. Student rooms at the school; 61 N. Pineapple Ave., Sarasota, FL 34277. 813—955-6922.


OPERATIONS MANAGER, WSYR AM/FM

Expansion, right-hand position. Solid opportunity for qualified broadcaster with hands-on experience and strong administrative skills. Sales exp. desirable. AM is full service market leader: FM superstars AOR. Send detailed resume, production/air tape if applicable. Hugh Barr, Manager, WSYR, 1030 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GENERAL MANAGER

Major FM facility, WTPA, Harrisburg, Newhouse Broadcasting. Newly formed position result of sale of TV Station. Solid sales background, program awareness, strong community sense. Send full resume, salary requirements to Hugh Barr, WSYR, 1030 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203. Newhouse Broadcasting is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

GENERAL MANAGER


Help Wanted Announcers

WFWM "Rockin' Easy" and serving Pittsburgh, PA is looking for that right person to be a morning host for a highly successful morning magazine format. Our station has become highly competitive in this 13th market and if you’re a pro and feel you can handle the challenge, forward a tape and resume to: Dennis Eiko, WFWM Radio, 1333 Bradford Ave, Braddock, PA 15104.

EXPANSION

of our Texas Radio group requires new air & sales talent. Good weather, salary, hospitalization, retirement. Reply in confidence to Box E-3.
COME TO BEAUTIFUL CAPE COD
Market leader with heavy news commitment seeks seasoned veteran for anchor investigative reporter duties. Good salary, excellent career opportunity with growing regional group. Tape, resume and salary requirements to News Director, WOCL, Box 866, West Yarmouth, MA 02673.

Super opportunity
to join the Number One News team in Central N.Y. as News Director for WIBX, 5,000 watt full time CBS Affiliate, Central New York’s most respected news station. You’ll be paid handsomely for this position but you’ve got to be able to deliver. Send complete resume with air tape to William R. Williamson, G.M., WIBX, Box 950, Utica, N.Y. 13503. WIBX is an affirmative action employer. EOE. M/F.

Ralph Williamson, G.M.
WIBX

Help Wanted News

PROFIT BY WINNING
Billings up 1300%, cash flow turnaround in excess of one-half million, ratings from nil to No. 1 in 5 years in a top 40 market. If you have a general management position at a significant station

GROUP MANAGER
I can provide the controls, motivation, and leadership to move your group into the 80’s. Proven skills in management, sales, programming-promotion will provide the spark for your group. Experience in all phases of operation. Excellent references. Let me help motivate your management staff to set and reach higher goals. Box E-43.

WANTED
Top talk show host who is committed to: Total community involvement; enterprising-entertaining shows; vibrant one-on-one communicator. Must have successful track record. Approximately 5 years major market experience. Send resume and tape to: Joe Holstead, WFXA, Radio, Communications Center, Dallas, Texas 75202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

General Manager
22 years broadcast experience as manager, sales manager, programming, news and sports. Strong on training personnel and promoting team effort to produce results. Believe in being active in the community and being a leader. Best profits and best ratings in the market are the objectives. AM/FM or TV or both. Box D-179.

GENERAL MANAGER

HELP WANTED PRODUCING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Top 10 Market FM/AM
We are adult contemporary stations with great staff and facilities. We need an organized, disciplined motivator who can take charge and continue to build our stations to greater heights in the 18-34 demo. We offer an excellent compensation package and a great future with an outstanding communications company. Reply in confidence to Box E-13.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXPERIENCED PLAY-BY-PLAY MAN
seeks college or professional play-by-play job for the fall in a medium to major market. Box E-11.

Situations Wanted News

HELP WANTED NEWS

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

MARKETING ASSOCIATES
6 Pacific Avenue
Piedmont, CA 94611 (415) 547-4234

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

OWN PART OF THE ACTION
and become sales manager of a midwestern FM about to make it big. Buy in and make it happen. Unlimited opportunity for a self-starter and motivator. Send track record and salary goals to Box E-5.

LOCAL SALES MANAGER
WUAB-TV, a Gaylord Broadcasting Company station, has immediate opening for an aggressive local sales manager in Cleveland the 8th ranked market. Send complete resume to:
GSM
WUAB-TV
8443 Day Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44129
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

PROFIT BY WINNING
Billings up 1300%, cash flow turnaround in excess of one-half million, ratings from nil to No. 1 in 5 years in a top 40 market. If you have a general management position at a significant station in a medium or major market, write Box E-23.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

TELEVISION

Help Wanted Management

OWN PART OF THE ACTION
and become sales manager of a midwestern FM about to make it big. Buy in and make it happen. Unlimited opportunity for a self-starter and motivator. Send track record and salary goals to Box E-5.

Local Sales Manager
WUAB-TV, a Gaylord Broadcasting Company station, has immediate opening for an aggressive local sales manager in Cleveland the 8th ranked market. Send complete resume to:
GSM
WUAB-TV
8443 Day Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44129
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

PROFIT BY WINNING
Billings up 1300%, cash flow turnaround in excess of one-half million, ratings from nil to No. 1 in 5 years in a top 40 market. If you have a general management position at a significant station in a medium or major market, write Box E-23.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

TELEVISION

Help Wanted Management

OWN PART OF THE ACTION
and become sales manager of a midwestern FM about to make it big. Buy in and make it happen. Unlimited opportunity for a self-starter and motivator. Send track record and salary goals to Box E-5.

Local Sales Manager
WUAB-TV, a Gaylord Broadcasting Company station, has immediate opening for an aggressive local sales manager in Cleveland the 8th ranked market. Send complete resume to:
GSM
WUAB-TV
8443 Day Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44129
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTIONS, OTHERS

PROFIT BY WINNING
Billings up 1300%, cash flow turnaround in excess of one-half million, ratings from nil to No. 1 in 5 years in a top 40 market. If you have a general management position at a significant station in a medium or major market, write Box E-23.
Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others Continued

**PM Magazine**

Talent, producing and technical positions are now available for full premiere of PM Magazine. Prefer previous on air and production experience. Send resume, tape (if available) and salary requirements to: Operations Manager, WIS-TV, PO Box 367, Columbia, SC 29202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Producer and co-hosts for PM Magazine premiering in Sept. on no. 1 station in the market. On-air and production experience preferred. Send resume to Marijane Landis, WGAL-TV, P.O. Box 7127, Lancaster, PA 17604. No phone calls please.

An equal opportunity employer.

**WGAL-TV Channel 8**

A Pulitzer Broadcast Station
Lancaster, Pa.

**Help Wanted News**

**MANAGING EDITOR**

An experienced pro to supervise the content and conceptual flow of our newscasts. Must be someone with news management background as either assignment editor, executive producer or major newscast producer. Write—don’t call: Bill Applegate, News Director, KPIX-TV, 855 Battery Street, SF CA 94111, E.O.E.

**Help Wanted News Continued**

**METEOROLOGIST/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER**

Top 25 market station searching for Meteorologist/Environmental Reporter who can communicate. We have it all including live helicopter & 2 live mobile units. Please send resume to Box D-125, An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer, M/F.

**EARTH STATION CONSULTANT**

Applications are invited for technical consultant services developing specifications for the procurement and/or construction of a fixed and/or transportable transmit earth station.

A state appropriation now available provides for the interconnection of Indiana's seven public television stations and two potential new stations by a satellite uplink system. Interested telecommunications experts should apply by June 12, 1980 to:

Mr. Frank Meek
Indiana Public Broadcasting Society, Inc.
1440 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(Telephone: 317/261-0500)

**Help Wanted Technical Continued**

**TV Maintenance Engineer**

Major West Coast Quality Independent Station. Degree. Four years TV Maintenance, TV & Digital Experience Preferred.

KTVU Television
1 Jack London Sq.
Oakland, CA 94607
(415) 834-2000 Ext. 247

Equal Opportunity Employer
Help Wanted Technical

**AUDIO-VIDEO SYSTEMS ENGINEER**

Position involves designing, creating and planning engineering installations for television and associated technical equipment and facilities for use in network and local station broadcasting operations. Requires BSEE or equivalent experience, knowledge of state-of-the-art broadcasting techniques and equipment, plus background in engineering supervision preferred in manager position.

Interested candidates please send resume in confidence to:

Theo Jones
4151 Prospect Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90027

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Situations Wanted Management

**General Manager**
Station Manager television
Extremely strong programming background incl No. 1 market. Currently employed with group procrastinating on expansion. Excellent track record. Top references. Box D-114.

Situations Wanted Programming, Production, Others

**PM MAGAZINE HOSTS**
Currently working at a pioneering Evening/PM Magazine station. M/F team offers production experience, writing skills, dynamic on-air presence. Available now. Box E-33.

Situations Wanted News

**TV SPORTS BUILDER**
Will build strong TV sports department as non-air sports director.
20 years experience and dedication in all phases of local TV station sports.
Success built on hustle, organization and discipline. Currently on-air. Box E-4.

Broadcasting May 6, 1980
Grass Valley Group Careers

Excellent career opportunities are immediately available with the Grass Valley Group for talented people with television industry experience in these areas:

Field Service Engineers
These challenging positions combine chances for U.S. travel plus marketing and engineering career opportunities. Individuals with experience designing and/or maintaining television broadcast systems are required to provide after-sales support for our wide variety of complex systems.

Project Engineer
This excellent growth opportunity requires an individual with video project experience plus BSEE or equivalent, to assume responsibility for challenging research and development projects.

Field Sales
This key position requires someone with an excellent technical background in broadcasting. Preference will be given to people with proven sales experience. Excellent company benefits plus sales and commission program are available to the successful candidate.

The Grass Valley Group offers a state-of-the-art technical environment in a serene rural setting. We are located at the foothills of California’s Sierra Nevada mountains, where you’ll find a relaxed lifestyle and abundant recreational activities.

Interested and qualified candidates are invited to send a resume in confidence to Sylvia Smith, The Grass Valley Group, Inc., P.O. Box 114, Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

Grass Valley Group
A Tektronix Company

Help Wanted Technical Continued

SHINE
At TPC the stars behind the camera count as much as those in front. So, we have a constellation of creative technical talent whose business it is to make everything just a little brighter.

If your engineering talent shines very brightly in—
- Computer video tape editing
  (HVS EPIC)
- On location video
  (RCA TK-76)
- Electronic Film Color Correction
  (Rank Cintel Flying Spot)

We invite you to reflect on TPC’s new Production Plaza.
Outside, you’re greeted by trees, birds, and lots of stars at twilight. Inside, you’ll work with some of the nicest and most knowledgeable production engineers around—most anywhere.

We think they’re the real stars. So, if you’re a shining star shoot your reel to:

Bruce Graham, Manager of Technical Operations
TPC Communications, Inc.
Production Plaza, Sewickley, PA 15143

SYNDICATION SALES EXECUTIVE

BBI Communications, Inc., which produces, markets and sells television programs, seeks an experienced sales executive. This individual must have experience selling programs to stations at the top executive level. This person must have the ability to face and answer challenges in selling and servicing unique, innovative television programs.

This position is immediately available. If qualified and interested, please send resume to Jack Duffield, VP/Sales, BBI Communications, Inc., 420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2853, New York, N.Y. 10017.

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND BROADCASTING

College of Arts and Architecture
The Pennsylvania State University is seeking an Assistant to the Dean for Public Relations and Broadcasting. Position is responsible for overall promotion, media, public relation and television activities of the College of Arts and Architecture and University Art Services. Supervise the writing of articles and production of photographs for promotion; work with Division of Broadcasting Services on television development and production; work with Alumni Association to develop Arts Alumni Society and serve as supervising editor of the Alumni newsletter Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in journalism, radio-television or related field plus three to five years effective experience in public media programming or related area is required. Send letter of application and salary requirements to: Employment Division, The Pennsylvania State University, 117 Willard Building, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. Application deadline: May 19, 1980. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
OWN A RADIO STATION IN PARADISE

Top Honolulu, Hawaii Radio Facility available. 10,000 Watt Non-Directional fulltime, low frequency AM Powerhouse. Excellent ratings and billings. Station available for approximately 2X gross—portion of price can be consultancy if buyer financially qualified. For Details call: Dave Wagenvoord/Media Broker (808) 949-6648.

Major market midwest
full time ethnic profitable station.
$1,500,000. Cash. Box E-40.

THE KEITH W. HORTON COMPANY, INC.
P. O. Box 948
Elmira, NY
14902
(607) 733-7138
Brokers and Consultants to the Communications Industry

For Sale Stations

H.B. La Rue, Media Broker
radio. tv. cafe. appraisal
West Coast:
44 Montgomery Street, 5th Floor. San Francisco, California 94104
(415)434-1750
East Coast:
500 East 77th Street, Suite 1909, New York, NY 10021
212/288-0737

FM NEAR WASH., DC
in a county soon to merge into Washington’s standard metropolitan statistical area. Rapidly growing! Untapped potential! $440,000 cash; $550,000 terms. Box E-22.

LARSON/WALKER & COMPANY
Brokers, Consultants & Appraisers
213/826-0385
202/223-1553
Suite 214
Suite 417
11681 Ban
1730 Rhode Island Ave. N.W.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90049
Washington, D.C. 20036

Ralph E. Meador
Media Broker
AM - FM - TV - Appraisals
P.O. Box 36
Lexington, Mo. 64067
Phone 816-259-2544

Rocky Mountain Area

Ohio Class A FM

For Sale Stations Continued
**FOR SALE**


---

**BROADCASTING'S CLASSIFIED RATES**

Payable in advance. Check or money order only (Billing charge to stations and firms: $2.00).

When placing an ad, indicate the EXACT category desired: Television, Radio, Cable or Allied Fields; Help Wanted or Situations Wanted: Management, Sales. etc. If this information is omitted, we will determine the appropriate category according to the copy. No make goods will be run if all information is not included.

The publisher is not responsible for errors in printing due to illegible copy. All copy must be clearly typed or printed.

Deadline is Monday for the following Monday's issue. Orders and/or cancellations must be submitted in writing. (No telephone orders and/or cancellations will be accepted).

Repies to ads with Blind Box numbers should be addressed to (box number) c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

Advertisers using Blind Box numbers cannot request audio tapes, video tapes, transcriptions, films or VTR's to be forwarded to BROADCASTING Blind Box numbers. Audio tapes, video tapes, transcriptions, films and VTR's are not forwardable, and are returned to the sender.

**FOR SALE Stations Continued**

**CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES**

- **SELECT MEDIA BROKERS**
  - 912-383-4877
  - PO Box 5, Albany, GA 31702

- **R.D. HANNA COMPANY**
  - Brokers • Appraisers • Consultants
  - 5944 Lutter Lane, Suite 505 • 8340 East Princeton Avenue
  - Dallas, Texas 75225 • Denver, Colorado 80237
  - (214) 696-1022 • (303) 771-2675

- **GEORGIA POWER AM**
  - Fulltime powerful AM in medium-sized market. Largely new equipment capable of AM Stereo. Valuable real property included. $250,000 down on this excellent facility priced under one million. Superior owner financing on the balance. Principals only write including financial references to Box E-37.

- **BILL-DAVID ASSOCIATES**
  - Brokers-Consultants
  - (303) 636-1584
  - 2508 Fair Mount St.
  - Colorado Springs, CO 80909

---

**5000 Watt**

day time, early sign on, non directional radio station for sale in St. Ignace, Michigan. Call after 7:00 PM. 517-321-1763.
James R. Arcara, VP-general manager of Capital Cities Communications’ WPAT-AM/FM Paterson, N.J., named executive VP-radio for Capital Cities. In his new capacity, general managers of company’s seven AM and six FM stations will report to him. For now, he will continue to operate WPAT.

Bartley Walsh, general manager, WWW(FM)-Detroit, joins WXYZ(FM)-Washington as VP-general manager.

John Cross, sales manager, WMAR-FM-Baltimore, named general manager.

Homer Griffith, sales manager, KTSF-TV-San Francisco, named assistant manager to Richard O’Hearn, general manager.

Albert J. Gillen, president of Knight-Rider Broadcasting, Miami, and president of Viewdata Corp. of America, which is testing electronic two-way home information service under sponsorship of Knight-Rider and AT&T, elected senior VP of parent Knight-Rider Newspapers Inc.

Harold F. Gross, founder and chairman of Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-AM/FM-TV Lansing, Mich.), re-elected chairman and announced he will retire Dec. 31, 1980. He will be 80 years old next year, has spent almost 50 years in broadcasting. Board of publicly held company voted to add three outside directors, to be designated shortly.

E. Lee Leidinger, general manager, WWJ-AM/FM-Detroit, elected VP of parent company, Evening News Association.

John LeForge, executive VP-general manager of KDHL-TV Duluth, Minn., elected to board of directors of parent company, Palmer Communications Inc.


Jack Alix, station manager, WQOE-AM-Richmond, Va., named VP.

Warren Descon, program director, noncommercial KSBR(AM) Mission Viejo, Calif., assumes additional duties as station manager.

Jon Ross, freelance TV director, named president, KWVE(AM) San Clemente, Calif., and Jack Bell, KWVE VP and sales manager, named general manager—both jobs formerly held by Cliff Gill, principal owner of station. Gill has resigned and will put stock on market to concentrate on radio consultancy and brokerage.

James O. Robbins, assistant VP, Continental Cablevision, Miami Valley, Ohio, joins Viacom Cablevision of Suffolk county, N.Y., as general manager. Marsha Kenny, marketing-sales promotion manager, Chemical Bank, New York, joins Suffolk Cablevision as marketing manager.

Alan Thiel, director of financial controls for television stations division of NBC, New York, moves to NBC’s WKYC-TV Cleveland as director of finance and administration.

Steve Spratt, from Shamrock Broadcasting’s WWWW(FM)-Detroit, transferred to Shamrock’s KABL-AM/FM-San Francisco as financial-business manager.

Betty Goddard, executive secretary to general manager of KSTW(TV)-Tacoma, Wash., named administrative assistant to general manager and assistant general manager of station.

Jerry Siano, executive VP-corporate creative director, NW Ayer ABH International, New York, elected vice chairman. Patrick Cunningham, senior VP-executive creative director, and George Eversman and Dominick Rosal Jr., senior VP’s and management supervisors, named executive VP’s.

Ron Sherman, president of J. Walter Thompson Co.’s Eastern division, New York, named president of newly formed Entertainment Division of agency, which will be involved in entertainment, leisure, and communications, including new media. New division is expansion of JWT Entertainment Group.


William R. Crossdale, associate director, network programming, BBDO, New York, named VP.

Robert Moehl, management account supervisor, Ogilvy & Mather, Los Angeles, named management supervisor on Polaroid domestic account, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York.

Caroline (Katie) Gunn, broadcast analyst, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, named network coordinator. Lynn Holden, graduate, University of Wisconsin, Madison, succeeds Gunn.

Lloyd Fink, Richard Fitzugh, Richard Kasoff, Carol Lane and Charles Sforza, associate creative directors, and Woodrow Wilson Litwhiler, art director, Benton & Bowles, New York, elected VP’s.


Jack Snow and Caroline Foxley, account supervisors, Cunningham & Walsh. New York, elected VP’s.

Jim Voss-Grumish, broadcast services manager, Needham, Harper & Steers, Chicago, named VP.

John Blumenthal and Gerald Weinstein, senior VP’s and creative group heads, Benton & Bowles, New York, named to newly created posts of creative directors-New York.

Geoffrey Nixon, VP-account service, Austin Kelley Advertising, Atlanta, named senior VP-director of account service. Clyde Hogg, associate creative director, named creative director. Harold Shields, art director, named senior art director. John Mercier, controller, named director of finance and administration.
Chiat/Day. Los Angeles. names three new VP's: Hank Antosz, media; Amy Miyano, production art; and Joe Sosa, print production.

Robert Binkley, associate brand manager, Seven-Up Co., joins D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius, St. Louis, as account executive.


Karen McV ver, former VP-director, Parkson Advertising, and former VP-group head at SSS&K and B. New York, joins creative department of Hicks & Gries, New York.

Jimmy Wyatt, account executive, Studdard-Harris Advertising, Atlanta, joins John M. Rose & Co., Knoxville, Tenn., as account supervisor.

Janet Hughes, supervisor of billings, Bernstein, Rein & Boberg Advertising, Kansas City, Mo., named broadcast traffic coordinator.

Claudia Short, production coordinator, Brewer Advertising, Kansas City, joins Bernstein as assistant production manager. Mary Jo Thiele, production traffic assistant, Bernstein, named traffic supervisor.

Judy Rape, advertising manager, McAllen State Bank, McAllen, Tex., and formerly with McCann-Erickson, Houston, joins Associated Advertising Agency, Wichita, Kan., as account service manager and copy contact. Cynthia Lathrop, broadcast planner and assistant director, Associated Advertising, named media director.


Sylvia Mendoza, account executive, NBC's WMAQ-TV Chicago, joins NBC-TV Spot Sales there as account executive.

Faith Tilson, formerly with Blair Television in New York and Chris Gordon, from Chicago sales staff of Blair Television, named to ABC-green sales team in New York. Brian Sikorski, from Blair's Chicago sales staff, transfers to Philadelphia sales staff. Chris Dawson, computer systems training specialist for Blair Television, named account executive on Chicago ABC sales staff.


Jerry Goodlin, account executive with Western International Media Corp., Los Angeles, joins sales staff of Kaiz Radio in Los Angeles. Mike Chires, media buyer-planner and research analyst, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, joins sales staff of Kaiz Radio in Detroit.


Burke Liburt, senior VP of Jeffrey Alan Associates, New York marketing company, joins Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. there as VP-sales of television stations division, which includes six stations. He will also be working with Corinthian's Peters Griffin Woodward television representative, and Corinthian's production group, TVS.

Robert Donohue, VP-national sales manager, WNEW-TV New York, named VP-local sales manager, and will share duties with Robert Hance III, who is also VP-local sales manager. Leslie Prager, account executive, named national sales manager.

Ron Kaufman, national sales manager, WBKB TV Detroit, named director of sales and administration.

Clyde Helton, sales representative, KODE-TV Joplin, Mo., named general sales manager.

Sandra Holmes, account executive, WRKX(FM) Washington, joins WINDMA Chicago as sales manager.

Thomas Horan, account executive, WLNAM(C) Cincinnati, named general sales manager.

Phil Miller, former station and sales manager of WOLPX(AM) Panama City, Fla., named general sales manager of WTVY-AM-FM Richmond, Va.

Bruce Wetten, formerly with sales staff of KNX-FM Lightwood, named sales manager of KIDM-AM-FM Boise, Idaho.

Mike da Roza, former sales manager of WRKX(FM) Daytonia Beach, Fla., joins WSPB-AM-FM Sarasota, Fla., as sales manager.

Jim Wilcox, account executive, WYEA-TV Columbus, Ga., named local sales manager. Charlotte McCullough, from circulation department of Columbus Ledger-Enquirer, joins WYEA-TV as account executive.

Jerry Sellars, account executive, KYA-AM-FM San Francisco, named local sales manager. Mary Pettiford, territory manager, International Playtex, joins KYA as account executive.

Cindy Kuechle, sales manager, WPLY-FM Plymouth, Wis., joins WZFF(FM) Milwaukee as cooperative advertising director.

Linda J. Byrd, account executive, WVOS(FM) Jacksonville, Fla., named local sales manager.

John Manning, from WTVN-TV New Haven, Conn., joins WPMI-TV Philadelphia as account executive.

Katherine Gulick, clothing buyer for Meier and Frank, Portland, Ore., joins Fisher Broadcasting, based in Portland, as retail marketing specialist for KOMO-AM-TV Seattle and KATU-TV Portland.

Karen Henry, former account executive, WZKFRM(FM) Washington, named sales promotion and merchandising coordinator for WMMALI there.

Joe Ellis, who has operated his own advertising art and copy service, joins WITR(FM) Vero Beach, Fla., as advertising director.

Mary Rose McHugh, advertising manager, Southside Neighborhood News, Hartford, Conn., joins WYTV New Britain, Conn., as account executive.

Gay Garrett, from sales department of KGNC-AM-FM Amarillo, Tex., joins sales staff of KCOY-TV Santa Maria, Calif.


Ken Hoag, from KUDI-LAM Kansas City, Kan., joins sales staff of KTARI-LAM Phoenix.

Dan Wastler, from real estate business, joins KCMO-LAM Kansas City, Mo., as account executive.


Programing

Charles Gerber, VP, program development, NBC Owned Television Stations Division, Los Angeles, appointed to new post of VP, MCA TV Program Enterprises, Los Angeles.

Stu Erwin, supervisor of series and long-form dramatic projects, MTM Enterprises, Hollywood, named senior VP.

Donald Klauber, president of Feature House, New York, TV distribution firm, retained by Warner Communications Inc., New York, as full-time consultant on program acquisition for pay cable and home video departments.


Sam Elwing, former executive producer of locally produced programs, series and specials for ABC-TV in San Francisco, joins NBC Entertainment, Los Angeles, as manager, children's programing. Jeanne Edmunds, former producer of Larry King Shou, Mutual Radio, joins NBC's Tomorrow show in New York as talent coordinator.

Edward Hoffman, director of legal affairs, Warner Bros. Television, Los Angeles, joins 20th Century-Fox Television there as VP-legal affairs.

Production staff assignments for Group W Productions’ The John Davidson Show syndicated talk-variety series, have been announced by Frank Miller, vice president and executive pro-
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Independently, producer Allan B. Schwartz named VP of program development, QM Productions.

Michael Zannella, creative consultant for NBC-TV’s children’s series, Hot Hero Sandwich, joins The Mike Douglas Show as executive creative consultant.

Allen H. Balch, communications director, office of U.S. Senator John Tower (R-Tex.), named executive producer, The Senators, syndicated radio commentaries from O’Connor Creative Services Inc.

Mike Petrone, freelance producer, joins EUE/Screen Gems, New York, as unit production manager. Marc Bauman, who formerly taught television production at School of Visual Arts, State University of New York, New Paltz, named video production manager for EUE/Screen Gems.

Bob Kaminsky, owner of DBA Productions, New York, joins D.I.R. Broadcasting Corp. there as director of production.

Meyrick Payne, director of marketing services, General Telephone and Electronics Corp., New York, joins Reees Communications Corp. there as senior VP-chief financial officer.

Ray Balog, director of finance, noncommercial KCET(TV) Los Angeles, named to same post, Trans-American Video/Merv Griffin Productions, there.

Raysa Bonow, creator of CBS-TV’s People in 1978, named producer of AM/FM, new 90-minute live, weekday show on KXTV-TV Philadelphia.

Steve Roddy, from Southern Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, joins Scripps-Howard Broadcasting, Cleveland, as director of programming and marketing.

Cynthia Tivers, associate producer, ABC-TV and Group W Productions, named producer, PM Magazine, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles. She was formerly correspondent for BROADCASTING. Ed Cervantes, producer with KNXT(TV) Los Angeles, named field producer.

David Creagh, assistant to senior VP for programming, National Public Radio, Washington, named director of newly established satellite program development fund.

Harry Tate, staff director, WPCH-TV Pittsburgh, named production manager.

Robert Kramer, senior director, WPTV(TV) Pittsburgh, N.Y., named production manager.

Craig Cornwall, director, WTVQ-TV Lexington, Ky., named assistant production manager.

Jeff Scheiman, production supervisor-director, Nebraska Television Network, Kearney, named creative producer-director for NTV’s KNEG-TV Kearney.

Bill O’Connell, weekend sports anchor and reporter, WCWB-TV Boston. Joins WNBC-TV there as sports director and anchor.

Chip Cipolla, former sports director for WNEW(NY) New York, and current host of syndicated television series, Sports Scrapbook, joins WXTUFM there as sports reporter.

Joe Sanchez, air personality, WTTBAM Vero Beach, Fla., named sports director.

Hy Lit, formerly with WBBM-AM Philadelphia (now WZDD), named station consultant and air personality, WTRFAM Trenton, N.J. His son, Sam Lit, formerly with KBAAAM Morro Bay, Calif., joins WRT as program director.

Bill Cranney, from WOSGIAM Liberty, N.Y., joins WOSGIAM Albany, N.Y., as program director and air personality.

Jack Morton, with KVIIAM, named host of morning news and information program, Melissa Woodruff, also with KVI, named producer of program.

Bob Cudmore, program host, WNBCPI Phils.

News and Public Affairs

George Lewis, NBC News correspondent, assigned to cover State Department. Previously he covered American hostage crisis in Teheran and filed reports for "Iran Diary" on NBC Nightly News.


John Allen Adams, former news director, KWT Manage St. Joseph, Mo., named news director for Nebraska Television Network, Kearney, which includes four stations.

Mary Margaret Myers, former anchor, WBCAM New York, joins WXTUFM there as news director.

Mark Young, assignment editor, WSB-TV Atlana, joins KXAS-TV Fort Worth in same capacity.

Mike Snyder, reporter and weekend anchor, KHOU-TV Houston, joins KCSAM as consumer reporter.

Skip Erickson, operations manager, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, joins KUTVAM there as unit manager in news department. Tim Schreiner, political and reporter city editor, Sioux Falls (S.D.) Argus-Leader, and formerly with KSFYaV Sioux Falls, joins KUTV as reporter.

Ron Lane, reporter and 10 p.m. news producer, KODE-TV Joplin, Mo., named assignment editor.

Thomas Merluzzi, assignment editor, WNACAM New York, joins Cable News Network, Atlanta, as assignment editor.

Al Terzi, news director and anchor, WPECAM West Palm Beach, Fla., joins WTVN-TV New Haven, Conn., as Hartford, Conn.-based co-anchor and correspondent.

Ann Dufresne, anchor, KHTVAM Corpus Christi, Tex., joins WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla., as co-anchor. Cassandra Claymon, reporter, WJLTVAM Savannah, Ga., and Paul Roth, reporter, WSPAAM Montgomery, Ala., join WDBO-TV as reporters.

Karen Bowling, reporter, WXXS-TV Jackson ville, Fla., named evening news co-anchor.

Steve Zeger, former public relations director for Denver Bears, baseball team, joins WJKV as evening news producer.

Erie Morarity, on-air host, producer of nightly talk show and writer for Warner Cable’s Qube system in Columbus, Ohio, joins WII-TV Baltimore as reporter.

Bruce Howard, from KPRLAM Houston, joins KMOL-TV San Antonio, Tex., as reporter.

Connie Howard, reporter, WCAAM Cham paign, Ill., and Jacqueline Walker, anchor-reporter, WMMWAM Springfield, Ill., join WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y., as reporters. Stephanie Lindquist, technician, Vermont Public Broadcasting, joins WROC-TV as photographer.

Kevin Maggiore, morning anchor and news photographer, WATLAM Augusta, Ga., and Robin Phillips, assistant to general manager of Shamrock Broadcasting’s WBOAM New Orleans, join Shamrock’s WTVAM Lexington, Ky., as reporters. Jack Barnett, cameraman, WTVQAM, named news photographer. Ricardo Thomas, project editor, WTVQAM, named cameraman.

Denise Kovacevic, co-anchor and producer of 5:30 and 11 p.m. news on KKLY-TV Spokane, Wash., joins KVOSAM Bellingham, Wash., as 10:30 p.m. co-anchor.

Paula Rensburger, news director, KTLGAM Twin Falls, Idaho, joins noncommercial KSAMFM Mission Viejo, Calif., in same capacity.

Terry Wedel, public affairs director, KSRB, assumes additional duties as executive producer of AM and PM news magazines. Ken Croes Jr., program producer, KSRB, named anchor-producer of AM news magazine; Marilyn Moore, program producer, named anchor-producer of PM news magazine.

Christine Negroni, reporter and producer of mini-documentaries, New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority, Trenton, joins WPSAM Hartford, Conn., as night reporter.

Gail Gordon, producer, KBCCTV El Paso, Tex., named community affairs director.

Bill Buckmaster, morning anchor, KKKLAM San Jose, Calif., joins KEMOAM San Francisco as anchor of The Stock Market Today. He succeeds Stuart Varney, who joins Cable News Network as financial reporter, based in New York.

Ken Yearwood, assignment editor, KEYTAM Santa Barbara, Calif., joins news department of KFMBAM San Diego.

Sandra Butler, producer of special projects, news department, WRC-TV Washington, joins WWDVAM there as producer of news department’s special projects unit.

Bob Dayton, from Plough Broadcasting’s WJIDAM Chicago, joins morning news team of co-owned WMPDAM Memphis.

Sandra Smith-Strassel, public affairs director, WQCAAM Charlotte, N.C., joins WBNMAMWAZAM New Bern, N.C., as reporter.

Gabe Dalmath, 10 p.m. anchor, WHBTAM Rochester, N.Y., assumes additional duties as producer of newscast.

Teresa Rogers, from news department of KUWXAM Phoenix, joins KARZAM there as reporter.

Faith Mitchell, air personality, WRAMAM WOUFAM Fort Pierce, Fla., joins news staff of WTTIAM Vero Beach, Fla.

Bob Gillum, news photographer, WEAMAM Eau Claire, Wis., named chief news photographer.
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Promotion and PR

Lou Zaccheo, director of creative services for Group W's KYW-TV Philadelphia, named director of creative services for Group W's television group, based in New York.

Michael Grant, chief announcer, KOTV-TV Tulsa, Okla., named manager of promotion and advertising.

Sid Perry, art director, WTVQ-TV Lexington, Ky., named promotion manager.

Meryl Cohen, director of promotion, WTOPAM-FM Washington, joins WXYZ-FM Detroit as director of advertising and promotion.

Sharon Rosenbush, promotion director, KY-AM-FM San Francisco, joins KYW-FM San Francisco as director of promotion and advertising.

Penny Springer, administrative assistant to general sales manager and broadcast operations manager, WMAL-FM Washington, named publicity coordinator.

John H. Clark, morning host on noncommercial WUNC-FM Chapel Hill, N.C., joins noncommercial KFRC-FM San Francisco as director of promotion and fund raising.

Technology

Raymond Krause, Southeast regional sales manager for RCA Corp.'s Mobile Systems division, named Southern regional sales manager for RCA American Communications, based in Houston.

Tom Landgraf, district manager in Chicago for Sony Video Products Co., named regional manager in Detroit. Hughton Salmon, with Sony Video Products in Honolulu Island City, N.Y., named technical representative, Eastern region, based in Long Island City.


Delbert Smith, satellite legal expert, Madison, Wis., elected to board of directors of Comsat. He succeeds Lucius Battle, who will take early retirement and become chairman of Johns Hopkins Foreign Policy Institute. Smith, who takes over July 7, will be responsible for Congressional, governmental and community relations.

Peggy Jones, who has handled administrative matters in office of chairman of board of Scientific-Atlanta, elected assistant corporate secretary.

Luther Nieh, formerly with General Electric in Louisville, Ky., joins International Tapertronics Corp., Bloomington, Ill., as manager of engineering.

Robert Mahoney, application engineering con-

sultant to broadcast industry and educational media centers, joins Philips Broadcast Equipment Group, as mid-Atlantic regional sales manager, based in Washington.

Kjell Hagemark, research manager, Central research laboratories of J.M. St. Paul, named laboratory manager for optical recording project of magnetic audio-video products division.


Terry Conner, Southwest region representative for video systems division of Panasonic, Dallas, named regional manager, Southwest region.

David Barnes, manager of Cincinnati branch of Midwest Corp., video equipment dealer, named VP-general manager of communication division. He succeeds Elijah Middifc who becomes manager of Eastern region branches. Bill Dancy, manager of Miami branch, assumes additional duties as manager of Southern region.

Jerry Cohen, former video products sales engineer, Tektronix, joins Sharp Electronics Corp., Paramus, N.J., as manager of technical sales support for professional products department.

International

Real Therrien, member of Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, Ottawa, appointed vice chairman.

David Golden, president and chief executive officer of Telesat Canada, Ottawa, becomes chairman of board succeeding J. Alphonse Ouimet, who retires from that office but remains director. Eldon Thompson, president of New Brunswick Telephone Co., elected president and chief executive officer of Telesat.

Allied Fields


David J. Markey, legislative counsel in office of government relations, National Association of Broadcasters, named VP Richard Wyckoff, also legislative counsel, named director of broadcast liaison. Belva Brissett, legislative representative, named director of congressional liaison. Valerie Schulte, from Washington law firm of Paul, Hastings, Janes, Oberkampf & Taft, joins legal department of NAB.

Carmen Jones, who has 15 years experience in Puerto Rican television and radio, has replaced Maria Elena Toreno as head of National Association of Spanish Broadcasters.

Thomas K. Hull Jr., acting director of Center for Instructional Resources, State University of New York at New Paltz, named director of center.

John Copeland, manager of international projects. Motorola, elected chairman of International Business Council of Electronic Industries Association.

Deaths

Alfred Hitchcock, 80, famed suspense film director who made transition from films to television will become one of early television successes. Died April 29 at his home in Los Angeles. He had history of heart ailment, and recently suffered from kidney failure. His weekly series in 1950's, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, made him national television star. It was called The Alfred Hitchcock Hour from 1962 to 1965, and reruns are still syndicated. Hitchcock, British and recently knighted, made films for 50 years, among them: "Psycho," "The Birds," "Dial M for Murder," "Frenzy," "Rear Window" and "Vertigo." Survivors include his wife, Alma, one daughter and three grandchildren.

Omar F. Elder Jr., 60, general attorney with CBS and former executive with ABC for 17 years, died of heart attack April 13 in St. Joseph's hospital in Stamford, Conn. Before joining CBS in 1970, he was VP of ABC-TV and assistant secretary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters Inc. Survivors include one daughter and son.

Arthur L. Martin, 62, president of Marion Broadcasting Co. and general manager of its WMKN-AM-FM Marion, Ohio, died of heart attack April 27 at his home in Marion. His joining the war in 1953 as commercial manager and eventually served as VP-sales, and VP-station manager and VP-general manager. He was named president in 1978. Before joining WMKN, he worked for Air Trails Network's WIZE-FM Springfield, Ohio, and WING-FM Dayton, Ohio, for 14 years. Survivors include his wife, Levina, one daughter and son.

John H. Platt, 82, retired senior VP of advertising and public relations for Kraft Foods Co. (now Kraft Inc.) died April 29 of natural causes at his home in Winnetka, Ill. He helped originate Kraft Music Hall in 1933 on network radio, and was also responsible for signing Bing Crosby as host of show in 1935. Platt was also associated with Kraft Television Theater; and in 1959, signed Perry Como to Kraft-Perry Como Shows. He was among founders of Audit Bureau of Circulations. Survivors include his wife, Arlene, and four sons.

Jean Montgomery Abernethy, television news producer shortly after World War II, and producer of weekly series of reports on Korean war, died of heart attack while on vacation in Asheville, N.C., with her husband, NBC News correspondent Robert G. Abernethy. She also worked for NBC during 1940's and 1950's. Besides her husband, survivors include one daughter.
Added Attractions

BROADCASTING's editors and writers are at work on a number of special reporting assignments scheduled (*) to appear during the next few months. Among the more prominent prospects:

May 12 Two to go: Advance reports on the affiliate meetings of ABC and NBC, hard on the heels of the CBS gathering that will be reported in gavel-to-gavel detail in the May 12 issue. Tracking the present fortunes and future prospects of the companies that continue to lead the way, and set the pace, in over-the-air TV.

May 19 NCTA. Advance report on what's being billed as the hottest convention in the history of the National Cable Television Association. Including a "Fifth Estate" report on Ted Turner, television and cable's most exciting—and perhaps most controversial—media entrepreneur.

Jun 9 The Washington Lawyers. Who's who among the influential legal elite populating the communications corridors of the nation's capital, who occupy so pivotal a role in affecting both the country's telecommunications policy and protecting their clients' interests.

Jul 7 A long hard look at the prospects for satellite-to-home TV—whether, when, how and why.

Jul 14 The annual Awards Issue, pulling together in one place all the major winners of the principal national awards competitions during the preceding 12 months.

Jul 28 A special report on local TV journalism—a national canvass of extraordinary news coverage and public affairs efforts on the local firing line.

Oct 13 The beginning of BROADCASTING magazine's celebration of its own first 50 years—with a companion, year-by-year celebration of the Fifth Estate with which its fortunes are joined. A major historical retrospective that will illuminate each issue of the succeeding 12 months, and climax in BROADCASTING's 50th Anniversary Issue on Oct. 12, 1981.

BROADCASTING will continue to update this schedule as appropriate, (a) to give readers an idea of what's upcoming, (b) to give sources due notice that we're at work in their territories and (c) to give advertisers a chance to plan their own marketing strategies in tandem with these editorial opportunities.

You Belong in Broadcasting Every Week

* Publication dates are subject to change, dependent on the progress of research and the pressures of and pre-emptions by other breaking news developments.
Profile

Bert Parks: a winning loser

For his 65th birthday, Bert Parks got a kick in the pants. The kick may have boosted his career into higher orbit.

After Parks was unceremoniously deposed as master of ceremonies for TV’s Miss America Pageant, the attendant furor made him much in demand.

It also reminded the Broadcast Pioneers that the durable radio-TV veteran deserved recognition. Three weeks ago, against the backdrop of an NAB convention, the Pioneers honored Parks with an award for 48 years “of distinguished service to broadcasting.”

Afterward, he relaxed at the Hilton hotel in Las Vegas and, with Annette, his wife of 37 years at his side, revisited those years.

It began in his native Atlanta, where his father, Aaron Jacobson (“a beautiful man”), had taken his bride, Hattie Spiegel, from New York to open a haberdashery.

“I went to public schools, but they felt I needed help,” Parks recalls. “So they sent me to a Catholic military school there, the Marist College. It improved my whole outlook and afforded me the finest teaching of my life.”

During his high school senior year, young Bert won a singing contest and caught the attention of the program director of WGST (AM) Atlanta. It meant that, upon graduation, he moved to WGST’s studios in the old Ansley hotel as a staff announcer.

“The pay was $7 a week,” he says, adding with a chuckle: “But the Blue Eagle [symbol of Roosevelt’s National Recovery Act] was flying around. That meant I was cut to $5.80.”

By the time New York beckoned a year and a half later, Bertram Jacobson had let his fingers do the walking through the phone book for a shorter and more professional sounding name: Bert Parks.

He left Atlanta with the encouragement of WGST General Manager Green B. Adair ringing in his ears: “Boy, you’ve got it. You go up there and show those Yankees!”

What Parks didn’t show those Yankees at CBS was his school credits. He explains: “CBS required two years of college and a knowledge of foreign languages. I told them I had two years at Emory—though I barely made it out of high school."

It worked. And for the then princely sum of $50 a week, Parks joined CBS and “the greatest announcing staff in the world... Harry Von Zell, Paul Good, David Ross, Andre Baruch and Ken Roberts... not to mention musical people like Andre Kostalanetz, who didn’t even have an orchestra then, just a chorus, and Mark Warnow.”

For six years Parks handled such radio network favorites as Renfrew of the Bank, which made the transition from radio to TV, as well as (all on TV) Double or Nothing and, in the early 60’s, Yours For a Song.

Most of this was prologue to the role with which Parks made his most indelible mark. That came in 1956 when he began handling the Miss America Pageant.

Parks’s career goes beyond radio-TV. “I consider myself most closely associated with broadcasting,” he explains, “but the thing that has allowed me to survive is that I have diversification. I wear many hats. I just don’t announce and sing. I do any number of things. For instance, today I’m doing more dramatic things than I’ve ever done in my career.”

A high point of that acting came outside broadcasting, in 1961, when he was on Broadway in The Music Man, succeeding Robert Preston in the starring role of Professor Harold Hill.

Parks doesn’t believe that years of experience necessarily beget wisdom. “I would have no way of advising youngsters,” he confesses. “I would only tell them to go out into the boondocks and get as much experience as possible... and always keep an extra job in their back pocket.”

Things have changed, he notes. “In our day there was plenty of time to nurture and grow and appreciate what we have. Now, as George Burns says, there’s no place to be bad any more. Today, you’re up front right away and you better do it right. If you don’t, you’re damned in three weeks.”

Parks speaks lightly, but with a trace of hurt in his voice, of the quick damnation he felt last Dec. 30 when he returned from a birthday party. He says that he first learned he would not be “invited back” as emcee in Atlantic City from a reporter who had talked to the pageant’s director. As for the mail notification said to have been sent him, Parks declares: “I have never seen that letter. And why a cold letter? I couldn’t believe it.”

What Parks did believe was the deluge of offers that followed. He ticks off a list that includes appearances on Pink Lady, People’s Choice, The Big Show, WKRP in Cincinnati and Love Boat. In addition there are contracts to do commercials for various products, to be public relations spokesman for Atlantic City’s Brighton hotel, and to do a big industrial show for Milliken & Co., the giant fabrics firm.

“At an age when most men are going to the barn, it’s unbelievable,” Parks comments.

However, Parks remembers well that on the Miss America Pageant last September, he was presented with an elaborate scroll. Perhaps that’s why he regarded his Broadcast Pioneers award with a mischievous gleam in his eye and remarked to the small group in the hotel room: “I’m apprehensive. The last time I received an award, I was fired.”
A reasonable compromise

The Federal Trade Commission and the coterie of professional consumerists who depend upon the agency for work are putting up a brave front in response to last week’s actions in the Congress. They are publicly vowing to go on with their crusades despite new legislative obstacles. The fact is, of course, that the FTC has been sent an unmistakable order to quit trying to wreck the business system it is supposed merely to police for clear violations of the law.

It remains to be seen whether the restraints fashioned last week by the Senate-House conference committee will permanently corral a runaway agency led by dedicated destructionists. The promise is that the new legislation will at least avert the worst excesses that the FTC had planned. For example, Congress has stopped short of telling the commission to call off its grossly discriminatory children’s television advertising inquiry, but it has refined the standards under which the FTC may proceed.

From now on the FTC will no longer have the power to issue trade regulations affecting the whole advertising economy on a finding that advertising of a certain category is “unfair.” It must make the more discriminating judgment that the target advertising is deceptive or fraudulent. It would be hard put to defend that kind of judgment about children’s television advertising in an appellate court.

As long as the commission was empowered to move against “unfair” advertising, it was virtually without restraint to move against any advertising that a majority of FTC members, egged on by an opinionated staff, found personally objectionable. The removal of that authority ought significantly to curb the private vendettas conducted by the antibusiness clique that Chairman Michael Pertschuk took with him to the agency.

The two-house veto power over FTC decisions that also emerged from the Senate-House conference is another reminder that the FTC is not to be used by bureaucrats as their personal instrument for social or political adjustments. Surely other agencies will read last week’s developments as a signal to them too. There is obviously a limit to the regulatory adventurism that the Congress will tolerate.

Really big show

As often happens after National Association of Broadcasters conventions, which in recent years have attracted crowds of 20,000 or so and exhibitors stretching into infinity, there is talk of separate conventions for radio and television (“Closed Circuit,” April 21). The stated aspiration is to whittle these events down to manageable size and restore an air of homogeneity that some broadcasters now find lacking when everybody from small-town daytimer to New York VHF gets together.

The guess here is that a halving of the main event is unlikely soon. Indeed the current divisions of NAB programing at the convention into separate sessions for radio, television and combined engineers to a large extent preserve individualities and quiet the former criticism that conventions leaned too far toward one side or another.

If there is eventually to be a separation, it may come naturally by evolution of the NAB radio program conferences that were begun two years ago. The next is to be held Aug. 24-27 in New Orleans. It is not intended as a junior NAB convention for radio members but as a program conference, as billed. Nobody can say, however, that it will always stay that way.

Just because it’s there

It’s D-Day minus approximately three weeks for Ted Turner’s Cable News Network and, as described elsewhere in this issue, the people there are working up a good head of steam.

Ted Turner is a flamboyant man not particularly known for self-effacement or ingratiating, but his personal style should not mislead anyone to dismiss CNN as a lark or wild dream. He has assembled a first-class corps of news professionals who have demonstrated in other environments that they know what they are about, and he is spending money liberally to make the thing work.

It would be wrong, of course, to expect CNN, when it starts June 1, to perform with the polished and dazzling facility of conventional network news. Even with solid funding, CNN has only a fraction of a TV network’s news budget—and many times the number of hours to fill. Professional it should be; slick it probably can’t be.

The big edge that CNN will have, as we’ve said before, is that it’s there, 24 hours a day. If a subscriber anywhere within its range wants to know whether the world is still in business at, say, 5:19 a.m. or 11:59 p.m.—or, for that matter, while the conventional network news is on—he will be able to dial CNN and, presumably, find out. It’s the closest thing yet to TV news on demand on a national scale, and its progress should be exciting to watch.

One go, all go

Despite the advice they were given on this page some time ago, four members of the FCC and seven senior staff members are on a three-week trip to the People’s Republic of China, with way stops at hardship posts like Tokyo and Honolulu. The government says the trip will cost $37,000.

We know broadcasters who would pick up the tab just to get that delegation out of Washington. If the trip could be extended, there would be no trouble attracting whatever additional contributions it would take.

There might, however, be resistance from some of the hundreds of broadcasters who are awaiting action on matters caught in the FCC’s permanent backlog (which only occasionally can disgorge a sudden decision such as the Cox-GE merger approval last week). With all those cats away, is it work or play that is going on, at 19th and M Streets in Washington? The question is whether this trip is necessary for as many as are on it.

“ ‘No, you may not call our hot line to help you get a raise.’ ”

Drawn for Broadcasting by Jack Schmidt
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Acquisition of KOVR-TV, Stockton-Sacramento, brings Outlet Broadcasting to the full complement of VHF stations permitted by FCC rules. It establishes us in a prestigious, growing Northern California market. It's a big step for the industry, too. A unique arrangement provides for local minority interests to share in ownership—a significant step toward building minority involvement in broadcasting. It will ensure KOVR-TV's responsiveness to the entire community.

Meeting community needs through innovative news and public affairs programming has long been an Outlet Broadcasting hallmark. We're pleased to add a new dimension to that tradition as we welcome KOVR-TV and our new ownership partners to one of America's fastest-growing broadcasting groups.

KOVR-TV: ANOTHER STEP FORWARD.

Outlet Broadcasting
An Outlet Company Division.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio Station Group</th>
<th>Television Station Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WJAR-AM Providence, R.I.</td>
<td>WJAR-TV Providence, R.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBO-AM Orlando, Fla.</td>
<td>WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTOP-AM Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>KSAT-TV San Antonio, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla.</td>
<td>WCMH-TV Columbus, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIQQ-FM Los Angeles, Cal.</td>
<td>KOVR-TV Stockton-Sacramento, Cal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Golden beaches cushioning the pounding surf, majestic mountains reaching into sunny skies, exotic flowers colored brighter than a rainbow... these are the sights of Paradise!

Happy smiling faces, mellow rhythmic music, warm words of welcome... sounds that bring the scene to life.

Welcome to Hawaii!

Set design by Nature. Production by Hawaii Production Center, KGMB. Audio by Ward-Beck.